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Introduction 
Faure is most often seen as a composer of secondary 
importance. Even after the considerable amount of 
research material which has been produced in the last 
fifteen years, notably that of Jean-Michel Nectoux in 
France and of Robert Orledge in England, Faure 
remains in the second rank of composers; behind 
Debussy, for example, since his influence was less 
widespread and since he created no 'school'. But is 
influence the most suitable criterion to adopt when" 
we assess the merits of a composer's work? The 
danger in the assumption that the only 'great' 
composers were those who left behind them a trail of 
imitators (Beethoven, Wagner, Dehussy, Schoenberg, to 
take four significant examples), is that it implies too 
narrow a definition of the value of music. It is 
true that the great originality of the four composers 
mentioned above did bring about new directions in music; 
indeed the scale of that originality made it difficult 
for subsequent composers to escape influence. The 
fervour with which Wagner's music was accepted in the 
Paris of the l880s is easy to understand, as is the 
attraction of composition using twelve notes: it is 
the persuasiveness of an entirely new approach which 
suits the mood of the age and appears to provide the way 
out of an artistic impasse l • No composer imitated 
Faure's style, and it is all too easy to assume that 
he must therefore not have been worthy of imitation. 
Undoubtedly. Faure presents us with no startling 
innovation in any aspect of musical language. He 
began his career writing chan~on~ for fashionable 
salons, which, although showing early signs of 
individuality, were almost in the Beranger tradition 
by their strophic form and their conventional 
accompaniments; his chamber music began in the context 
of the French musical renaissance of the last third of 
the nineteenth century; his piano works offer no new 
formal aspects; his opera Penefope, by his own admission. 
makes use of Wagnerian procedures; and his choral 
works are small-scale (even the Requiem) and formally 
simple. At the harmonic level, there are no startling 
discoveries to be made in terms of new chords, and he 
remained a composer for whom tonality was central while 
Debussy and Schoenberg were, in their different ways, 
supplanting it. 
For all that, Faure remains one of the most highly 
original of musical thinkers. He lived to see his 
music misunderstood (indeed by the time he was forty-
five, with over thirty years of composing still to come, 
the process had already begun); and we know that he 
was thought of by the Establishment of the Paris 
Conservatoire as a "dangerous revolutionary" 2. As 
early as 1894, with La Bonne Chan~on op.61, Faure's 
3. 
music was reaching the point beyond which contemporary 
taste was reluctant to follow. Even Camille Saint-Saens, 
Faure's faithful mentor and supporter, 3 was unable to 
comprehend much of Faure's music after P~omethee of 1900. 
He continued to study his former pupil's music with 
interest, but could no longer enthuse. In particular his 
inability to grasp Le Ja~din ceo~4 shows vividly the 
difficulties which contemporaries of Faure experienced 
in understanding his music. Writing to Faure in 1915, 
Saint-Saens, for whom l![e Ja/I..c~in c!..o~ ne s' ouvre pas" 5 
regrets the passing of the Faure who wrote Le~ Ro~e~ 
d'l~pahan - a composition thirty-one years old by this 
time! Misunderstanding of Faure's music often 
proceeded from unfamiliarity: even after years as 
Faure's composition pupil at the Conservatoire, Maurice 
Ravel could write: "Je suis injuste a l'egard de la 
musique de Faure; en somme je la connais mal".6 
What developments took place in Faure!s music to provoke 
this change? From being considered flThe Master of Charms,,7, 
Faure and his music became more and more the province of 
a few fervent cognoscenti. The answer lies to an 
extent in Faure's own self-stimulating approach to 
composition. At an early stage he seems to have become 
satisfied that the processes of his own music were a 
fruitful field for development, and that external influence 
was inappropriate to his self-respect as a composer. 
If, for example, the meeodie~ of Gounod (notably 
4. 
o ma Reiie ~eReiie, with its modal touche~ and L'AR~ent) 
arguably set an example in matters of form and harmonic 
rang~ for Faur~'s earliest vocal compositions, it is 
evident that the influence is quickly outgrown. In 
his piano music, similarly, the early influences of 
Chopin, Schumann and Saint-Saens quickly die out, and 
his early chamber works, whilst acknowledging a small 
debt, in matters chiefly of texture, to Saint-Saens, 
appear as personal utterances free from any profound 
influence. Unlike Beethoven, unlike Wagner, unlike 
Schoenberg, "Faure est tout de suite lui-meme" as 
Vladimir Jank~l~vitch writes 8 • 
Another reason for Faure's autonomy as a composer 
surely lies in his very compositional methods. He 
is a composer for whom the process of composition 
minimises the importance of the element of colour, 
of sonority for its own sake. It is thus less likely 
that the sonorities of Debussy or Ravel would attract 
Faur~'s interest to the point where his own music would 
begin to incorporate Debussian or Ravelian sounds. 
Faure's own writings on music exhibit a dislike of 
sounds as pure aural sensations, and reveal him to 
have been somewhat traditional as regards the harmonic 
innovations of some of his contemporaries. Consider, 
for example, his review of Ravel's L'Heu~e e~paqnoie, 
in which the diplomacy of language characteristic of 
Faur~ls critical writings cannot conceal his antipathy 
5 . 
for the harmonic style of his pupil: 
I'Qu'on n'y rencontre point maint temoignage 
d'irreveran~e A l'egard des r~gles de la 
musique, voilA ce que je n'affirmerais pas. 
Jamais occasion de cultiver la fausse note 
ne fut si amplement offerte A M. Ravel; 
aussi s'en est-il donne A coeur joie.,,9 
Although Faure goes on to praise the originality, 
subtlety and gaiety of g'H~u~~ ~~pagnog~, he is 
clearly unwilling to accept sounds without their ad-
herence to a harmonic system of a relatively traditional 
nature. 10 We must therefore seek reasons for Faure's 
harmonic originality not in harmonic neologisms. but 
in his own harmonic processes, in the use to which 
he put existing harmonic units. It will be seen that 
this approach takes us "inside" Faure's music: it is 
not enough to observe phenomena, we must study the 
musical language; and the most profitable areas of 
study are those of harmony, melody and rhythm. 
Before a discussion of these important aspects of 
Faure's musical language, it is the business of this 
introduction to clarify the term 'musical language' 
and to demonstrate its application to Faure's music. 
Retaining a simple definition of any language as a 
'system of signals used for communication', it is a 
truism to say that any musical language communicates; 
that is, the 'signals' used by the composer are capable 
of being understood by those 'receiving' them. Two 
6. 
questions immediately arise. Firstly, how does 
music communicate, what signals does it use that may 
be understood by the listener ?; and secondly, what 
does music communicate, what does it mean? In 
answering these questions, particularly with reference 
to a main-stream 19th/early 20th-century composer 
such as Faure, I will adhere closely to the general 
definitions of musical language found in Deryck Cooke's 
lhe Language ot ~u~iCll. While not providing a 
satisfactory explanation for much of the music of 
modern times, lhe Language ot ~u~ic expresses in an 
extremely clear and well-argued fashion the view that, 
for the period covering tonal music (in its widest 
sense, from Dufay to Stravinsky), music has been 
lIa language of the emotions,,12. In other words, it 
expresses, communicates emotions to those who have the 
emotional equipment to receive the "messages" (for 
that reason Cooke's study is confined to Western 
music). Moreover, it communicates emotions by using 
signals which, for all that period of musical history, 
have signified substantially the same category of 
emotion - the minor 6th falling to the 5th of a scale 
expresses anguish, whether in the music of Josquin, 
Schubert or SChoenberg; and so on. T~ere is no need 
in the present study to provide a precis of this 
extremely well-known book; it is mentioned here 
since it provides the answer, insofar as the artistic 
7 . 
context of Faure's music is concerned, to the two 
questions raised earlier. Firstly, then, music 
~ommunicates by means of a universally accepted set 
of signals, and by reference to a common system 
( tonali ty) ; and secondly, it communicates emotion, 
it expresses an emotional world. To the frequently-
asked question, what does music m£an, there is no 
real answer, since the question, set in those terms, 
makes no sense. Meaning is inapplicable to music in 
the sense that it applies to words, and Jacques Barzun 
puts the point eloquently: 
"Music - and every other art - is expressive 
in the same sense as a cry or gesture. We 
say to the same effect a "facial expression" -
it has no name, but it m£an~. Music is of 
course far more complex than cries, faces or 
gestures, but like a brilliant pantomime its 
consecutive intention is immediately perceived 
and understood~rr13 
And, following on the same page: 
"When music is not making use of ready-made 
formulas, and sometimes even when it is, it 
is expressing. Through that expressiveness 
we come to learn the composer's style, to 
read his mind, and thus to share his meaning". 
Of course we share many critics' scepticism about ever 
being able to discern p~£ci~£fy what the composer's 
meaning is, what his intentions are: consider Liszt's 
interpretations of Beethoven's symphonies, or Cortot's 
But that is at the same time 
the drawback and the advantage of music: drawback, 
because we are unable to satisfy our desire to expfain, 
somehow to solve the mystery; advantage, because 
8 . 
Dusic exists partly as evidence of the inability of 
language to express every facet of human experience, and 
must ultimately remain inexplicable and therefore 
fascinating. These remarks are particularly relevant 
to the period in which Faure lived and we must take 
care to adhere closely to his own definitions of art 
and music, definitions which inspired him to use the 
techniques which will be discussed in the course of this 
thesis. There is no other recourse, in analysing his 
music, than to ally any analysis to certain broad 
assumptions about his intentions as a composer, about 
the .emotional world which he inhabited in his music; 
and it is therefore of great importance to know, as far 
as possible, what was his musical credo. 
Due to the 'Faure renaissance' of the last fifteen years 
or so, which has been occasioned to a great degree by the 
effortsof one man, Jean-Michel Nectoux, it is now relatively 
easy to specify, by reference to factual material, 
Faure's artistic and musical ideals. In assessing 
Faure most French writers up to 1972 (the date of 
publication of Nectoux's 9ag~i~~ Tau~~14)relied either 
on their musical intuitions or on their own personal 
memories of conversations with Faure. Most work on 
the composer was produced either at the composer's 
death (the special edition of La R~vu~ ~u~ica~~ devoted 
to Faure in October 1922, following his national 
hommage at the Sorbonne in June of that year, was surely 
9. 
conceived as a premature obituary) or at the centenary 
of his birth in 1945 - the obligatory centenary 
celebrations and re-appraisals, followed by a fUrther 
period of neglect by writers and performers alike. 
Faithful supporters such as Koechlin, Vuillermoz and 
Jankelevitch in France, and Norman Suckling in England, 
nevertheless did their utmost to see that justice was 
done to Faure, and from these works a consensus as to 
his artistic ideals does emerge, supported by the 
evidence of Faure's letters to his wife Marie 1S , as 
well as by a handful of other letters, to his son 
Philippe in particular. The view which emerges is of 
Faure the classical romantic, whose music is elusive, 
an understatement, refined and dignified. Reserved 
and inaccessible, it is the province of only those with 
refined sensibility who share the same high concept of 
Art. Sensuality nevertheless takes its place in his 
music: Georges Auric, in his article in La Rzvuz ~u~icatz 
following Faure's death, quotes these words of Faure 
in relation to Art: 
"Gabriel Faure citait un jour Saint-Evremond: 
nL'amour de la volupte et la fuite de la 
douleur sont les premiers et les plus naturels 
mouvements qu'on remarque aux hommes ... " Et 
il aj outai t: ilL' art a donc toutes raisons 
d'etre voluptueux" n16 . 
The other, more ascetic, side of his artistic standpoint 
is provided in the often-quoted extract from this letter 
to his son Philippe, in 1908: 
10. 
I!Imaginer, cela consiste a essayer de 
formuler tout ce qulon voudrait de meilleur, 
tout ce qui depasse la realite... Pour 
moi l'art, la musique surtout, consiste a 
nous elever le Dlus loin possible au-dessus 
de ce qui estll 1-7. 
As to Faure's moral outlook, there are some differences 
of opinion. On the one hand he is seen as a pessimist: 
lien verite, il y a chez lui comme un fond ultime de 
pessimisme ll INTi tes Claude Rostand, quoting Faure IS 
own words I!notre neant sans remede ll , and I!l'universel 
malheur de notre douleur eternelle ll18 ; 
he is seen as an unconscious Christian 
on the other 
/ IIFaure 
un chretien qui s'ignore ll is the opinion of Jean 
Vuaillat 19 • Between these two extremes, Emile Vuillermoz 
see s Faure as II ce sourian t philo sophe II and quo te s the 
composer to advantage in an extract from the Leii~e~ 
ini ime~: 
lisa lucidite sans illusions ne le privait de 
son indul~ence et de sa conflante serenite. 
II ecri t a sa femme: II J I ai un fond de nai'vete 
qui mla tou~ours porte a croire au bien plutot 
qui au m al ll II ~ 0 • 
With Jean-Michel Nectoux's 1972 study of Faure began 
the long-overdue task of providing a scholarly back-
ground to the sometimes conflicting, but just as often 
concurrent, views of previous writers. The list of 
M.Nectoux's publications attest the fact that he has 
assembled an immense volume of literary evidence on 
Faure's life, compositional processes and ideas (mostly 
in the form of correspondence between Faure and his 
intimate friends), as well as providing penetrating 
11. 
studies of his relations with, among others, Proust 
and Debussy. Since that time work on Faure has grown: 
Robert Orledge's book 9a~~iee lau~z was published in 
1979, and new editions of Faure's piano music were 
produced by Peters in the late 1970s . At the time 
of writing, two major works on Faure are in preparation: 
a full-length study by M. Nectoux, and a new edition 
of the mzeodie~, a work of collaboration between M. 
Nectoux and Professor Mimi S.Daitz of City University, 
New York. 
The work produced in these last fifteen years has 
demonstrated clearly the quality of previous literature 
on Faure. On almost every occasion new evidence has 
supported the opinions of writers such as Koechlin, 
Suckling and Vladimir Jankelevitch, and Nectoux and 
Orledge are in broad agreement with previous writers 
as regards Faure's artistic principles. "Faure est 
un etre sensuel assoiffe d'absolu" writes Nectoux in 
197221, thus bringing together the two intertwining 
strands of Faure's art: the sensuality quoted by 
Georges Auric, and the classical, hellen~c quality so 
often referred to by Koechlin. 
The task of this thesis will be to attempt to describe 
as accurately as possible the methods whereby Faure 
expresses in music those fundamental attitudes and beliefs 
and thereby to elucidate the paradox which surrounds 
• his work. The presence of a paradox, already suggested 
12. 
in the above quotation from Nectoux, is tantalisingly 
expressed by Vladimir Jankelevitch : !III faut toujours 
un couple de contradictoires pour definir l'indefinissable 
je-ne-sais-quoi faureen" 22 • In almost every facet of 
Faure's musical language we find apparent self-
contraditions : his harmony is traditional, yet innovatory; 
his rhythms are conservative, yet they create a unique 
time-world, his music is at the same time rigorously 
constructed and elusive. Consider, for example, the 
first few bars of C'e~i f'exia~e, the fifth of Faure's 
Such a voluptuous poem as 
Verlaine's was surely chosen for its sensuality, but 
Faure's opening appears at first sight to be sober and 
rather rigid: 
Faure Crest l'extase op. 58 no. 5 (1891): opening, 
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Compare this, for example, with Debussy's setting of 
the same poem. Reacting directly and hyper-sensitively, 
Debussy's music is immediate, sultry and oppressive 
13. 
Debussy Crest l'extase (188-8); opening. 
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In what sense, then, is Faure!s music sensual? 
And in what sense are these rather ordinary-looking 
rhythms any different from those of Gounod, for 
example ? Faure's melody, too, appears almost 
commonplace beside Debussy's. Yet for all that, 
Faure~'s song has a quality that imposes it on the 
listener contrary to its appearance, it is 
rhythmically supple, and the melody, which marries so 
closely with the piano part, translates perfectly the 
mood of the poem (although in a different sense from 
the equally perfect version of Debussy). It is when 
we come to examine the interrelationships of melody, 
harmony and rhythm that Faure's music begins to yield 
its secrets; more than this, the interrelationships 
within these domains are of vital importance in tracing 
his development as a composer. There is no 
Heiligenstadt Testament with Faure, and few declarations 
of intent or announcement of new paths; his development, 
rather like that of Haydn, is slow and unspectacular, 
----
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and since it is an evolution from within, since what 
is n£w at any point is less often a new sound than a 
new relationship between sounds, a new juxtaposition, 
each chapter of this thesis adopts, broadly speaking, 
a chronological approach which it is hoped will set in 
relief Faure's development of the process under dis-
cussion. 
It is difficult to isolate one characteristic of 
a composer's style and elevate it to a position of 
superiority over others. The view held by Robert 
Orledge that Faure is Ilfirst and foremost a harmonist
" 
2 3 
is nevertheless reflected in this thesis, which devotes 
two chapters (no. 1 and no. 3) to harmony, as well as a 
large section of chapter 6, to~ma£ A~p£ct~ ot tau~~'~ 
I do not altogether share Dr. Orledge's view 
that melody for Faure is Il more the surface of harmony, 
growing from it but without a separate life of its ownll24. 
There are many memorable Faurean melodic lines, and 
considerable evidence that he often conceived his music 
in terms of melodic lines and themes. Jean-Michel 
Nectoux again points the way to a full acknowledgement 
of melody in Faure in his stimulating article on melodic 
themes, which is subtitled "[£~m£nt~ pou~ un£ th~matiqu£ 
tau~~£nnz~ ,25 Chapter 4 examines the importance of 
melodic line in Faure's music, in which M.Nectoux's 
implications will be explored further. This chapter 
also takes the opportunity to relate Faure's often 
15. 
idiosyncratic melodies to Deryck Cookes theories on 
the expressive nature of certain melodic patterns 
(mentioned earlier in this introduction), and examines 
Faureis attitude to word setting. 
Chapter 2 examines Faure's use of modality, and includes 
a discussion of his training at the Niedermeyer School. 
It must be remembered when Faure's lack of interest in 
orchestral colour or colouristic effects is pointed out, 
that he grew up in an establishment where the sounds of 
instruments other than the piano or organ must have been 
extremely rare. Faure himself mentions that, in the 
Niedermeyer School, "L'enseignement instrumental 
comportait uniquement l'etude du piano et de l'orgue" 26 • 
On the other hand, the study of the masters of 
Renaissance music was a very important part of the musical 
life of the school, and Faure indicates this influence 
as a source of many of his own harmonic and melodic 
inventions: 
"Peut-etre etonnerais-je si je disais combien 
peut s'enrichir une nature musicale en contact 
frequent des maitres des XVl e et XVlle siecles, 
et quelles ressources peuvent meme naitre de 
l'etude et de la pratique du chant gregorien. 
Oserait-on affirmer que telles lignes melodiques, 
telles trouvailles harmoniques d'apparition recente 
n'ont point leurs racines dans un passe dont nous 
nous croyons si eloignes et si degages ?"27 
Modality as a melodic and harmonic resource will also 
be discussed in relation to the [tud~ Compa~e~ d~~ 
by Francoise 
) 
Gervais 28 , a work of imposing and clarifying nature, but 
16. 
which does at times make omissions and with certain 
details of which I disagree. 
Chapter 5 will deal with Faure's use of rhythm: 
not simply the nature of Faure's surface rhythms, but 
pulse and movement as a whole will be examined, with 
particular reference to Henri Bergson, whose ideas Faure 
echoes in musical terms to a significant extent. Whether 
this was an intentional desire is questionable; however 
the similarities between Bergson's ideas concerning time 
and Faure's llcreation" of time are striking. In the 
early 20 th century Bergson was adopted in France as a 
'musician's philosopher', much in the same way as 
Schopenhauer was the artist's philosopher in the Germany 
and Austria of the late 19 th century: articles devoted 
to Bergson, directly or indirectly, appeared relatively 
frequently in musical journals of the time 29 • And 
Koechlin surely had Faure firmly in mind when he wrote 
in 1921 
ll ••• l'element d'ordre et celui du desordre, 1e 
principe de la raison fixe (philosophie grecque) 
et la loi de l'incessante evolution (M.H.Bergson) 
trouvent l'union heureuse et feconde dans l'art 
musical de notre ~cole francaise d' hierll.3 0 
~ 
The. appendix con tains a study of :.:anuscripts and s:;:etches 
(all housed in the Biblioth~que Nationale in Paris) which 
show significant differences from the published versions 
of the works concerned. Comparisons here throw light 
on Faure's compositional techniques, and some of Faure's 
larger-scale works are discussed along with smaller 
17. 
compositions. Robert Orledge has led the way in this 
direction: his book contains many illuminating 
comparisons between initial sketch and completed work 31 . 
By and large this thesis will be restricted to Faure's 
music itself; secondary emphasis only will be given to 
the attempt to situate him within a particular artistic 
movement, or to determine his influence on subsequent 
composers. The reasons for this are partly to do with 
the necessity to set boundaries and remain within them, 
partly to do with the fact that Faure's music is highly 
susceptible to this approach. As Jean-Michel Nectoux 
perceptively remarks, "L'oeuvre de Faure ne vaut pas tant 
par sa situation dans l'histoire que par elle-meme,,32. 
As mentioned earlier, Faure's self-contained methods of 
development are due in no small degree to his desire to 
be of worth as a composer,and to be, above all, himself. 
Judgement of his music will always be a personal matter, 
but even in these days, when the Austro-Germanic strangle-
hold over musical theory and practice has been considerably 
weakened, it may be as well to remember that we must judge 
Faure with a mind which takes broadly into account the 
culture of which he was such an eloquent representative. 
I therefore leave the closing words of this introduction 
to Deryck Cooke, who wrote of Faure 33 : 
liThe word 'great' has become so attached to the 
kind of profundity inherent in the firm Germanic 
handling of tonality that it consorts ill with the 
refined poetic sensibility conveyed by Gallic 
composers' melodic and harmonic elusiveness. 
Whether Faure is 'great' is irrelevant: he 
is certainly superb". 
18. 
Chapter One 
lie Main Characteristics of Faur~'s Harmony 
Faur~'s music is unmistakable. Certain chords, 
progressions and cadences, which may be considered 
harmonic 'fingerprints' of his style, render it 
immediately recognisable. The purpose of this chapter 
is to provide, as a starting point towards under-
standing his musical processes, a catalogue of these 
chords, cadences and favoured progressions. The 
exercise is of course highly artificial, but it does 
provide a chance to isolate elements of the harmonic 
style. The question of harmonic development will be 
restricted to general observations, a more detailed 
study being reserved for chapter 3, and chapter 2, which 
deals with modality, is deliberately placed between 
the two chapters devoted to harmony, since so many of 
his harmonic processes derive from the fusion of 
tonality and modality. 
Firstly, then, let us look at the harmonic units which 
Faure's musical language comprises. Certain harmonies 
recur with such frequency that we may confidently 
identify them as significant features of his style. He 
remained a tonal composer to the end of his life; we 
may therefore use conventional methods of denoting chords, 
and use such terms as tonic, dominant, relative minor 
and so on. Thus we may, in a chordal analysis, refer 
to chords by the conventional Roman numerals: as a simple 
example, the opening bars of the Second 3arcarolle 
19. 
(op.4l) may be described thus: 
Faure Second Barcarolle op.4l (1885); opening. 
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It must be said however that Faure's style often makes 
this method of denoting chords rather cumbersome. How, 
for example, are we to describe the harmony of a passage 
such as the following (from Avani que iu ne i'en aigge~, 
op.61 no.6) without rendering the chordal analysis so 
complicated that its point, which is to clarify rather 
than obscure, is lost ?: 
Faure Avant que tu ne t'en ailles 
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op.61 no.6 (1892); 
bar 29. 
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For this reason analysis by chord numbers will be 
rejected whenever it is in danger of becoming 
ineffective. Musical analysis is, in reality, no more 
than a descriptive device, and where any process of 
musical analysis becomes too involved, it risks becoming 
more important than the music it sets out to clarify. 
That said, the more complex the music, the more complex 
the resulting analysis will tend to be; but that is a 
function of the mu~ic, not of the analytical process. 
Let us begin with the simplest statement about Faure's 
harmony, that in it the use of common diatonic chords is 
fundamental. One important point here is that Faure, 
returning to techniques of Renaissance music, uses chords 
in second inversion without invoking the ~ ~ cadential 
implications usually connected with second inversions 1 • 
The dominant chord in second inversion becomes a Faure 
fingerprint early in his music; often, as in the following 
example, its use allows the bass line a share of melody 
that Faure will encourage throughout his life, and 
softens the unambiguous significance of the dominant 
chords: 
Faure 
!, 
l ~ 
21. 
Romance op.28 for violin and piano (1877); 
14 bars from the end. 
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The above is an excellent example of Faure's early 
harmonic style: full of neapolitan and augcented 6th 
relations; we may notice also that this evasion of the 
tonic just before the final cadence of the piece (which 
comes at the final bar of the extract 2 ) is a process 
which Faure will continue to use with ever-increasing 
subtlety. 
Two chords to which Faure attached particular signifance 
are the augmented triad and the half-diminished seventh. 
The first of these is well-known, but the second is less 
so, and so an account of its nature and derivation is 
apposite. Although it has been in existence for some 
time, the term 'half-diminished seventh' is not widely 
used in Britain 3 • It refers to the chord composed of 
two minor thirds and a major third, for example: ~ 
The terminology is to be found in Ha~mony in 
Goldman uses the 
. 
-
-, 
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term but qualifies it (without explanation) as mis-
leading; it is accepted by Piston/De Voto in Ha~mony5. 
Faurels treatment of the chord depends on its equivocal 
nature, but in the music of preceding generations it 
had not been seen as such, and only with the enlarging 
of tonality by the later Romantic composers had its 
function been extended. Certainly the chord is found 
in music dating from the time of Bach and his contemporaries; 
but in the minds of composers before about the mid-
nineteenth century, the half-diminished seventh 
functioned in an unequivocal way, as chord 117 in a 
minor key or VII 7 in a major key. It is found in 
Classical works as VII 7 of the dominant in a modulating 
passage (for example in the lEmperorls Hymnl of Haydn), 
but this is the only way in which the chord could be 
thought of as a modulating agent. In the works of 
the early Romantics, we find largely the same approach 
to the half-diminshed seventh as during the Classical 
period, and it is with Schumann that its possibilities 
for modulation begin to be exploited. Schumann makes 
frequent use of the chord in a non-modulating capacity, 
and often reveals its potential for moving nimbly from 
one key to another: 
Schumann Novellette op.21 no.5 (1838); 
bar.5, [n£~gico section. 
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The following example, also by Schumann, is of interest 
for its use of the half-diminished seventh as chord 117 
in a major key; this tendency was later to be accentuated 
in Faure's works: 
Schumann 
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op.21 
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no. 8 (1838); 
bar 256. 
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Moving on to the latter half of the 19th century, we begin 
to find far greater evidence of modulation involving the 
half-diminished seventh. The works of Dvorak, for 
example, abound with a ~haracteristic c~dence involving 
the half-diminished seventh unequivocally as chord VII7; 
and the chord's lack of firm tonal orientation is 
exploited in this extract from his Ninth Symphony: 
Symphony no.9 op.95 (1893); 
1st moveme~t, 13th bar ot fig.8. 
j.~~~~~~~ 
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Among Faure's French predecessors there is no striking 
evidence of the half-diminished seventh used equivocally. 
Cesar Franck's fondness for modulating by means of the 
diminished seventh chord takes precedence over other 
processe~ and cases such as the following are legion: 
Franck Symphony in D minor 
1st movement, bar 
(1886-8) ; 
9. 
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Franck does use the half-diminished seventh, however, 
\ 
and it appears as a pivot chord in this extract from 
his Symphony: 
Franck Symphony 
2nc. 
in D minor (1886-8) ; 
: i\""·i· "-" t '---'" ,. 
~'\.cl 
movement, bar 79. 
Undoubtedly the most illustrious exploiter of the 
harmonic possibilities of the half-diminished seventh 
is ltJagner. Not only in the Prelude to 7~i~tan und 
l~ogde (1857) (the so-called 'Tristan chord' is in 
. 
~. 
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aural fact a half-diminished seventh), but throughout 
his music, Wagner used the half-diminished seventh 
extensively. Often the chord is produced by semi-
tone shifts and quitted in the same fashion: 
Wagner 
I 
Der Engel 
,..,A... - >~ ,e." j<-- ~t 
r""":"'.-:' 
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(1857); bar 20. 
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Not surprisingly, Wagner capitalizes on the 'rootless' 
quality of the half-diminished seventh, particularly 
throughout 7~~~tan und I~o~d£. Often the chord marks 
a point of dramatic intensity, as at the death of Tristan: 
Wagner 
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Tristan und Isolde (1857); 
Breitkopf and Hartel vocal score, 
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Both the half-diminished seventh and the augmented 
triad appealed to Faure because of their tonal 
equivocacy, tneir ability to move to a number of tonal 
centres with ease. In cnoosing them he shows no 
particular originality; he is simply accepting the 
harmonic currency of the times. It is his attitude 
towards them that is original. At a time when other 
composers, most notably Liszt 7 , Wagner and later Debussy, 
were using these harmonies to undermine the strength of 
tonality, a process leading to its eventual break-up, 
Faure throughout his music used them within a firm 
tonal context. Paradoxically, in Dis case, their 
equivocacy reinforces the strength of tonality. Between 
them they offer a virtually inexhaustible set of tonal 
'permutations', and there follows a resume of the 
potential of each chord as Faure eventually came to 
Firstly, the augmented triad. For Faure, a move to 
anyone of nine keys is possible in the following ways: 
(a) by treating the chord as the dominant of one 
of six keys, thus: 
(J " 
1
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This is a conventional function of the augmented 
27. 
triad for the period. Often it occurs 
simply as a variation of the home dominant, 
but Faure uses it to move far away from the 
home tonality, or to return to it from a 
distant key. 
(b) by moving from the augmented triad to a chord 
where any degree of that triad is flattened 
by a semitone, forming a major triad, either 
in root position, or first or second inversion. 
This enables Faure to slip into one of three 
keys without any hint of prosaic modulation: 
b 
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A fine example of these two functions of the augmented 
triad in close proximity is to be found in Faure's First 
Piano Quartet, where the same augmented triad moves first 
to F major (acting as at a), then to E major (as at b): 
\ 
1 
) 
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First Piano Quartet op.15 (1876-9); 
1st movement, bar 26. 
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The possibilities afforded by the half-diminished 
seventh are as follows: 
1. It occurs as an enhanced dominant - a 'dominant 
9th of the dominant' with the root missing (or VII 7 of 
the dominant); the chord had been used in this way 
since the Classical period as in the aforementioned 
'Emperor's Hymn' of Haydn. Faure generally proceeds 
to the dominant (e.g. First Violin Sonata in A, at 
bar 47 of the second movement) or to a tonic a (bar 
52 of the same movement); but he also proceeds 
directly to the tonic chord, thus using the half-
diminished chord as a dominant 'once removed', as in 
the First Piano Quartet, at bar 436 of the last 
movement. 
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2. Faure often uses the chord as 117 of the key 
bei~g approached (agaip this is a common usage). 
For Faure the key may be major or minor, and where 
the key is major the half-diminished seventh is not 
treated as an exotic colouring of the cadence as is 
often the case with the Russian School (see, for 
example, the love theme from Tchaikovsky's Overture 
Rom~o and Jufi~t, at bar 190); instead, it is un-
obtrustive, not interrupting the music's flow to make 
an 'effect'. A good ~xample is found in Syfvi~ (1878). 
Faure Sylvie op.6 no.3 (1878); bar 51. 
ftoj 
3. ·Again conventionally ·(for the latter half of the 
nineteenth century), the chord functions as V117, as 
favoured by Dvorak, although its use in this capacity 
is relatively rare in Faure's music. 
4. The half-diminished seventh features as a 
chromatically-altered chord on almost every degree 
of the diatonic scale in Faure's music. These 
examples may serve as illustration of the point, 
which will be more fully dealt with in chapter 3: 
Faure 
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First Violin Sonata. op.13 (1878); 
2nd movement, bar 5. 
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The above examples all show the half-diminished seventh 
as a harmonic unit arising from the diatonic scale. 
Chapter 2 will show that the modality which Faure 
fused into his musical language made it all the more 
likely that the chord would figure in his harmonic 
vocabulary. A passage such as the following can 
only be explained satisfactorily in modal terms: 
Faure 
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Le Plus Doux Chemin op. 87 no.l 
(1904); opening, 
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For the present, however, these remarks on the half-
diminished seventh and the augmented triad serve to 
illustrate the extent to which harmonic ambiguity is 
a feature of Faure!s style. One unambiguous chord 
which, somewhat surprisingly, occurs with sufficient 
frequency to merit inclusion in this general chapter, 
is the major seventh. Restricted in "classical music l ' 
to certain well-used formulae such as the sequences 
beloved of keyboard harmony students, D~ more recently 
considered to be the province of modern light music, the 
major seventh makes appearances in Faure's music in 
anything but light-hearted contexts: 
Faure Jardin nocturne op.113 no.3 (1919), opening. 
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Upon initial examination the major seventh would appear 
to be a characteristic of late rather than early 
Faure; the frequency with which it occurs in the song 
cycle ~i~age~ of 1919 would alone be sufficient for 
its inclusion in this chapter. While this assumption 
carries truth, closer observation shows that, like most 
of his harmonic units, the major seventh is present in 
Faure's music from an early stage. It occurs as early 
as the Cantique de Jean Racine of 1865: 
Faure Cantique de Jean Racine op. 11 (1865); 
bar 10. 
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The chord then appears with increasing frequency through-
out Faure's career, and although it is seldom used 
extensively in any single work (~i~age~ and Pene£ope 
are exceptions here) when it does appear it often marks 
a point of emphasis. Does the chord have any precise 
significance for Faure ? It is possible that, unlike 
many of his harmonic units which function primarily as 
'cogs in a machine', the major seventh may have possessed 
rather more exact connotations. In IVe £ £ for 
exam pI e, the chord is used on the word If amour lf : 
33. 
Faure Nell op.18. no .1 (1878) ; bar 33. 
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Faure seems to exploit here the inherent warmth of 
the chord,and to introduce a restrained but definite 
touch of word paintin~. Other examples of this nature 
are not hard to find: the chord occurs on the word 
IIRequiem l1 just after the DiR../) l/1..a.e. section of the 
Li~.e./1..a ~.e. of the R.e.quiR..m: 
Faure Requiem 
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op.48; Libera Me (1879-1892); 
at letter F· 
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Here the chord seems to convey a mood of humble entreaty 
in the face of the day of judgement. 
From these and other similar instances (it occurs 
significantly in L.e.~ B.e./1..c.e.aux of 1879, for example), 
34. 
it is possible to suggest that the major seventh 
possessed connotations of love, calm or peace for 
Faure. But further than that it is dangerous to 
speculate; many other examples may be found in which 
the major seventh seems to have no specific significance, 
but fulfils instead its function as a characteristic 
unit of Faure's harmony. It occurs several times in 
Pui~que g'auge g~andit, op.61 no.2, for example, with 
no particular connotations as regards the words of the 
poem. 
Having outlined the basic units of Faure's harmony and 
explained briefly their function in his music, this 
chapter will now present an overview of his harmony and 
harmonic processes, from the beginning to the end of his 
career, attempting to identify the main characteristics 
of each period and to t~ace their development. The 
usual subdivision of Faure's career into three main 
periods will be used here mainly because it aids the 
structure of the chapter; the constant development of 
Faure's style makes it more than usually difficult to 
isolate elements belonging uniquely to one particular 
period; moreover this overview will aim to demonstrate 
the continuity and consistency of his harmonic development. 
The First Period 1861-1884 
Already this first period shows sustained and far-reaching 
development of Faure's musical powers. 
35. 
L£~ Ro~£~ d'l~pahan of 1884 and the Third Impromptu 
of 1883, passing through the First Violin Sonata and 
the First Piano Quartet, Faure's powers of expression 
and command of form constantly evolved, and if certain 
work~, such as his Baudelaire settings or L£~ Djinn~, 
may be judged to have fallen short of success, the 
experience of their composition was nevertheless of 
great value to the developing composer. 
From the outset, Faure was attracted to harmonies which 
were ambiguous within a tonal framework 9 • Not only the 
half-diminished seventh and augmented triad, but also the 
diminished seventh and the dominant seventh, figure 
largely in passages of tonal transition. The diminished 
seventh is found relatively frequently in Faure's ear~y 
works 10 where,rather than acting as an agent to blur the 
harmonic direction, it is often used as a 'softened' 
dominant less definite than a dominant chord, but at 
the same time dominant in feel. The following are 
typical examples: 
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Le Papillon et la fleur op.l no. 1 (1861); 
bar 18. 
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Faure Seule! op.3 no. 1 (1871); bar 5. 
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An interesting refinement of the diminished seventh 
used as a dominant involves it moving to chord VI of a 
minor key, producing an interrupted cadence of a sort, 
but such a gentle one that the term is really a misnomer; 
often the chord reached becomes a temporary new key centre, 
as the first of the following examples shows: 
Faure Chanson d'amour op.27 no.l (1882); bar 5. 
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Faure Toujours op.21 no. 2 (1878) ; bar 5. 
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Examples of the diminished seventh used to blur the harmonic 
direction are more difficult to find. The lucidity which 
is a feature of Faure's harmonic thinking,and the consummate 
craftsmanship of his music, make it possible th~t 
modulation using the diminished seventh was too facile 
a process for him: even from an early stage his music 
is concerned as often with processes of transition as with 
the points which begin and finish these processes, and 
his transitions and modulations are consistently more 
convincing than those of Cesar Franck, for example, 
which often seem more credible on paper than in aural 
fact. However, examples do occur in early Faure where 
the diminished seventh is used in its capacity to undermine 
tonal solidity, and notably in one of his less successful 
works, Le~ Djinn~: 
38. 
Faure Les Dj inns oD.12 (1875); bar 59. 
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The very opposite of this rather bombastic use of the 
diminished seventh is to be found in many early works 
where tonal fluidity is stressed: the chord is inserted 
between harmonies - a sbrt of harmonic 'lubricant' - to 
smo~th the harmonic flow. For example, it occurs in 
the First Piano Quartet between chords IV and V: 
Faure 
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First Piano Quartet op.15 (1876-9); 
1st movement, bar 41. 
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Another example of this nature, showing a very refined 
use of the diminished seventh for early Faure, occurs 
in R£nconi~£ of 1878, where the chord is used to slip the 
music back into Db major from the dominant of its mediant 
minor: 
Faure Rencontre op.2l no.l (1878); bar 6. 
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The augmented triad and half-diminished seventh are used, 
in Faure's early works, within relatively conventional 
tonal contexts for the period. In modulating passages, 
the half-diminished seventh is likely to appear as a 
chromatically altered chord in the home key and II7 of 
the ensuing key (often major, as mentioned earlier, on 
p. 23 ): 
Faure Mai op.l no.2 (1861); bar 21. 
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The other common use of the half-diminished seventh 
in this early period is as V11 7 of the dominant key, 
for example in the First Violin Sonata (as previously 
mentioned, on p. 22): 
Faure 7irst _Violin Sonata op.13 (1873); 
2nd movement, Jar 47. 
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These two functions of the half-diminished seventh occur 
side by side in the following example, from 
Pui~qu' ici-ga~ ioui£ am£, which.is typical in many 
ways of Faure's early style; the chord acts first as 
VII 7 of the dominant, and moves to the dominant, then 
(after precisely the same phrase) as 117 of the mediant 
(E), proceeding to B dominant seventh then to E major. 
Highlighting the ambiguity of the half-diminished 
seventh by showing two different uses close together 
is a technique specifically belonging to the early 
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Faure - we see it also in" the second Romanek'.. /)an/) 
pa~o€k'../) of c. 1863 (bars 33-35). The subtlety is of 
a rather self-conscious nature, and we may expect 
refinements greater than those seen here to appear in 
later works, although the effect is certainly charming: 
Faure Puisqu 1 ici-bas toute arne op.lO no. 1 
( 1863 -7 3); bar 18· 
Although these two uses of the half-diminished seventh 
are by far the most common in early Faure, it is not 
enough merely to point them out: the essence of Faure 1 s 
style is in the refining process which he constantly 
applied, and refinements in his use of the half-diminished 
seventh and augmented triad were not slow to appear. 
The slow movement of the First Violin Sonata highlights 
both chords, and although the half-diminished chord is 
used substantially as noted above, it is evident 
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to the ear that Faure's harmonic control is developing. 
The following are harmonic sketches of the opening bars 
and of bars 50-58 of the slow movement: 
Faure Violin Sonata 
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Comparison of the above examples with the following 
extract from Not~€ amou~, of c.1879 demonstrates further 
refinement in Faure's manipulation of harmony. Here 
the half-diminished seventh directs the music in three 
different directions within the space of two bars, and 
equal-rubtlety is shown in the use of the augmented triad 
at the end of bar 6, where a move to the threshold of 
B major from far-off D* major is effected with ease: 
-&-
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Faure Notre amour op.23 no;2 (1879); bar 5. 
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The preceding pages ~ave dealt with harmonic units and their 
use in early Faure; we come now to his harmonic processes 
viewed in a broader sense. What were his favoured k ey -
relationships an~ progressions in the early works, what 
fingerprints can be discovered? 
One rather surprising discovery is that Faure made use,. 
even in his early years, of parallel harmonic movement. 
It is "a small but nevertheless significant part of his 
harmonic technique in the early works, and, as will be 
seen, is more cons"istently used in the second period of 
his career. In the first period the following may serve 
as examples, with the first, from Au~ade of 1873, 
strongly reminiscent of Gounod: 
Faure Aubade op.6 no.l (1873); bar 6. 
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lei-bas op.8 no.3 (1874 ?); bar 6. 
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First Piano Quartet op.15 (1876-9); 
1st movement, bar 61. 
First Violin Sonata op.13 (1875-6); 
3rd mo~ement, bar 15. 
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A favourite Faurean key-relationship in the larger-
scale early works is that between the tonic and the 
key a major third below. The tonic may be major ~r 
minor, and the relationship is akin to that between a 
tonic and its German augmented sixth, which Faure also 
favours in his early works. A typical example occurs 
in the £f€giz op.24, where from the interrupted cadence 
G - A~ in C minor, Faure allows Av to take over as the 
key of the central section, preferring it to the relative 
major as he had in the slow movement of the First Piano 
Quartet: 
Faure Elegie op.24 (c.1880); bar 22. 
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This r~lationship is also to be found in the First 
Violin Sonata in A major. The development section of 
the first movement begins in F major, having been 
approached by its German sixth relation, and the music 
then moves to A major, which in turn becomes the key a 
major third below C*, the next key centre. Faure s~ems 
to have been fond of this finite system of key relationships: 
only three keys a major third apart are possible starting 
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from any given point, and he exploits this neat musical 
logic several times in large-scale works. In the First 
Piano Quartet, at the opening of the development section 
of the first movement, we see an identical process: 
Ep major - G major - B major. Generally speaking, Faure 
tended to build his larger forms from smaller processes such 
as these, and this point brings us to another Faure 
fingerprint, the sequence. Both of the above-mentioned 
passages established their key-relationships a third 
apart by the use of sequences, not in the keyboard 
harmonists' tradition of strings of sevenths or similar 
progressions, but by making sequences an integral part 
of the musical form, not just of its syntax. Faure 
sequences, from early works onwards, tend to be made up 
of quite lengthy units: the example from the First Violin 
Sonata mentioned above has units some 16 bars long, while 
in the First Piano Quartet the units are 7 bars long. 
Following this, in the same movement, Faure uses a more 
common sequential pattern, by fourths not thirds: between 
bars 87 and 95 are four harmonic sequences of 2 bars, the 
key centres being E minor, A minor, D minor and G minor. 
The melodic lines are 5 bars in length, with entries a 
, 
bar apart, first the piano; then viola, violin, cello and 
violin again: the whole passage is delicately and subtly 
constructed, and any idea of hackneyed sequence work is 
forgotten: 
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Faure Fir~t Piano Quartet op.15 (1876-9)i 
1st movement, bar 86· 
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Lz~ Djinn~ op.12 makes considerable use of sequence, again 
to contribute to the overall form of the work. Bars 26-37, 
37-44, 59-62 and 82-90 are all sequential, and it is 
interesting to note that the use of sequence has the 
potential to force Faure into using enharmony: at bars 
42-43 in particular, the music arrives at Gp dominant 
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seventh and moves to B minor: 
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Th~s is an elementary example; it shows nevertheless that 
enharmony for Faure was likely to be a significant aspect 
of his harmonic style. We might guess that the 'invisible 
modulation' which enharmony could afford would pe of great 
appeal to a composer such as he, for whom 'art concealing art' 
was a central ideal. The early works show a restrained use 
of enharmony, as yet. In La Nai~~anc~ d~ V£nu~ op.29 of 
1882, the same process takes the music to F* major at bar 54 
and to Gp major at bar 101, each of which takes the music 
in a different direction; and in the Sanciu~ of the 
~~~~~ ga~~~, at bars 17-18, B major which sounds as the 
dominant of the relative minor, E, is altered to Cp in 
preparation for a small excursion to Ap before returning 
to G major, the home key: 
49. 
Faure Messe basse San c t u s (18 81) ; bar 16· 
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On the whole, however, enharmony is not as significant 
a feature of early Faure as it was to become in his 
second period. It is at work, of course, in the many 
occasions where the augmented triad is used, for example 
in 7oujou~~ op.23 no.2 of 1878, at bar 12ff, where each 
augmented triad is interpreted in two different ways and 
in all thE relevant examples previously mentioned in this 
chapter; similarly the half-diminished seventh is capable 
of being notated in different ways. But the uses to 
which these chords, and enharmony in general, are put in 
the early works are developed much further in Faure's 
second, mature, period. 
The Second Period 1884-1906 
In 1884 Faure produced the Fourth and Fifth Nocturnes, 
L~~ Ro~~~ d'l~pahan and his Symphony in D minor (themes 
of which recur in the Second Violin Sonata of 1916 and 
the First Cello Sonata of 1917); by contrast, 1906 saw 
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Faur~ at work on La Chan~on d'~ve, having completed, 
the previous year, his First Piano Quintet which he had 
been working on intermittently for some eighteen years, 
and which he must often have despaired of completing 11 • 
This period in his career saw the appearance of the vast 
majority of his music for the theatre: Ca£igu£a op.52, 
Shy£ock op.57, Pe£££a~ et ~e£i~ande op.80 and 
P~omethee op.82, as well as some lesser theatre works, 
all belong to these years. The Second Piano Quartet op.45 
belongs to the beginning of this period, and, as regards 
Faur~ls song output, the Cinq ~e£odie~ de Veni~e and 
La Bonne Chan~on mark Faur~ls association with Verlaine, 
which stretched from 1887 to the end of 1894. 
As with Faure1s first period, here we are faced with 
musical development of great consistency and fecundity. 
What differentiates the second from the first period is 
not so much the introduction of new elements into his 
harmonic vocabulary as the increased scope given to alr~ady 
existing elements within his constantly evolving style 
(although certain new elements do appear). Superficial 
comparison of, for example, the Third Nocturne and the 
Sixth Nocturne, sets the point in context. The Third 
Nocturne op.33 of 1883 is full of charm and invention; 
on the whole the melodic phrases are relatively short-
breathed, and the music keeps the tonic, Ab major, well 
in sight. In the Sixth Nocturne op.66 of 1894, the whole 
concept of the Nocturne has been enlarged: the melodic 
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phrases are expansive, the formal context is complex, 
and the tonal field is vast. Yet in each piece the 
harmonic units are substantially the same: the difference 
is that Faur~'s gift for achieving tonal fluidity through 
these elements has increased greatly. 
Firstly then, let us consider new harmonies occurring in 
the second period, along with those that appeared very 
seldom in early works, but with significant frequency in 
the second. One harmony which appears increasingly from 
now on is the major chord with added sixth, especially where 
the tonic chord is concerned; a good example occurs in 
Caligula op.52 of 1888, in the first chorus of the fifth 
act: 
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Here a short· parenthesis must be opened: whether Faure 
used chords of the added sixth in early works is open to 
speculation; the half-diminished seventh may at times be 
interpreted as a chord of the added sixth: 
52. 
Faure La RanJon op.8 no.2 (1871 ?); bar 20. 
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Howev~r, Faure's liberal use of the half-diminished 
seventh in root position makes it highly probable that 
he thought in terms of a seventh chord rather than an 
added sixth chord. In aural fact the two become 
indistinguishable when the requisite intervals are present 
and whether Faure used, for example, 
as V~ added sixth or as IlIq} of a given key 
is a q·uestion which there is little point in asking.-
The major chord with added sixth, which concerns us here, 
as an addition to Faure's harmonic vocabulary, is strongly 
felt as an added sixth, not as an inversion of a seventh 
chord; there is no doubt that Faure intended an added 
sixth chord in the above example from Caligula. Although 
this type of chord is not a major feature of Faure's 
second period, it remained within his harmonic system, and 
WB shall see greater use of it in his later works. 
Another chord used to a significant extent in the second 
period (although it can be found in the first period) is 
53. 
the ·dominant ninth chord; other major chords with 
added minor seventh and major ninth also occur. Again 
Caligula provides a good example, and the chord also 
appears in the Pi~ J~~u of the Requiem: 
Faure Caligula op.52 (1888); L'hiver s'enfuit 
(Act V); opening. 
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General~y speaking, the harmonic language of Faure's 
second period is enriched by increased use of the major 
seventh chord, which now becomes a central feature of his 
harmonic style. His maturity leads him to use the major 
seventh more boldly than in his early works, and the closing 
bars of the Noctu~n~ from Shylock op.57 clearly shows that 
he is gradually leaving behind accepted functions of 
54. 
tonality to establish his own norms of consonance and 
dissonance: here a dominant seventh chord alternates 
with a major seventh chord on the same root, and Faure 
has no thought of resolving the dominant seventh: 
Faure Shylock op.57 (1889); Nocturne; bar 33· 
The term 'dominant seventh' is used simply to designate 
a chord with the same intervals as a dominant seventh, 
but in this context the dominant feel of the chord is 
as if tranquillised by the following sound. This process 
will be seen constantly. in Faure's music from now on, 
and the term 'dominant seventh' will be rejected when a 
chord is being used simply as a major chord with minor 
seventh added; in the above example the chordal analysis 
would be IV~7, IV*7, V7, I. 
The augmented triad and half-diminished seventh now 
occur with greater frequency and dem.nstrate far richer 
possibilities for tonal fluidity than the early works. 
In the first movement of the Second Piano Quartet op.45, 
for example, the key scheme of the development section is 
largely determined by the propensity of the augmented triad 
to move to one of several key centres with equal validity, 
and the half-diminished seventh plays its part in 
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sequentill passages, especially in bars 90-92, where 
the sequences rise by minor thirds, a procedure dear 
to Faure throughout his career: 
Faure Second Piano Quartet op.45 (1885-6 ?); 
1st movement, bar 90. 
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(here the string parts make . .\. l·.J ~lear that half-diminished 
sevenths are intended). 
The second period also sees the emergence of enharmony 
as a highly significant feature of Faure's mature style. 
As with the increasing scope of the augmented triad and 
-
---' 
half-diminished seventh, and bolder use of the major seventh, 
this development further increases Faure's Dowers to make 
tonal shifts and tr~nsitions with increasing subtlety 
and ease. Often, however, enharmony for Faure is the 
inevitable result of harmonic progressions, not a 
technique in itsel~ as these bars from the Sixth Nocturne 
in Dp illustrate: the cadence hinges on the interpretation 
of the note Dp as the root of a dominant chord and the 
third of a major chord (this progression has a more 
obvious antecedent in ~i-a-ou op.56 no.2, at bar 117), 
and is another instance of Faure's disregarding the dominant 
feel of dominant chords: the music is thus led into B~p 
major, which is more conveniently written as A major: 
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Faure Sixth Nocturne op.63 (1984); bar 6. 
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A m~jor then opens up a new tonal area to Faure, although 
in the tradition of the opening statements of his piano 
pieces he brings the music back to a full close in the 
tonic, D~ some bars later. The re-interpretation of 
notes in different contexts was, as chapter 2 will. show, 
Faure's stock-in-trade; it is not surprising that he 
will have to make enharmonic changes within a rich tonal 
context, such as we often see in the second period. His 
use of sequence, too, as mentioned earlier, produces many 
instances of enharmony; the example on page 55 is a 
case in point, leading away from the flat side of G minor 
to its dominant, and eventually to F# major. Thi sis 
enharmony in the sense of unambiguous chords, or single 
notes, changing notation; of course enharmony is the 
basis of Faure's exploitation of the augmented triad and 
half-diminished seventh, and to that extent enharmony is 
a feature of his harmony from the beginning; but it is 
only with the second period that the intermediary of an 
equivocal chord begins to disappear and pure enharmony 
is employed to a significant extent. A mature example 
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occurs in the eighth of the Huii pi~ce~ g~~ve~, the 
so-called Eighth Nocturne: 
Faure Huit . , pleces breves; no. 8 r No c turn e r· 
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Here the dominant seventh on Ab resolves to the note C* , 
which is re-interpreted as the third degree of A dominant 
seventh and a very short passage written in sharps ensues 
before returning to the home tonic, Db major. The above 
example also demonstrates the tonal flux Faure was able 
to achieve in his second period, using implication after 
implication. The chord sequence is as follows: 
A dominant seventh; augmented triad (F A C# ); G dominant 
seventh; F major with passing Fp and finally Ab dominant 
seventh to Dp major, the tonic. Before this final 
cadence no chord was reached that did not contain several 
implications in itself, except F rnajo~ the relative 
security of which was immediately destroyed by the 
58. 
chromatic passing note Fb. 
It would be wrong to suggest that Faur~fs musical 
language evolved simply through the use of the relatively 
few chords which have been referred to in the course 
of this chapter. 
and La Bonn~ Chan~on op.61, the Sixth Nocturne op.63 
and Fifth Barcarolle op.66, to take four obvious examples 
of Faurefs mature genius, all exhibit harmonic complexity 
which cannot be explained merely in terms of a relatively 
small, though versatile, number of chords. However, 
Faurefs methods of tonal planning are the subject of 
another chapter: this chapter is more concerned with 
identifying Faur~an fingerprints, and to my knowledge, 
the half-diminished seventh has not been identified as 
such, although it plainly constitutes a vital aspect of 
his musical language. Other fingerprints, which I have 
not so far touched on, are Faurefs cadences. These have 
been dealt with thoroughly by Robert Orledge 12 and by 
Francoise Gervais, in her [tude compa~ee de~ £angage~ 
~ 
ha~mon~que~ de Tau~~ ei de Degu~~y13, which will be 
discussed more fully in chapter 2; but the chronological 
nature of this chapter makes it necessary to point out 
one particular cadence, which Gervais sees as derived 
from modality, and which occurs with great frequency in 
the second period. The cadence consists of a dominant 
seventh rising to either a major chord or to dominant 
seventh, one tone higher. Robert Orledge 14 accepts the 
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progression as having its base in a non-Gregorian 
mode, the Hindu Vachaspati: 
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Several beautiful examples may be found in Faure's 
second period in particular at the end of this memorable 
phrase in La Ro~~ op.51 no.4: 
Faure La Rose op.51 no.4 (1889-90 ?); bar 12. 
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it also occurs 
freely in the course of phrases, invariably moving from 
dominant seventh to dominant seventh: 
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Faure Les Roses d'Ispahan op.39 no.4 (1884); bar 16. 
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The Third Period 1906-1924 
This is in many ways the most difficult Deriod in 
Faure's career about which to generalise. It is 
~ 
bounded by La Chan~on d'[ve, which looks back to the 
lush harmonic world of La Bonne Chan~on and forward to 
the serenity and reason of 0~~aqe~, and by the String 
Quartet, a somewhat bewildering work which recalls Faure's 
earliest music in its themes, and at the same time 
develops his harmonic language to its furthest point. 
The towering achievement of this period of his career 
was P~n~lope, but the two Cello Sonatas and .Second Violin 
Sonata, the lanta~~~e and Second Piano Quintet show 
that Faure's inspiration remained of the highest quality; 
they are the final stages in a development of astonishing 
constancy and artistic integrity rivalled only by those of 
Haydn and Beethoven. Robert Orledge 1S divides this 
section of Faure's life into three sub-periods, with the 
war period central. It is true that some of Faure's 
war-time works show the marks of the anguish he experienced 
at this time, but on the whole his style did not alter in 
any radical way. Only seven works were composed during the 
war years: Le Ja~dLn clo~ op.l06, which was begun in 1913, 
The Twelfth Nocturne and Twelfth Barcarolle op.l07 and 
106bis, both of 1915, the Second Violin Sonata op.lOB, of 
1916-17, the First Cello Sonata op.l09 of 1917, line 
Chatela~ne en ~a tou~ op.110 for harp, of 191B, and the 
lanta~~~e op.lll, of 191B. If the war is reflected in the 
opening of the First Cello Sonata (which nevertheless 
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~ears a resemblance to the opening of the third act 
of Pene~ope, a pre-war composition), the strength of 
composition of this, and the other works of the war-period, 
is understandable as a natural result of his development 
as a composer, especially through the experience of 
New harmonic units in the third period are few. Faure's 
style has now developed to the point where the sensuality 
of second period works such as La Bonne CAan~on is replaced 
by a more austere senSibility; the richness of the 
dominant ninth chord is seen less and less in these late 
works, and ceases to be a part of his harmonic vocabulary. 
New harmonic units tend to be extensions of existing 
harmonies: for example in the late works Faure often 
adds to the augmented triad a minor seventh above the bass. 
Although this gives at times the effect of a do~inant 
seventh chord with sharpened fifth degree Faure does not 
restrict the function of this chord to that of a dominant: 
Faure Tenth Barcarolle op.104 no.~ (1913); bar 13. 
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Faure's late music has often been criticised for over-
use of sequence. Certainly the sequence is used more 
than in his other periods; we now see dominant sevenths 
in series, a sequential extension of the cadence figure 
mentioned earlier (p. 59 ), in the Vocagi~c of 1906, 
as pointed out by Robert Orledge 16 , and in this complex 
sequence, typifying the third period with its marriage 
of tonality and modality: 
Faure Eighth Barcarolle op.96 (1908 ?); bar 59. 
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Faure even makes sequences of his sequences in the third 
period: this example, from the Ninth Nocturne, shows two 
sequential units of four bars each; within each unit 
there are two separate sequences, each two bars in length: 
Faure Ninth Nocturne op.97 (1908 ?); bar 26. 
~ . 
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I 
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(These four bars are then repeated a perfect fourth higher) 
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?aure also employs parallel motion, a process seen 
less in the second period than the first, but re-
appearing in the third. Often it is used within a 
particular mode, that is, not exactly parallel as regards 
the internal intervals: 
Faure Tenth Barcarolle op.104 no.2 (1913); bar 19 . 
Al~hough Faure's style has developed since his early 
period to the point where the superficial observer, 
comparing early with late works, might be forgiven for 
noticing few connections, it is possible to find the same 
harmonic progressions in late Faure as he used in early 
works. In the following passage, again sequential, the 
harmony moves from an augmented triad to a minor triad (by 
sharpening one element of the augmented chord), then to 
a dominant seventh chord (treating the minor chord as III 
and proceeding to V7); there is nothing in this progression 
that would have surprised the composer of the First Piano 
Quartet: 
Faure Eleventh Barcarolle op.105 no.l 
(1913-14); bar 19. 
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What makes this a late-period progression is the way in 
which the melodic lines interlock in an uncompromising 
way, where logic has a greater importance than beauty for 
its own sake, and the fact that Faure used it in a 
sequence (although in second-period Faur~ .such sequences 
are by no means uncommon). 
The major chord with added sixth is used in late works with 
a boldness not found in the second period. Although never 
a major feature of his harmony, this chord has the 
advantage in the late works of softening the effect of 
the tonic chord, especially in passages of transition. In 
the following example the move away from C major is 
accomplished simply and subtly, because C major added 
sixth requires the alteration of only one note, G, to F~ , 
in order to form Faure's favourite half-diminished seventh 
chord: 
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Faure EXaUCelJen t op.106 no.l (1914); opening. 
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This added sixth chord also occurs in more prominent 
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positions, for example at the opening of Quand tu pgonge~ 
te~ yeux op.105 no.2, and at the close of Faure's String 
Quartet op.121, perhaps its most memorable use: 
i i 
;--
'i' 
Faure St ring Quartet op.121 (1923-4); 1st movement, 
7 bars from the end. 
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The half-diminished seventh and augmented triad are of 
course major features of Faure's late style, the half-
diminished seventh in particular in a third period cadence 
involving V'd - I, which, as chapter 2 will show may also 
be interpreted modally: 
Faure 
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Tenth Barcarolle op.104 no.2 (1913); bar 5. 
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The bulk of this chapter has been devoted to early 
processes and harmonic units in Faure with the second 
and third periods receiving more general discussion than 
the first. The purpose of this has been to show the 
continuity of Faure's style, the extent to which it 
nourished and sustained itself. The reverse process will 
be adopted in Chapter 3 which will emphasise Faure's 
harmonic processes towards the end of his career; the 
object of this chapter has been to set the scene, as it 
were, for a discussion of Faure's harmonic pro~esses by 
identifying the active agents which he employed in these 
processes. 
This is only half the story. Faure's use of modality 
sets many of the procedures so far discussed in a new 
context and solves several problems about the harmonic 
processes he used. As Francoise Gervais has rightly 
b 
pointed out,"Cette fusion de deux principes netternent 
"-
opposes (et qUi pourrait paraitre incompatible ~ premi~re 
vue) esta la base meme de l'harmonie faureenne ll17 • The 
key word here is "fusion" and separating the two principles 
is an artificial exercise, done in the interests of 
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clarity of presentation and in order to reduce the 
material under study to manageable proportions. 
Chapter 2 will discuss the other side of Faure's 
harmonic thinking: his adoption of modality. 
68. 
Chapter Two 
Sducation and the Discovery of Modality 
From Brussels, on the occasion of the first performance 
of his ?irst Piano Quintet in 1906, Faur~ wrote to his 
wife of Ysaye's admiration for the work, but also 
mentioned that Roger Ducasse might disapprove of it, 
adding the following ~evealing remark: "J'ai bien au 
fond de moi Ie sentiment que mes proc~d~s ne sont pas 
a la port~e d~ toui g~ mond~!I' 1 We may point to the 
fusing of modality with tonality as one of the central 
reasons for the originality of his music, and for its 
inaccessibility. Faur~ is unique in having adopted 
such a system; the isolated examples of modality which 
may be found in the works of previous composers of the 
19th century - the 3rd movement of Beethoven's A minor 
String Quartet Ope 132, or certain of Chopin's early 
piano works, for instance - serv~ only to demonstrate 
the neglect of Renaissance music which was quite typical 
of the self-conscious and self-centred Romantic Era. 
Following Faur~, the breakdown of tonality in the 
direction of dodecaphonic composition necessarily 
precluded a return to the modes, while the modality of 
Debussy, itself revolutionary, contributed to the decline 
of tonality rather than rejuvenating or reinforcing: the 
logical continuation of Debussy's use of modes (in 
con~nction with his harmonic style which liberated 
music from the chains of tonality) may be seen in the 
complex system of modes which Messiaen developed. 
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In this chapter it is proposed to trace the rooting 
of modality in his thinking by reference to his early 
, 
schooling at the Ecole Niedermeyer. where we know that 
Gregorian chant was of central importance as a discipline. 
The importance of the teaching which the young Faure 
received there cannot be overestimated: it is probably 
safe to say that, had he trained at the Conservatoire, 
modality would be of far less significance in his thinking 
(although, remembering Debussy, we cannot say that it 
would not have been present). Two aspects of his 
Niedermeyer training receive attention in this chapter: 
his training in the accompaniment of Gregorian chant and 
encounter with Renaissance music, and his general training 
in harmony. 
Let us first of all clarify Niedermeyer's approach to 
harmony, as specified in the 7~alt~ d'ha~monle of 1889 2 , 
written by Gustave Lefevre, Niedermeyer's successor 
, 
as director of the Ecole Niedermeyer. This treatise may 
be said to represent fairly the harmonic approach which 
the young Faure learned: although produced more than 
twenty years after he left the school, it is evidently 
a summary of previous teaching methods rather than a 
new theoretical approach. Moreover, systems of teaching 
are notoriously conservative, and there was, in all 
probability, little difference between the instruction 
Faure received and the treatise of Lefevre. 
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Chapter I of the treatise affirms its basis in tonality: 
l1L'Harmonie est la science de la formation des 
agr~gations ou r~unions de sons et de leur succession 
selon les lois de la ionaf..ii.e et du l1..yihmE.." (p.l). It 
proceeds to quite standard definitions of consonance 
and dissonance for the period, and insists on the primacy 
of the ionic.: "lorsque plusieurs accords se succedent, 
l'accord du ler deJr~ Dossede seul Ie sentiment de reDOS o ~ ~ 
ou de conclusion" (p.2). Modality is mentioned early 
in the work, but only in the narrow sense of defining 
a chord or key as major or minor; no mention of Gregorian 
modes is made, save in a remark on the nature of "modern 
harmony": "L'~leve ne doit pas oublier que l'harmonie 
moderne est toute dans les affinit~s. Ne voir dans les 
accords que des relations d' intervalles, c'est revenir 
aux errements du contrepoint base sur les modes du 
plain-chant" (p.S). Taking this remark in conjuction 
with Faur~'s studies of plainsong accompaniment, it is 
easy to perceive a basis for ambiguity in his compositional 
techniques. 
Before proceeding to a discussion of the methods of the 
treatise, it is necessary to open a short parentheSis in 
order to explain the system of figuration it uses: 
1. Roman numerals: upper case signifies 2 ~a~or chord; 
lower c~se a @inor chord; thus in the 
key of C major, V would signify G major, and v G 
minor. 
2. The diminished chord is represented by a small 
circle~ placed before the chord number: °v~n 
is the chord on the leading note of the major scale. 
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3. Strokes through the character signify 
alterations to the chord: 
(8..) a stroke downwards (left to right) 
signifies a diminished 5th; 
(b) a stroke sloping upwards denotes an 
augmented 5th; 
(c) a horizontal stroke signifies an 
omitted fundamental. 
4. An accidental placed before the character 
signifies an alteration to the entire chord. 
In C major, for example, 911 signifies a 
chord of Db major. 
5. Arabic characters are also used, following 
~~~~~w~~~~ra14 ~7h ~n C maj or would be the 
There is no need to abandon the Roman numerals at any 
time; according to Lefevre they preserve a certain 
"moral Jl character; by this it is presumably meant that, 
where the figure III is used, for example, it retains 
the function of a mediant, whether we are dealing with 
III, IIi, ~,~III or any other variant. 
We may now close the parenthesis and turn to a discussion 
of the methods advocated by Lefevre;. a key concept here 
is that of the interpretation of chords in as many 
different ways as possible. Firstly the student is 
required to make a table of all major and minor keys, with 
all chords of the same degree one above the other. A 
short example would appear as follows: 
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The student is then made aware of five different 
functions which major and minor chords may exercise 
within tonality, a major chord being T of a'sajor key, 
IV of a major key, V of a major key, III or VI of a minor 
key, an d s 0 0 n . Exercises are set which involve finding 
the functions of certain chords, by reference to the 
complete table drawn up earlier: for example, the possible 
functions of chord IV of F maj or, or chord II:! of D maj or, 
would be sought. This thorough approach, using from the 
outset every major and minor key, continues throughout 
the treatise; when first and second inversions are 
introduced the student is again required to make a 
full table. 
Next follows practice on figuring a given bass line 
(using the method learned), filling in chords, and using 
different dispositions of chords above a given bass line. 
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Then the student is made aware of what is termed 
!lLa puissance tonale des accords": !lon appelle 
puissance tonale d'un accord, la proprie~e qu'il a 
d'affirmer le ton!l (p.13). The hierarchy is predictably 
as follows: the tonic followed by the dominant and 
subdominant (both intimately linked to the tonic), 
then the supertonic, submediant, leading note, and 
finally the mediant chord, which is seen as possessing the 
least !lpuissance tonale!l. 
Chapter II deals with the bass and with movement of chords. 
Again a hierarchy is present, in this case according 
to the degree of f1 pu issance rhythmique!l (sic) inherent 
in the melodic interval of the bass line. If Puissance 
rhythmique fl is defined as !lla force d'accentuation 
inherente a chaque movement fl (p.15), and gives the 
heaviest accentuation to movement of a 4th (presumably 
a perfect 4 th , although this is not made explicit) 
followed by that of a 5 th , 6 th , 2nd , 3rd and 7th. 
Rhythm is thus seen to operate on two levels, seen as 
respectively, internal and external rhythm: 
dans toute composition musicale, un rhythme interieur 
et un rhythme exterieur. Le rhythms interieur 
appartient aux differentes parties, le rhythme exterieur 
appartient a la basse fondamentale: clest lui qui 
coordonne et resume les rhythmes interieurs lf (p.16). 
The student's next task is to construct successions of 
chords having a high potential to affirm the tonality 
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(II puissance tonale ll ) and where the movement of the 
bass line possesses the highest degree of accentuation 
(llpuissance rhythmique ll ). The example given is as 
follows: I V I IV V I, where leaps of a 
5th and 4th are used principally, and where strong chords 
predominate; these successions of figures are then to 
be translated into notation. At this point emphasis is 
given to what is termed the ITmorallT character of the 
Roman numerals which denote the chords. This notion, 
referred to earli~ in this chapter, is designed to 
strengthen awareness of the tonic as the focal point 
of any musical composition, by defining the function 
of each chord in relation to the tonic: I'L e s chiffre s 
diront donc maintenant ~ l'esnrit de l'6l~ve, la fonction 
" 
des accords et leur facult6 d'accent rhythmique, car les 
propri6t6s abstraites de tonique, de m6diante, de 
dominante, etc. ne sont en r6alite que les rapports de 
sons entre'eux. A dr' ~" Le maitre evra s attacher a penetrer 
l'61eve de ces ~~eation~ mo~ae~~ qui font et sont la 
musique. C'est au d6but des 6tudes qu'il est important 
de fixer ces principes f6conds en r6sultat s IT (p.17). 
Many aspects of the treatise are familiar and unremarkable, 
for example the insistence that parallel 5th s and octaves 
are wrong (p.3l); other aspects of harmony are not fully 
explained in the treatise, which is a r6sum6, as is stated 
in the preface, of the courses taught by Niedermeyer and 
Lefevre: one such question is that of ascending and 
descending intervals. Only on page 32 is this matter 
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discussed, and then cursorily, when, 
movement upwards of a 3rd is frowned 
d 3rd . l' ~. d 11 t own a lS qua lile as exce en. 
for example, 
upon, but movement 
TNe may assume 
that this problem was more fully expanded in the course 
proper. 
Chapter III deals unremarkably with first and second 
inversions, covering rules such as the preparation of the 
4th of a t chord; chapter IV extends the use of chords 
th to chords of the 7 . Some interesting judgements of 
the resulting sounds appear here, for example, when the 
major 7th is qualified as bitter, and the . th mlnor 7 as 
more gentle. Chords of the 9th are also introduced, 
and work, of the same nature as that seen earlier in the 
treatise, is prescribed, where every key, major and minor, 
is to be used. 
Chapter V deals, more interestingly, with modifications 
which can be made to existing chords. These modifications, 
t th 3rd 5th 7th 9th ". th t th h d o e , , or • are made Wl ou e c or 
losing its "chiffre" or Roman numeral, and this allows 
a large number of chords to be brought within the scope 
of one key centre. The following example (from p.51) 
concerns alteration of the mediant of the major mode, and 
the dominant is treated similarly in both major and minor 
modes: 
I~ ) : ;i: 1 ~ ! ~ 'i; t t ! $ 2 ! 
+ 
0 
- o~ II - - Yl I ..LLL J.t :i. 
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Chapter VI deals with omission of the fundamental of 
.the chord, and chapter VII with chords of the chromatic 
scale. Here as with the altered chords of chapter V 
the figures I - VII are retained, chords thereby retaining 
their 'moral' character. Three main points are made 
with reference to these chords (p.77): 
111° Leur influence sur la tonalite est nulle, pourvu 
que Ie ton dans lequel on les emploie soit bien determine, 
et que leur nombre et leur duree ne soient pas prolonges. 
2° Ou peut en faire usage partout ou lIon placerait 
convenablement Ie m@me ac~ord diatonique. 
3° La succession sQuvent forcee d'autres accords 
chromatiques que ces harmonies peuvent appeler, sera 
modifiee par l'emploi des (accords) II - III - VI, qui 
faciliteront Ie retour des accords diatoniques". 
The first and second of these points are of particular 
importance: instances of incidental harmonic sidesteps 
which do not affect the key centre are common in Faure. 
The next chapter of importance for present purposes is chapter 
XIV which deals with modulation. Several different methods 
are discussed. Firstly the use of chords common to two 
keys, dominant 7 th s and sequences are mentioned; these 
may be passed over as unremarkable. Then the treatise 
deals with the use of altered chords which assume a new 
function, in particular chords whose 5th degree is 
flattened. Two examples follow: 
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1 . rr L e sac cor d s '1, Nl, ""'I- , a y an t 1 e s qua 1 i t est 0 n ale s 
et modales de ~ doivent etre consideres comme tels 
e ten rem p 1 ir 1 e r'O 1 e rr ( p . 1 5 3) . This implies great 
ease of modulation, to the flattened leading 
note, flattened mediant or subdominant. 
2. Les accords 
° . . ° ... ll, lll, 
° .. 7 ° ... 7 ll, lll, 
°vi L ayant le { °ii, 
°vi 7 j caractere ce 
° .. 7 II , 
en remplissent le role et modulent dans le ton de la 
seconde inferieure de leur fondamentale qui devient 
sus-tonique, ou dans le ton de la seconde superieure 
de leur fondamentale, qui devient sensible" (p.153). 
Again flexibility of modulation is implied, and it is 
important to realise that chord ° .. 7 II , ° ... 7 III , °vi 7 and 
°Vii 7 are all half-diminished seventh chords, thus 
corroborating the view put forward in chapters 1 and 3 
of this thesis that the half-diminished seventh was 
exploited consciously by Faure as an ambiguous harmony. 
According to this section of the treatise, the half 
diminished seventh may be used as follows: 
o 
r~ o~ r ~ C,.-.c.\O" " ~ })""'''l'uO 40 1=":..-..",'/ " hi ~% \ 51 § 
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Modulation by chords of the chromatic scale is then 
considered: for example, chordbII of C major has the 
following functions, and may be used to move to these 
keys accordingly: tonic of Dbmajor, subdominant of Ab, 
dominant of Gb (major or minor mode), submediant of F minor. 
Another modulating device mentioned is enharmony, the 
concept of which is extended interestingly in a section 
enti tIed "Accords suppOSeS l1 (p.159): here the unequivocal 
notes of a chord may be reinterpreted as equivocal; 
C~ may be seen as B* , for example, making the major 
chord C major (chord I in C) into the following 
thus it becomes chord ~ of D major, 
and may move to D major. This is 
an interesting example, in view of the significant 
occurrence of parallel movement in Faure: is it possible 
that, when Faure used this kind of progression, he was 
justifying it by means of reinterpreting an unequivocal 
note as ambiguous ? 
Lefevre's treatise embodies many harmonic principles 
which were dear to the mature Faure. The clearest 
example is its insistence on the tonic as not only the 
most important chord in the major or minor mode, but 
the central focus of harmony, towards which any facet 
of harmonic study must be directed. The steadfastness 
with which Faure clung to this principle is well known; 
indeed in certain small-scale works, such as Le Don 
~ilencieux op.92, the tonic is such a stable point of 
reference that wide-ranging harmonic excursions can 
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occur within a short time-span. It is also interesting 
to note the appearance of the 'moral' element in harmony, 
remembering Koechlin's remarks on Faure's music as 
carrying an essentially moral message 3 (even if the 
term is used in a slightly different sense). The 
general work methods of the treatise, wherein the student 
was often obliged to go back over material several times 
in order to correct mistakes, evidently had a strong 
effect on Faure, who, as we know, continuously re-worked 
Again, the emphasis placed upon alterations 
of a semitone to chords is reflected in Faure's late 
works most clearly, and the possibility of introducing 
chromatic alteration to a chord without necessary 
influence on the overall tonality, which the treatise 
emphasises, is reflected in Faure's entire output. 
However, Faure's originality as a composer is by no 
means based on his training in harmony. The major/minor 
exclusiveness of Lefevre's treatise is foreign to Faure, 
and the suggestion of the major 7th to be a bitter sound 
(Chapter IV) is certainly not reflected in his music. 
It is to his training in plainsong accompaniment, and 
more importantly, to his encounter with the ~reat 
Renaissance polyphonists, that we must look for the 
basis of modal influences which, synthesised with his 
harmonic training, endowed his musical language with 
such originality. 
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The very fact that training was given in the accompaniment 
of plainsong at the Niedermeyer School places Faur~fs 
musical education in a unique position, compared to the 
more traditional, operatically-based methods encountered 
by his Conservatoire contemporaries. 
iheo~ique ei p~aiique de £'accompagnemeni du p£ainchani, 
published in 1857 by Niedermeyer and Joseph ~fOrtisue, shows 
the methods of teaching to which the young Faure was 
exposed, and there is no doubt that his early proximity 
with the combination of modes and harmony constitutes one 
of the roots of his individuality. In conjunction with his 
studies in plainsong accompaniment, his studies of 
Renaissance church music related principally to that 
period of the Renaissance when the vertical aspect of music 
was beginning to assert itself as a factor in the 
compositional process, with the modes becoming subject to 
influences which would eventually lead to their being 
superseded. His use of modality is based upon that 
period, not upon earlier Renaissance music, in which modal 
writing was of a more strict nature; it is not surprising, 
therefore, to discover that the modal element in his music 
cannot be reduced to the status of a method, but is more 
the natural result of exposure to music of the Late 
Renaissance, which was itself less rigorous in its 
application of modal theory. 
The main melodic differences between modes and diatonic 
scales affect the 3rd , 6th and 7th of the scale, and 
( 
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Faure's music abounds with examples of flattened 7 th s 
and sharpened 4 th s within the major scale, and major 
6th . -J.h· 1 s In u e mlnor sca e. ~xamples written purely in one 
particular mode may also be found, but more often his 
music is influenced in a way which combines tonality 
and modality, working harmonically at cadences, for 
example, as Francoise Gervais has illustrated, or , 
melodically, in the course of an otherwise diatonic line. 
No song is entirely modal melodically, although modal 
influences may be found in almost everyone, from the 
Aeolian influence in bars 12-13 of Se~enad~ io~can~ 
op.3 no.2 (lS7S?) to the Lydian element in bar 4 of 
Dian~1 Se£ene op.l18 no.3 of 1921; One particularly 
interesting aspect of the modal aspect is his fondness for the 
Phrygian mode, furthest in character from the major or 
minor scale, with its opening semitone and resulting 
whole-tone element: 
Faure Dans la nymphee op.106 no.5 (1914); bar 13. 
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Modality insinuates itself into a fundamentally tonal 
style, rather than providing the basis for a complete 
re-working of the compositional process, and Faure 
ultimately remains a tonal composer. This may be 
illustrated by one of his rare comments on his techniques, 
found in a letter of 1906 to his son Philippe 5 • This 
important document discusses the theme of the 4i~ de dan~e 
from Ca£igu£a, and Faure gives the following explanation 
of its nature: 
"Le morceau tout entier n'est construit Gue sur 
un seu~ theme procedant de ~og majeur et de ~i£ 
mineuro. Imagine par exemple cette gamme: 
o " 0 9 
o £ 0 
e o 
tu y trouveras les elements de la gamme de ~o2 
majeur: ~og, ga, ~R.., mi, tall- ' et les elements 
de la gamme de ~i mineur: ~i, do~ , ~R.., mi, tal 
~og, c'est-a.-dire d'une part la tonique ~og, la 
tierce majeure ~i, et la dominante ~e; et d'autre 
part, la tonique ~i. la tierce mineure ~R.. et la 
sixte mineure ~of..rr 
Interestingly, the scale quoted is not referred to as the 
Lydian mode in transposition, but as a composite, 
incorporating elements of two diatonic scales G major and 
B minor. Later in the letter he points out that it was 
his wish to create the impression of a dance 'de caractere 
antique', and that since the 'ancients' used different 
musical procedures, he restricted the music to a scale with 
two tonal centres; further, he remarks I;::e sont-lEi des 
choses don t on se rend co:npte apres c;u I elles son t realisees! II 
Is there evidence to suggest si~ilar procedures in other 
works, or was this a particular isolated case, born of the 
desire to create the effect described above? Sases ~ay be 
., 
.. 
... 
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\ , 
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found in which keys a third apart occur in close 
proximity, for example in y~€en op.58 no.3 (1891), 
bars 1-3, in N'e~t-c€ pa~ ? op.61 no.8 (1893), bars 
9-12, and in the following extract from Pui~que £'auge 
Faure Puisque l'aube grandit op.61 no.2 (1893); 
bar 2. 
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However, the evidence of this one letter is insufficient 
for the deduction to be made that the above procedure was 
part of Faure's general technique, even if it is likely 
that its use extended beyond the above examples. He 
must certainly not have been blind to the fact that the 
scale he mentioned was a transposition of the Lydian mode, 
and it is likely that scales, which are neither Gregorian 
modes nor diatonic, are composed of modal elements. For 
example, the following scales are often found as a basis 
for cadential harmonies, as well as making appearances in 
melodic lines: 
• 
. :: , • • • 
« 
__ I • 
j « :: • 
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If we exa~ine the first five notes of the first scale, 
th f "h 4th dl"anente sneCl"es ey con orm ~o ~ e • " of the 
Mixolydian mode, as well as to the major scale; the 
remaining notes E-A are the 2nd diatessaron species of 
the Phrygian mode. This gives us a composite scale 
based upon Renaissance practice; similarly the second 
scale, above, is the 3rd diapente species (Lydian mode) 
b " d . t' th 1 s t d' t com In e w l n e ~. l a e s sa ron species (Dorian mode). 
Renaissance music of the period with which Faure would 
have been familiar was at a stage of development where 
thiq form of modal mixing was in evidence, and it is highly 
possible that his composite scales are based upon the 
practices he observed in the music of Palestrina, 
Victoria and Lasso. A desire has been shown by some 
commentators to explain his modality by reference to a 
number of entirely new modes, original in invention and 
not based upon Renaissance practice. This tendency 
is particularly manifest in the generally excellent 
, 
Etude compa~£e de~ iangage~ ha~monique~ de rau~~ et de 
Discussion of her 
entire thesis is inappropriate here, but I should like 
to examine certain points which may serve to crystallise 
the question of modality in his melody and harmony. 
In addition to several 1!echelles non classees1! which 
Dr Gervais traces, the presence of the " echelle a trois 
fo~mesn is much discussed (p.39ff). This three-
pronged mode is as follows, and it will be noted that 
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the second two examples appear in the previous musical 
example : 
• • 
• • 
" f. • 
i " -" ;a. it • • • • 
~ , • :' " I • • , 
the familiar melodic minor, 
but used modally, there bein~ 
no obligation f~r the 6 th degree 
of the scale to rise. 
which Dr Gervais calls the 
II plagalll of the preceding scale, 
also known as the II maj eur-mixte If • 
and incidentally the 64 th of 
the Hindu carnatic modes, which 
en ti tles it to the name 
lVachaspati' . 
Two points may immediately be made, namely that these are 
three different modes, not three forms of one mode (unless 
we call the Gregorian modes the lI echelle a six formes ll ), and 
that, consequently, scale (b) is not the plagal of (a), 
since its final is A not D. Also, the similarity between 
II ma j eur-mixte ll and '1Jachaspati', whose main use for Faure 
is in oscillating dominant seventh chords 
is such that one hardly sees the need to name a new mode; 
Dr Gervais admits that Vachaspati is used mainly 
harmonically (her examples of its melodic use seem 
questionable, to say the least), and when she introduces 
examples of Vachaspati in sequence with itself, producing 
as in N'e~t-ce pa~ ? op.61 no.S (1893), at bars 31-34, 
several dominant sevenths in succession, the confusion 
between Vachaspati and majeur-mixte is complete, since the 
same passage could be just as easily explained in terms 
of the latter scale. 
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The harmony derived from modal scales is also much 
discussed by Dr Gervais. ier attitude seems to be that 
Faur~rs harmony may be fully explained in terms of modal 
or tonal practices, and that no purely harmonic devices 
occur, such as the use of parallel harmony: she regards 
parallel harmonic movement, which is seen as atonal 
and amodal, as an impossibility in Faur~ (save in 
sequential passages where the music rises by semitones, 
as in the Vocagi~~ of 1906). The evidence of many passages 
would seem to refute this claim; an early example of 
parallel harmonic movement occurs in the First Piano 
Quartet: 
Faure First Piano Quartet op.15 (1876-9); 
... ~ 
"'1 
:::;== 
1st movement, bar 34. 
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If we regard Faure as a harmonist, as do all authorities 
on his music, and indeed as Dr Gervais does, then we must 
be prepared to explain his harmony in purely harmonic 
terms where necessary. Many writers have too directly 
opposed his musical language to that of Debussy, the purist 
versus the hedonist. Nevertheless, remembering Faure1s 
remarks, often-quoted, that 'IL1art a (done) toutes raisons 
d1etre voluptueuxr~ is it not natural that we will find 
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instances of sound used for its own sake in his music? 
Certainly these are considerably fewer than is the case 
with Debussy, but nevertheless they form a significant 
aspect of his style. In addition to parallel shifts of 
harmony, it is not difficult to fi~d examples of sounds 
used for effect: the half-diminished seventh is used to 
express anguish in Au Cim£ti~~£ op. 51 no.2 (1888) and 
P~i~on op.83 no.l (1894), and he is evidently taking 
delight in the sound of the broken chords in the all£g~o 
section of the Seventh Noct~rne: 
Faure Seventh Nocturne op.74 (1898); bar 39. 
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One more point I should like to raise in connection 
with Dr Gervais's thesis concerns the relatively small 
in terest she takes in "the augmel1: ted triad. She seems 
unwilling to recognise its various ambiguous functions, 
..... 
-" 
and at times this leads to explanations of musical examples 
which are rather less than accurate. For example, she 
describes the following progression as moving "par 
fondamen tales conj oin tes": 
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Faure D' '1 J. ene ope (1912) ; Heugel vocal score, p.140. 
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The fundamentals her§ are presumably E~ ,D and C; but 
the augmented triad has no specific root, only by the 
notation could it be concluded that Eb is the root of the 
first chord, and the dominant of C minor is also strongly 
suggested. The dynamic aspect of the augmented triad is 
ignored~ and this is also the case in example 125 of 
Dr Gervais!s thesis, where she even places brackets around 
the notes which define the augmented triad, because they 
are notationally foreign to the mode she is illustrating 
(Vachaspati): 
Faure Penelope (1912); Eeugel vocal score, p.59. 
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The augmented triad was used from an early stage in 
Faur~'s development as a harmonic device for modulating, 
and thus it is dangerous to suggest that its presence 
may be merely an incidental feature of a particular 
passage. Dr Gervais's attitude, to summarise, seems 
to be that all Faur~'s harmonic processes are governed 
either by tonality or modality (whether the modes be 
Gregorian or non-Gregorian), and that no non-tonal 
procedures are used. It is certain that his music is 
almost never atonal, but nevertheless it has been shown 
that procedures such as parallel harmonic movement and 
the emphasis of a chord purely for the sake of its sound, 
are present to a degree, and should not be ignored merely 
in order to make out a clear case. My own view on the 
specific question of modality is that the Gregorian modes 
alone provided the basis for any new scales which he 
introduced, bv combining elements ~rom different modes, 
and that the additional modes which Dr Gervais points out 
were not conscious elements. Faur~'s entire outlook 
inclined him towards an acceptance of the past, and a 
development of already existing notions; the idea of 
'neo -modes', su ch as the "mode s sym~triq u e s" '..Thich she 
mentions (p.44), seems 8.nac.hronistic and incongrouous. 
By what particular means does modality make itself a part 
of Faur~'s style? Clearly there are influences on 
melody and on harmony, although these are manifestations 
of a single process which affects both areas; usually 
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where modal influence occurs it affects simultaneously 
the individual line and the vertical aspect. There is 
a strong modal element in the majority of Faure's 
principal themes, both in songs and in chamber works, 
although in piano works the diatonic influence appears 
stronger. The openings of many of the important chamber 
works illustrate this direct influence: 
t11¥ ~lto ~ Second Piano Quartet (1885-6) 
~ ~ -'~ JI r 19 00"1 rP t1i I r 
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The reason for the piano works demonstrating on the 
whole less modal influence may be that his piano works are 
the continuation of a tradition, more than is the case 
with the songs (the m~lodi~ was a relatively new form) 
or chamber works, which were composed in the context of 
the general renewal of interest in chamber music which 
followed the Franco-Prussian war, demonstrated by the 
founding of the Societe Nationale. With early piano 
works in particular, the influence of Schumann, Mendelssohn 
(the Mendelssohn of the Va~iaiion~ ~~~i~u~~~ of 1841) and 
Chopin is felt, and Faure's development from that tradition 
may have admitted a rather smaller degree of influence 
from modality. 
A favourite device derived from modality consists of 
following a phrase with diatonic melody and harmony by 
the same phrase altered to place it in a modal context. 
There is an early example in Sylui~ op.6 no.3 (1878) at 
bar l5ff, and La T~~ aux chan~on~ provides an equally 
subtle example: the opening melodic phrase (bars 5-11) 
begins firmly in F major, slipping at the end into D major; 
at bar 24 the same phrase appears in F Aeolian 9 , and this 
time moves to Dp which, because of the properties of the 
preceding Dorian mode, is D~ Lydian, incorporating G~ 
J 
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La Fee aux chansons oD.27 no.2 (1882). 
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It is this ease of movement between modes and diatonic 
keys, and even between different modes, which we may regard 
as one of his most remarkable achievements, bringing 
enrichment to his musical language and giving it an 
increased power of suggestion, whilst at the same time 
allowing him to maintain a strong syntactical element in 
the compositional process. Often he allies a modal to a 
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tonal element, as in #octu~ne where the first Sth 
of the melody is part of the major scale, and the four 
notes from dominant to tonic are ~he 2nd diatessaron 
species, from the Phrygian mode, accompanied by harmony 
derived from that mode. 
Faure Nocturne op.43 no.2 (1886); opening. 
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Modality and tonality ~gain interact in the following 
extract from C/e~t e'exta~e: the main tonality, Db 
major, is interrupted by two bars which may be seen as 
D~ Dorian (certainly the vocal line suggests this) or 
as F p Lydian: 
Faure C'est l'extase op.S8 no.S (1891); bar 7. 
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Fb is the Dore obvious fundamental for bars 8 and 9, 
but its strong links with Db Dorian facilitate the wove 
back to Db major, and offer an explanation of many 
similar passages in which keys a minor 3rd apart are 
juxtaposed. Cadential figures, in the late works 
especially, often rely on a modal implication to avoid the 
obvious, and a fine example occurs in the Thirteenth 
Nocturne, where the Phrygian mode influences both the 
melody of the bass-line and the harmonic argument: 
Faure Thirteenth Nocturne (1921); bar 47. 
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There are hints here of the half-diminished seventh 
chord being used as a dominant. Faure's use of modes 
makes the presence of the half-diminished seventh a 
likely event, since it is a prominent harmonic unit, if 
we derive harmonies directly from the modes, as Faure 
undoubtedly did: 
1 
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The frequency of occurrence of the half-diminished seventh 
in Faur~ is thus easily understood, since it mar~s a point 
of similarity between tonal and modal harmony: not only 
can it be derived from tonality. and. act ambiguously 
within that system, it occurs just as naturally in harmonic 
elements based upon modes. Examples of the half-diminished 
seventh used in a tonal/modal context are given in 
Chapter 3, and it is this double-derivation which 
differentiates the chord as used by Faur~ from its use 
by Debussy and Wagner, for whom the chord has stronger 
extra-musical connotations; for Debussy it often evokes 
a certain imprecision of atmosphere, and for Wagner the 
chord seems to possess Baudelairean II correspondances ll • 
Given that modality was a system used specifically in 
religious music, it would not seem unreasonable to expect 
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a degree of modality in Faurers own church music. 
Scrutiny of these works reveals surprisingly little 
.modality, however, and the sacred music, including the 
Requiem, is characterised by a simplicity of rhythm and 
melody untypical of the rest of his output. Touches 
of modality exist: the Requiem contains an Aeolian 
melody in the Ky~ie, and alternates major mode and 
Mixolydian in the Sanctu~ (at bar llff); the Ave na~ia 
op.93, composed partly in 1877 and completed in 1906, 
contains a passage in which the major key and Lydian mode 
alternate (with a sequence leading to the same passage 
t d '3rd ) l' 1 '~th's' ~ranspose up a mlnor , maKlng us ',-lonaer II v l lS 
one of the more recent elements of the composition, not 
one of the rparties qui datent de 30 ans ,r10 : 
Faure Ave Maria op.93 (1877, 1906); bar 21. 
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This is one of the most successful occasional church 
compositions, but neither here nor in any other sacred 
work can modal elements be said to playa major part. 
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Perhaps one reason for this would be the fact that 
Faure was so aware of the style of church composition 
of the day, as a professional organist .and choirmaster, 
that his own style of religious composition was conditioned 
accordingly.; certainly his church music style is not 
far from that of Gounod. His own view concerning the 
composing of religious music is to be found in his 
article 'Souvenirs' published in the Revue ~u~icale 
in October 192211: 
"Quelle musique est religieuse? Quelle 
musique ne l'est pas? Essayer de resoudre 
la question est bien hasardeux, attendu que si 
profondement sincere que soit chez un musicien 
Ie sentiment religieux, c'est a travers sa 
sensibilite personnelle qu'il l'exprimera et 
non d'apres des lois qu'on ne saurait fixer. 
Toute classification dans cet ordre d'idee m'a 
toujours paru arbitraire. Affirmerait-on, par 
exemple, que telles compositionsrelt~ieuses de 
Cesar Franck parmi celles qui s'epanouissent Ie 
plus haut, jusque dans Ie frissonnement des ailes 
seraphiques, soient, en raison de leur suavite 
m@me, absolument exemptes de sensualite ?" 
These remarks leave .a. fundamen tal question unresolved, 
however: if there are no' fixed laws governing the 
composition of religious music and if, as any other 
music, it is expressed through the sensibility of the 
composer, why then does his sacred music differ to such 
a significant extent from other works ? It possesses 
in particular a rhythmic simplicity which sets it 
apart from the rest of his output, and contains harmonic 
mannerisms, such as the modulation to the mediant major, 
which occurs in the early Ave ~a~ia of 1871 (bar 9) as 
well as in the Pie Je~u from the Requiem (1887; bar 2-3) 
98. 
and in the following extract from the Sanctu~ of the 
Faure Sanctus (1881); bar 3. 
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The development of ~odal influence in Faure's music is 
difficult to trace. The early apDearance of the Lydian 
element in Lydia (c.1870) was surely a deliberate musical 
pun, and is not a particularly subtle example of his 
modality. Perhaps his style was not, at that stage, 
ready for the assimilation of such a strong modal element 
as the sharpened 4th of the scale, although there is a 
Lydian influence in the final bars of the very early 
Romance ~an~ pa~ogz~ op.17 no.l (1863?); 'minor mode' 
elements, from Dorian and Aeolian in particular, are more 
easily incorporated into the early works, such as Ap~£~ 
un ~£ve(1878?), Automne (1878), Le Voyageu~ (1878?) and 
the First Piano Quartet (1876-9 and 1883). From the 
early 1880s onwards modality occupied an increasingly 
prominent place in Faure's compositional thinking, with 
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the Mixolydian mode figuring significantly in Chan~on 
d'amou~ op.27 no.l (1882) at bars 9-10, and La l~e aux 
chan~on~ op.27 no.2 including an interesting Dodal 
example (already discussed on p. 91 ). Tae Third 
Impromptu contains a remarkable passage, modal both in 
melody and harmony, and modulating from one mode to 
another: for the first seven oars of the following 
extract, the music is Aeolian in melody and harmony, 
ending with a half-diminished seventh chord which is 
V1 7 altered in A~ Aeolian, and may be seen as IV7 in 
Cb Lydian, for there now follows six oa,rs in Cb Lydian, 
modulating, again via a half-diminished seventh 
, 
(IV 7 in Cp Lydian and 117 in Zp minor), to E:p minor: 
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Faure Third Impromptu op.34 (1883); bar 53. 
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Using enharmony and a semi tone shift, (B b -3bJ ), this 
music is followed by a passage in B Mixolydian (strongly 
suggesting, but never stating, S major), and again 
(at bar 76) the half-diminished seventh is used to 
modulate, this time back to the starting point, Ap 
Aeolian; in this instance it may be said to be 1II7 
in B Mixolydian, and is re-interpreted enharmonically, 
Db , acting thus as 
a rPhrygian dominant'. This ease of assimilation of 
modality may also be seen in the Second Piano Quartet 
(1885-6?), which introduces a modal element into most of 
its main themes, as well as including modal harmony of a 
more subtle and complex nature than that of the First 
Piano Quartet, notably in the final bars of the 3rd 
movement, where Eb Phrygian is clearly interwoven with 
the tonic key of Eb major, as the first violin and cello 
lines illustrate: 
Faure Second Piano Quartet op.45 (1885-6?); 
3 rd movement, ,6 bars from the end. 
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In L~~ Ro~~~ d' Upahan, composed two years prior to the 
Second Piano Quartet, occurs the following harmonic 
progression, already mentioned in Chapter 1 12 , the first 
manifestation of a Faure fingerprint which was to be 
developed throughout the next three decades: 
101. 
Faure Les Eoses d'Ispahan op.39 no.4 (1884); bar 16. 
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It is this form of ~rogression, two dominant sevenths 
in alternation, which Francoise Gervais observes to be 
!> 
derived from the 'Vachaspati' mode, although in the light 
of the discussion earlier in this chapter, it is open to 
consideration that the progression was either conceived 
purely as a harmonic event, or is derived from a mode based 
upon Renaissance practice. Whatever the case, the 
progression became a favourite one; it appears increaSingly 
in his mature works, in passages such as the following, 
from Le~ Heu~e~ de £.a nuii, part of the incidental music 
for Ca£.igu£.a: 
Faure 
C. ,.I/...)c.. 
; 
\]C'SI @El 
Caligula op.52 (1888); Les 3eures de la nuit, 
bar 24. 
.!. 
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By extension, this progression becomes the basis for 
sequential passages, and the chords lose the obligatiun 
to be a tone apart; they may be separated by a semitone, 
as in the Voca£i~e of 1906 (bar 26), or a combination 
of tone and semitone, as the following sequence shows: 
Faure Eighth Barcarolle op.96 (1908?); bar 59. 13 
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The dominant seventh, thus modally derived and losing 
its conventional dominant function, is a central harmonic 
feature of Pkne£ope and combines with several other 
harmonic fingerprints, notably the augmented triad, to 
produce a passage which Vladimir Jankelevitch expressively 
describes as ItCette densite sans fissures, cette plenitude 
dans la continuite n14 , where every degree of the scale seems 
to carry equal weight; this is in fact the same example 
as that which for Francoise Gervais, serves to illustrate 
~ 
sequence using IVachaspatil, and is quoted on p. 88 . 
The following example from P~n~£ope again demonstrates the 
dominant seventh in sequence, and, in common with the 
previous extract from the Eighth Barcarolle, also shows 
the presence of another important modal element, the 
103. 
Lyaian appoggiatura: 
Faure 
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P~n~lope (1907-12); Heugel vocal score 
p. 95. 
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The Lydian appoggiatura, that is simply the presence 
th 
of the sharpened 4 of the scale as an appoggiatura 
rd 
to the major 3 ,has long been noted as a significant 
aspect. It began to make appearances early in his 
output, and a particularly fine example is to be found 
in the First Piano Quartet: 
Faure 
! ' 
r~ .. 
1 -J-- (I 
J~ 
First Piano Quartet 1st movement (1876-9); 
bar 65. 
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The follo~ing is a possible enelysis of the ;ass2ge: Eb 
Mixolydian forms the harmonic basis of the first bar, 
and Ep Dorian of the second, with chord VI in Eb Dorian 
being a chord of Cb major; the F~ appoggiatura allows 
the bar to be interpreted also as Cp Lydian. The move 
back to Eb major is accomplished via the ubiquitous 
104. 
half-diminished seventh chord, which, as II' in Eb 
Dorian, moves easily to the tonic major. 
Although examples of the Lydian appoggiatura may be 
found in works from the First Piano Quartet onwards 
(Pavane op.50 (1887) at letter D; La Lune K£anche op.61 
no.3 (1893), bar 25, for example), it is generally true 
to say, as does Francoise Gervais, 15 that it is after the 
;. 
turn of the century that the sound begins to figure most 
Significantly, occurring for example in Le Don ~i£encieux 
op.92 (1906) at bar 4ff, and in L'AuKe Keanche op.95 no.5 
(1908) at bar 12ff (where it occurs in sequence); in 
Pene£ope it is often found in conjunction with the 
dominant seventh chord, as in the previous extract from 
that work (p. 103)16. Also in Pene£ope, the Lydian 
appoggiatura follows a major seventh chord, and the following 
example, incorporating this progression, is Charged with 
passion of a kind rare in Faure's music: 
Faure Penelope (1907-12); Heugel vocal score, p.98. 
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The use of the Lydian 4th in conjunction with other 
Faure 'fingerprints' is typical of his self-nourishing 
style; the fact that these elements continue as part of 
his style throughout decades of composition provides a 
connection with the past which he always seemed to crave, 
and their combination in later works is evidence of 
development and innovation. Indeed the very use of modes 
may be seen as a symbol: his desire to find an unshakeable 
foundation, his love of the past, and his fundamental 
traditionalism all imply this. Better to build upon the 
foundations of the past, steady and impregnable, than in 
the present, for which he often showed disdain if not 
contempt, also distrusting modern music in which he could 
not see links with the past. The Niedermeyer School 
provided such an initiation into antiquity for all who 
studied there, and it is fortunate that Faure's natural 
inclination, away from the immediacy and worldliness of 
the present, was fuelled by his teaching, enabling him to 
construct his own highly personal edifice upon the 
foundations of the past. 
106. 
Chapter Three 
Squivocacy Some Specific Harmonic Processes 
In this chapter it is proposed to look in greater depth 
at the use of the half-diminished seventh chord in 
particular, and also to discuss Faure!s methods of 
working within tonality using enharmony and other 
ambiguous chords. The mature and late works will be 
discussed in more detail than early compositions, which 
on the whole yield fewer examples of harmonic 
equivocacy. During the course of this chapter the 
following question will inevitably arise were ambiguous 
chords used con~ciou~gy by Faure as active agents, or 
is their presence an incidental feature of his developing 
style ? Questions of this nature arise in discussion 
of the work of many artists : in answering them in 
relation to Faure, I would reiterate that analytical 
processes of the kind used in this thesis (and, I believe, 
of any kind) are descTiptiv~ devices rather than ?seudo-
magical revelatory processes: we require to have 
intuitions and feelings about Faure!s intentions as an 
artist, which we hope will be elucidated by description of 
his music. Whether or not the half-diminished seventh, 
or the augmented triad, were consciously exploited for their 
inherent ambiguity is dangerous to state as fact. It 
would however seem ridiculous to affirm the contrary, and 
our musical intuition would seem to support the idea that 
their presence and their development in his oeuvre are 
not accidental. Whichever view is held, it is true 
107. 
that study of the different uses of ambiguous chords 
does provide a useful record of. the composer's develop-
ment, offering concrete examples which illustrate that 
development at a fundamental level. 
Let us take, as a starting point for this chapter, the 
year 1887. It marks a period in Faure's life when he 
had reached maturity as a man and as a composer: he had 
married, moved house from the Avenue Niel to a much more 
impressive building in the Boulevard Malesherbes, 
produced one son and would shortly produce another. 
Works already completed include the Second Piano Quartet, 
the Second Symphony in D minor (now destroyed except for 
two first violin partsl) and Pavane. his op. 50. We 
have seen, in chapter 1, that he used the half-diminished 
seventh in many compositions up to 1887, notably in songs 
such as Not~e amou~ op. 23 no. 2 of about 1879 and in the 
Second Piano Quartet 2 • The tendency up to 1887 was for 
the half-diminished seventh to appear as II?, as VII?, 
or as a dominant 9th of the dominant moving either to a 
6 
tonic 4 or to the dominant : all these processes appear 
in the slow movement of the First Violin Sonata op. 13 of 
The keys being approached, in this early period, 
by means of the half-diminished seventh, are often closely 
related to the tonic, but hints do appear of the expansion 
of the concept of modulation which Faure developed in 
his later career: the magical opening of the development 
section in the first movement of the First Piano Quartet 
108. 
for example, contains a very unorthodox use of the 
half-diminished seventh for the time, the chord being 
used in a transition from E~ major to G major: . 
Faure 
~ , .~ 
. 
First Piano Quartet op.15 (1876-9); 
1st movement, bar 73. 
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Occasionally the half-diminished seventh appears preceding 
a dominant chord, and sharing the same bass note, as in 
La Nai~~ance de V~nu~ op. 29, at bar 241, where, after 
C major harmony, Faure uses chord B'd (a's VII 7 of C) 
before B~7 in a move to E minor, smoothing the harmonic 
flow; La r~e aux chan~on~ op. 27 no. 2 presents a very 
similar example: 
Faure La Fee aux chansons op.27 no.2 (1882); bar 50. 
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109. 
In the latter half of the decade, however, and in the 
first years of the next, Faure!s musical language gained 
a maturity and breadth of scope hitherto not present. 
Doubtless his personal circumstances had much to do with 
this: the death of his parents, marriage and the birth of 
his sons, intense pressure of work, all must have forced 
Faure to the realisation of his own maturity; and the 
unique release afforded by his six-week-long Venetian 
!~£jou~!, in 1891, gave him the respite necessary to 
consolidate and to summon fresh energy. 
A good example from the late l880!s of Faure!s confidence 
in modulating ~ay be found in La~mE~, of 1888. Here the 
music oscillates between G major and E dominant seventh, 
with the half-diminished seventh the only linking harmony: 
Faure Larmes op.5l no.l (1888); bar 9. 
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As we see from the final two bars of the above extract, 
Faure also chooses the half-diminished seventh to move 
to a key which bears little relation to the preceding 
music. La Ro~~, of 1889-90, shows how well Faure uses 
the half-diminished seventh to suggest without being 
explicit; after the opening bar, no key is established 
unequivocally (even the tonic of the opening bar is soon 
quitted), but A minor, C major and E minor are all hinted 
at, simply by means of the half-diminished seventh: 
Faure La Rose op.5l no.4 (1889-90); opening. 
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The fusion of modality and tonality which appears less, 
on the whole, in the early than the mature works, is by 
the late 1880's a permanent feature of Faure's style. 
The opening bars of Cgai~ d~ gun~ Ope 46 no. 2 make use 
of the Dorian mode, and the half-diminished seventh 
appears as VI 7 in BpDorian: 
.~ b 
Ill. 
Faure Clair de lune op.46 no.2 (1887); opening. 
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At this point it is apposite to widen the discussion, 
and to introduce comparison of Faure's techniques with 
those of Debussy, particularly with reference to ambiguous 
chords. Debussy's harmonic vocabulary is, in many respects, 
similar to Faure's, although his use of that vocabulary, 
in his mature works especially, differs markedly from 
Faure's, whose style is less overtly sensual, and more 
reasoned. Debussy's early compositions, however, show 
distinct Faurean influence: consider the similarity between, 
to take the most obvious case, Faure's Cgai~ d~ gun~ and 
the following extract from the P~~gud~ of Debussy's Suit~ 
B~~gama~qu~; Faure's song predates Debussy's Suit~ by 
three years: 
Faure Clair de lune op.46 no.2 (1887); bar 18. 
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112. 
Debussy Suite Bergamasque; Pr~lude (1890); bar 33. 
Upon closer scrutiny, Debussy's early piano works, 
those written around 1890, reveal several Faurean 
influences. The first of the D~ux A~a~~~qu~~ of 1888 
has very much the form of one of Faure's early Nocturnes, 
tripartite with a cadence in the tonic key at the end 
of the first section, and a contrasting central episode. 
Faur~'s harmonic processes can be seen in both of Debussy's 
A~a~~~qu~~: the half-diminished seventh appears from bar 
12 onwards in the first, and the second surely owes this 
progress'ion to Faur~an influence: 
Debussy Second Arabesque (1888); bar 20. 
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Of course, Debussy quickly outgrew these early 
influences. But he continued to use the half-diminished 
seventh, and also the augmented triad, as elements of 
his mature style. The augmented triad, which Faure 
used tonally (even if it is used primarily to blur the 
edges of tonality, and to move freely within it), is 
exploited by Debussy for its inherent independence of 
tonal implication: 
Debussy Voiles (Preludes, book 1 no.2), (1909); 
bar 17. 
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Again, the half-diminished seventh functions outside 
tonality for Debussy, and is a favoured sound throughout 
p~ee~a~ ~i ~~ei~ande, just is it was for Wagner in 
7~i~ian und I~oed~: 
Debussy Pelle-as et Melis<?nde (1892-1902); Act II Scene 2. 
F\d 
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If, from that early Faurean influence of the late 1880's, 
Debussy followed a completely new path, Faure was already 
sure of his direction, and his next important works, 
the Cinq m££odie~ 'de Veni~e' of 1891 and La Bonne Chan~on 
of 1892-4, represent a significant step forward. The 
Veni~e cycle was Faure's first true song cycle, remarkable 
for the theme which pervades the music, unifying by 
suggestion rather than assertion. Vladimir Jankelevitch 
expresses the idea evocatively: IlLe theme Ilde Venise ll ••• 
est plus leger qu'un nuage, plus rapide qu'une ~ pensee, 
plus fugitif qu l'hal.eine d'une femme inconnue .... 1l4 
La Bonne Chan~on is the summit of Faure's association 
with Verlaine. It was a paradoxical match in many ways, 
the absinthe-sodden Verlaine and the eminently respectable 
Faure; but in La Bonne Chan~on Verlaine gives voice to 
his yearning for purity of mind and body; his whole poem 
is !tun immense espoirlt s. And thus Faure meets him 
half-way, for this song cycle reveals an extrovert, almost 
effusive Faure, who perhaps is giving voice to his own 
longing for the frank and open expression of emotion. 
Emma Bardac has been mentioned 6 as the subject in Faure's 
mind, and their collaboration during the creation of the 
cycle is well-documented; but does the cycle not express 
a more universal longing for emotional freedom? More 
than any other work, La Bonne Chan~on justifies Vladimir 
Jankelevitch's claim: 
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ITDerriere le Faure des familles, il y a 
probablement un artiste sensuel .... sa 
pudeur, comme celle de Racine, (suppose) 
-' ; ,... .I' tT 7 
une sorte de vehemence reprlmee . 
From his earliest attempts up to the early 1890's, Faure 
demonstrates an ever-increasing ability to convey 
subtleties of expression, relying on a relatively small 
number of rhythmic, formal and harmonic ideas which have 
intrinsic potential for development, gradually bringing 
more refinement to the setting of a poem, for example, 
through more discrimination in matters of harmonic movement. 
With the Veni~e cycle, and even more with La Bonne Chan~on, 
this steady development reaches a peak. The composition 
of La Bonne Chan~on lS more closely worked and more involved 
than has ever yet been the case, the harmonic language more 
complex. The half-diminished seventh plays an essential 
part in both these cycles, which contain Faure's most 
intricate progressions to date (the chord occurs twenty-
three times in the final song of the cycle alone), and the 
variety of functions it fulfils is astonishing. 
We have now reached the stage where modal elements are 
. introduced into his· harmonic processes as a matter of course, 
not tentatively and self-consciously as, for example, in 
Syf!.vie of 1878. One harmonic device which henceforth 
occurs regularly is the progression using chord I and IV7 
of the Lydian mode (IV? Lydian being a half-diminished 
seventh, here in the context of Gb major): 
Faure Green 
116. 
op.58.no.3 (1891); bar 18. 
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The opening of Donc, CQ ~Q~a pa~ un c~ai~ jou~ d'~i~, 
Ope 61. no. 7, is another case of the Lydian mode 
producing a half-diminished seventh: chord I and IV7 
Lydian alternate in the opening arpeggios of the song, 
conveying perfectly the open, sun-drenched atmosphere 
of the poem: 
Faure Donc, ce sera par un clair jour d'ete; 
op.61. no.7 (1892); opening. 
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As a pivot chord, the half-diminished seventh allows 
modulation by such a variety of routes that the ear finds 
it impossible to discern the same ~hord ~t ~ork in each 
case. The following are examples taken from La Bonn~ 
Chan-1on: 
1. Faure 
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Une Sainte en son aureole op.6lno.l (1892); 
bar 10. 
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The chord is used here within a very fluid tonal context: 
Cp major has been momentarily established at the end of 
the phFoSe "Une Cha teleine en sa tour" 8, and the half-
diminished seventh is used to begin the transition back 
to A~ major (the home tonic) in which the most daring 
harmonic step is from C~ dominant seventh to Ep dominant 
seventh before the tonic is reached at bar 14. 
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2. Faure PUisque l'aube grandit op.61 no.2 (1893); 
bar 14. 
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Harmonically the music moves from G major to F~ major, 
and the half-diminished seventh, B'd, may be seen as 
chord rrr7 altered in G major, or as rrr7 in GMixolydian. 
As so often with Faure, the piano arpeggiation implies 
internal part movement by small intervals, mostly semi-
tones or tones, and here the pattern is as follows: 
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3. Faure 
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La Lune blanche luit dans les bois 
op.61 no.3 (1893); bar 22. 
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After the calm repose of Eb major- at the words "saule noir", 
the half-diminished seventh, (F,d (chord rr7 altered in 
Ep ), is by no means used in a new way; but it is 
accompanied by the yearning accented phrases heard through-
out the song, and the dissonant Bp of bar 24 adds to the 
poignant quality of the half-diminished seventh; this 
is one of Faure's favourite evocations of night, and 
the phrase is unsurpassed for its quality of profound and 
sad stillness. When the chord resolves, i.t is by shifts 
of a semitone to a chord based on E but impregnated with 
modality, with its sharpened 4th and flattened 7th. 
4. Faure 
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J'allais par des chemins perfides op.61 no.4 
(1892); bar 11. 
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Here Faure exploits the chord's lack of specific 
implication, in a passage where many of the harmonic 
implications are not resolved. Faure creates a true 
impression of agonising uncertainty, the music seeming 
to offer stability, only for that stability to be removed: 
the major chords on the second beat of bars 11 and 12, 
which follow dominant 9 th chords, are immediately under-
mined by half-diminished sevenths; moreover, there are 
two half-diminished sevBnths in succession between bars 
12 and 13 before safety is reached in the form of Gp major 
at the words "Vos cheres mains". 
5. Faure 
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Avant que tu ne t'en ailles op.61 no.6 
(1892); bar 16. 
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The half-diminished seventh is perhaps better understood 
here as a chord of F minor with added 6th ; the passage 
is difficult to analyse, like many passages in Faure's 
mature works, since it is in constant transition: 
implication follows implication. Here the music seems 
to be moving towards Dp (or C* ) as a key centre, but 
this is not reached. 
121. 
6. Faure Done, ce sera par un clair jour d'ete 
op.61 no.7 (1892); bar 15. 
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Gb major has been momentarily established, and Faure 
adds a major seventh to the harmony; sharpening the 
root by a semitone gives a half-diminished seventh, and 
thus we have chord I~ (albeit a tonic of secondary 
importance) altered to G,d. In this case it proceeds 
to an augmented triad. 
7. Faure N'est-ce pas? op.61 no.S (1983); 
bar 58. 
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After a sequence of dominant 9ths , rising by a major 
2nd each time, Faure uses the half-diminished seventh 
to attenuate the sequence before the final cadence, 
Vc
7 d 7 
- I, with the secon inversion of V allowing the 
bass line a melodic function. The bass line in bar 60 
falls, after three bars of the rising sequence, and the 
dominant 9th becomes a half-diminished seventh by omission 
of its root. Thus the half-diminished seventh may be 
seen as 117 altered of the dominant, or as VI 7 altered 
of G major. 
8. Faure L'Hiver a cesse op.61. no.9 (1894); bar 13. 
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The chord fulfils three functions: firstly it acts as 
IV 7 of Bp Lydian, next as a pivot between Bb and Db major, 
where it is VI 7 altered in BD and IV 7 Lydian in Db , and 
finally it occurs enharmonically as VI 7 altered in Db ; 
here breaking the sequence which would have led to E major, . 
the music moves instead to its relative minor, C* minor. 
It has been mentioned that the half-diminished seventh 
may be followed by the same chord on another degree of 
the scale, or by another ambiguous chord such as the 
-.A 
I 
II. 
, 
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augmented triad (see examples 4 and 6 above). The 
techniques.are found in early compositions, but they are 
greatly developed in the Second Period, where a greatly 
extended tonal range is possible, allowing Faure to 
follow the contours of a poem, for example, with exactitude 
and yet with subtlety, his art matching that of Verlaine 
"ou l' In dec i s au Pre cis s e j 0 in t" 9 • A particularly fine 
example can be found in J'ai p~~~qu~ p~u~, ~n ve~ite, 
where the movement of tonality is purposeful without 
being predictable, the tonal implications manifest while 
not explicit: 
Faure J'ai presque peur, en verite op.6l no.5 
(1893); bar 36. 
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The key to Faure's inaccessibility lies in such passages, 
and perhaps also they elucidate the Faurean paradox, that 
of the abolition of tonality/modality through tonal/modal 
processes, by developing the implications of harmony to the 
extent that the movement of harmony (and not the points 
between which it moves, not the themes or cadences) is 
,,~ 
"'-
= • ~ 
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the essential element. Indeed it could be said that 
whereas for Saint-Saens and Gounod the main element of 
music is melody, and harmony the support, with Faure 
harmony gradually becomes of equal importance, strongly 
influencing melody and rhythm. 
The half-diminished seventh has so far been looked at as 
a means of moving away from a key centre, or of effecting 
a return to the home key; but it is also used, in music 
dating from the 1890's, in passages which turn in on 
themselves, where no modulation is intended: 
Faure Donc, ce sera par un clair jourd'ete 
op.6l no.? (1892); bar l~ 
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This kind of elliptical phrase, enabling a move as far 
away from the home key as desired, is another way of 
tonality effecting its own overthrow: the feeling of key 
centre is so easily obfuscated (and so easily re-established) 
that it acts, not as a hindrance, but as an aid to the 
composer in search of an exact musical parallel to a given 
poem. In the following example, ED dominant seventh 
becomes Ep major; the traditional values of tonic and 
{ 
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dominant are thus undermined to the advantage of the 
flow of the music: 
Faure Puisque l'aube grandit op.6l no.2 (1893); 
bar 22. 
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The 'songs immediately following La Bonne Chan~on are 
P~i~on and Soi~, both of 1894. P~i~on, Faure's final 
f"'r 
setting of Verlaine, returns to the block-chordal 
accompaniment of Le Sec~ei (1880-1) and Au Cimeii~~e (1888), 
and it makes use of the half-diminished seventh to express 
anguish (bar 15 ff). The chord also appears with no 
specific emotional overtones in the opening bars, where it 
may.be seen as VI 7 Dorian. Soi~ makes no appreciable 
use of the half-diminished seventh, but it is important 
for the position it occupies in Faure's output: on the 
one hand it looks back, in the accompaniment and mood of 
bars 12-22, to the richly-textured, complex progressions 
we hear in La Bonne Chan~on, and especially C'e~i f'exia~e; 
on the other it anticipates, in its opening bars, the 
rarefied atmosphere of many of Faure's late songs, 
especially cxaucemeni op.l06 no.l. Also from 1894, 
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and prior to P~i~on and Soi~, come the important Sixth 
Nocturne op.63 and Fifth Barcarolle op.66, and there is 
no doubt that the compositional lessons learned with 
La Bonne Chan~on are consolidated in both works: their 
harmonic audacity and complexity are far in advance of 
previous piano works. The Fifth Barcarolle is almost 
revolutionary in chara~ter; formally it represents a new 
departure: through-composed and concentrating on two 
widely-contrasting themes, that of the opening bars, which 
is enigmatic and fragmentary, and the effusive, expansive· 
melody from bar 16. The opening theme makes use of the 
half-diminished seventh as chord I~, and.the exposed 
Lydian appoggiaturas in bars 3 a~d 4 ~ark the complete 
emancipation of modality: 
Faure Fifth Barcarolle op.66 (1894); opening. 
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Faure's attempts to achieve unity within an extended, 
through-composed work such as this explains the relative 
ease with which he was subsequently able to unify 
relatively short songs. From about this time he explored 
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extended forms mo~e exhaustively: the First Piano 
Quintet marks the beginning of a deeper approach to 
larger forms in chamber music; song cycles rather than 
individual settings predominate; and P/1.om.e.ih.e.z and 
p.e.n.e.lopz are late works. Dating of the late songs, 
principally by Jean-Michel Nectoux, shows them to have 
been completed in a relatively short time. 
for example, occupied just one month, from July to August 
1919. We have now reached a stage of his musical 
development where conventional analytical methods have 
become almost wholly inadequate to elucidate his harmonic 
processes. The following example demonstrates the problem: 
Faure 
\ I ,0 co 
, 
Le Parfum imperissable op.76. no.l (1897); 
bar 26. 
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How can we explain the use of C~ in this context, 
appearing as it does after Ep major seventh and preceding 
C dominant seventh (which then alters to a diminished 
seventh) ? The relationship is distant, but we may 
clarify the matter by setting out the chords in question 
in simple fashion thus: 
I~ 
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Disregarding for a moment the distribution of the parts, 
we see that small leaps only are used to alter the harmony: 
one move of a tone, the rest semitone shifts. Returning 
to the music itself, this is largely borne out, with the 
exception of the octave displacement Ev to E~ in the 
left hand part. This is an extension of the practice 
demonstrated in the example from Pui~que l'auie g~andii 
op.6l no.2 (see p. 118), and Faure's harmonic style 
henceforth relies increasingly on these moves by small 
intervals, often with two notes in common between adjacent 
harmonies. 
As far as the half-diminished seventh is concerned, it 
seems that Faure has little by little developed its 
potential for transition, a method unlike that of any 
other composer of the period. It is also versatile as 
regards its emotional connotations, since it may denote 
positive, sunny moods, as when it occurs in the context 
of the Lydian mode, as IV7 Lydian, as at the beginning 
of L'hive~ a ce~~~ op.6l no. 9 (1894), or it may denote 
anguish and uncertainty, when it occurs as 117 altered in 
a major key, as in La Lune ilanche luii dan~ le~ ioi~ 
Ope 61 no. 3 (1893) at the words "ou Ie vent pleure". 
The chord assumes the role of harmonic 'pa~~e-pa~ioui' in 
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later works: A~p€ge op. 76 no. 2 contains a sequence 
in which the half-diminished seventh is used to move 
firstly from F* major to G major, then fro~ Bb major 
to B~ major; the transitions are effected imperceptibly, 
and we sense that, from this point onwards, Faur~ has 
sufficient command of his harmonic language to bring about 
tonal shifts in any direction at will: 
Faur~ Arpege op.76 no.2 (1897); bar 33. 
<. ,. e sc. 
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The characteristics of_the half-diminished seventh make 
it of particular value in sequential passages; his sequences 
are often less easy for the ear to hear than for the eye 
to see, as the above extract shows, with its fleeting, 
subtle transitions and an altering melodic line to mask 
further the process of sequence. He may also use the chord 
to break a sequence of which it is not a constituent, or 
to interrupt an existing mood or pattern. Both these 
functions are exercised in Dan~ la to~~t de ~eptemR~e 
of 1902, the most striking case being at bar 41, where 
the chord brings about the reintroduction of the song's 
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opening material: 
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Dans la forst de septembre op.85 no.l 
(1902) ; bar 39. 
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Also composed at about this time were the majority of 
Disregarding the two 
youthful fugues, nos. 3 and 6, the set contains features 
which look forward to Faure's late compositions, notably 
no. 4, "Adagieiio w10 , wiih its pre-echo of P~n~tope and 
audacious use of the half-diminished seventh as a highly 
personal interrupted cadence: 
f 
l 
Faure Adagietto 
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op.84 no.4 (1902); bar 50. 
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By this time the first signs of Faure's deafness had 
appeared. The effects of this cannot, of course, be 
accurately assessed, but it is possible that, since he 
was such an inward-looking composer, relying on his inner 
ear rather than on external stimuli, deafness affected 
his style less markedly than it might have affected that 
of Debussy, for example, who reacted so strongly to external 
stimuli. Whatever the case, we continue to find constant 
development of the same melodic and harmonic techniques 
that he used from the beginning of his career. The move 
from Bp major seventh to B" d (with bass-line moving up 
a semitone) which occurs in La Tfeu~ qui va ~u~ f'eau (1902) 
recalls techniques used some thirty years previously in 
Lamenio (1872 ?): 
Faure La Fleur qui va sur l'eau op.85 no.2 (1902); 
bar 15. 
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Faure Lamento op.4 no.l (1872 1); bar 9. 
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In the Ninth Nocturne Ope 97 'harmonic ambiguity is 
exploited almost throughout the entire work. The initial 
four-bar phrase comes to rest in the tonic, B minor, but 
tension is introduced by the sharp dynamic contrast and 
augmented harmony in bar 5; the theme is reintroduced by 
way of the half-diminished seventh, which is IV7 in 
B~ Lydian leading to a dominant of B minor by enharmony 
and a semitone shift: 
, but this time 
it does not come to a caden ce in the 
tonic, and from bar 15 to bar 34 the music is a series 
of complex sequences (surprisingly using neither the 
half-diminished sevenfu nor the augruent~d tfiad) which 
increase the tension and leave no room for the music to 
relax. This is Faure's use of sequence at its best: the 
implications of each bar are left unresolved, and more 
implications follow, creating a sense of anxiety which 
the relentless sequences only serve to increase; harmonically 
they make much use of dominant seventh chords which pass, 
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unresolved, to other dominant sevenths. Briefly 
the sequences occur as follows: a three-bar phrase 
(beginning at bar 15) is repeated a perfect 4th higher, 
the final bar of this sequence is itself repeated a major 
2nd higher, then a two-bar phrase is repeated an 
augmented 4th lower; finally a four-bar phrase, itself 
made up of two sequences both rising by a semitone, is 
repeated a major 3rd higher. The cumulative effect of 
these eight bars is a semitone rise each bar, with the 
tension momentarily released by the reintroduction of the 
main theme at bar 34, although it is not introduced in the 
tonic minor and almost immediately leads to more tension 
produced by sequence. The melodic patterns of the 
sequential phrases bear an uneasy similarity to the opening 
theme: 
Faure Ninth Nocturne op.97 (1908" ?); themes. 
I r r 
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It is not surprising that, to relieve the tension built 
up in these ways, Faure resorts to the tonic major, 
B major, and introduces an expansive melody some nine 
bars long in which there is more than a hint of the 
'Venise' theme of the early 1890's, and which itself 
encapsulates the idea of release and freedom: 
Faure Ninth Nocturne op.97 (1908 ?); bar 50. 
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The composition of the Ninth Nocturne took place during 
, 
the composition of La Chan~on d'tv~ (1906-1910), and 
also to this period belong the Eighth and Ninth 
Barcarolles, the Tenth Nocturne and Fifth Impromptu, and 
much of P1n1lop~. Continuing the point made with 
.reference to L~ Pa~tum imp1~i~~aRl~ (see P.127), where 
it was seen that harmony altered by small, essentially 
melodic steps, we find this tendency increasingly in the 
late works. The next two extracts show its continuation, 
first of all to the point where a major triad, strongly 
implying tonic harmony, may alter to a minor triad, 
then to the ultimate stage where, instead of the 
individual parts moving together to form the new harmony, 
they move one after the other, thus creating an 
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intermediate, often dissonant harmony: 
Faure Prima verba op.95 no.2 (1906); bar 15. 
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op.118 no.l (1921); 
bar 7 . 
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These two examples underline the point that what is 
now important to Faure is the flux of the music, the 
constant transition which inevitably brings us back-to 
. 
the starting point. Many of his compositional techniques 
are geared to creating this continuous flow: ambiguous 
• 
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chords, the use of melodic and harmonic rhythm to disrupt 
metric rhythm, the deliberate confusing of a sense 
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of _tonal direction, while not completely-destroying 
it, by the infusing into his harmonic and melodic 
language of modality. In Ro~~~ a~d~nt~~ we see all 
three of the above techniques at work: 
Faure Roses ardentes op.95 no.3 (1908); bar -2. 
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There are elements of the Mixolyd~ (D~ in E major) and 
Lydian modes (the final chord of bar 8 is IV7 in E Lydian); 
ambiguous chords, with the half-diminished seventh being 
created out of both the Mixolydian and Lydian modes, and 
obscuring of metric rhythm, with the bass-line and the 
vocal line creating, against the arhythmic pulsation of 
the right hand chords, a rhythm which is regular (in that 
the unit of movement remains cons tan t) and yet irregular 
(in that the ear experiences a strong accent only when 
the bass-line moves or when there is a vocal strss). 
The strong rhythmic accents appear thus: 
Faure Roses ardentes op.95 no.3 (1908); opening. 
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Another feature of this extract is the augmented triad 
with minor seventh above the root (whichever root is 
chosen), seen at bar 7. This chord makes it first 
appearance in Faure's music at a much earlier date (as 
early as the Third Barcarolle Ope 42 of 1886, at bar 102, 
the chord begins to make isolated appearances), but it 
is used with ha~die~~e in the late works. In the above 
extract it links two forms of the same half-diminished 
seventh, producing harmonic movement of complete equivocacy. 
Faure's use of melodic variety to mask sequential writing 
, 
is further developed in La Chan~on d'[ve. The opening 
bars of Dan~ un pa~tum de ~O~e~ Rfanche~ .... are sequential 
(a remarkable example of Faure's ability to avoid preamble), 
but the entry of the vocal line only at the end of the 
second bar, together with the extreme subtlety of the 
progression, shows Faure concealing his art with consummate 
artistry. Here the major chord becomes a half-diminished 
seventh with the same root (B major becoming ~d, G major 
becoming G~), a more audacious example of the progression 
shown at the beginning of the Fifth Barcarolle of 1894: 
Faure Dans un parfum de roses blanches ... 
op.95 no.8 (1909); opening, 
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Faure's songs have figured largely in this chapter, 
since it is often useful to be able to describe more 
specifically the purpose pf passage with the aid of 
the text. The following example shows that the half-
diminished seventh accomplishes a most extraordinary 
transition from exterior world to the interior world of 
the soul: in L'AuR~ Rfanch~ op. 95 no. 5, Faure sets 
the words "Ie soleil luit" with an almost Debussian feeling 
for word paintingll, but for the following words, "mon 
arne ecoute", he follows the lush dominant ninth chord 
which depicts the sunrise with a half-diminished seventh: 
Faure L'Aube blanche op.95 no.5 (190B); bar 5. 
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The effect is to turn the emotion of the music inwards; 
it is sudden and startling, and fully substantiates 
Jean-MichBINectoux's view that Faure has transformed 
himself, from a subtle master of charms, into the 
"musicien de l'ame" we witness in the best compositions1 2 • 
Development of the harmonic possibilities of the half-
diminished seventh leads, in the late compositions, to 
a stage where tonalities which are traditionally unrelated, 
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or only distantly related, may be considered close 
relations. The following progression from tau vivant~ 
moves from E major to C major with ease, the half-diminished 
seventh acting as a "Phrygian dominant" (ie V'-d) in 
E major and VII 7 in C major: 
Faure Eau vivante op.95 no.6 (1909); bar 20. 
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The progre&sion of tonic to Phrygian dominant is 
principally used in modulating passages, as in the 
above example, or to move to a stronger dominant sound 
(as in the final bars of A~p~g~ Ope 76 no. 2). Passages 
do occur, however, in the works, where the Phrygian 
dominant moves to its tonic, giving a softened perfect 
cadence. A good example occurs in the Tenth Barcarolle: 
Faure Tenth Barcarolle op.l04 no.2 (1913); bar 5. 
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Faur~'s final works, .from the war years onwards, represent 
his most serene, philosophical and perhaps most comforting 
music. Anger is seldom present for long in any of the 
war-period compositions, and he was as likely to take 
refuge from the troubles of war-time in works such as the 
Twelfth Barcarolle or L£ Ja~din clo~, upon which he was 
engaged at the outbreak of war in 1914. The titles of 
the last song cycles reflect their essential introversion: 
serenity is achieved in the late chamber works in particular. 
Harmonic vocabulary is constant in these late works, and 
the contrasts lie in rhythmic interest and in the nature 
of the thematic material, with the angrilar opening theme 
of the First Cello Sonata typifying the forceful dynamism 
of the war-time 'angry' works: 
Faur~ First Cello Sonata op.l09 (1917); opening. 
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This contrasts markedly with the g~ntly-moving opening 
of txauc~m~ni op.106 no. 1, where the harmonic flow is 
created by a constantly evolving arpeggio figure and the 
melodic line is smooth and dispassionate; the half-
diminished seventh is used aggressively in the Cello 
Sonata's opening, but in txauc~m~ni it is expressive of 
the opposite emotion, admirably translating the sense of 
"defaillant": 
Faure Exaucement op.106 no.l (1914); opening. 
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Here the half-diminished seventh (in bar 5) acts as rr7 
of E minor, and moves to the weakest form of E minor, its 
second inversion, more a suggestion than a statement of 
that key. We also see the semitone and tone shifts 
which were all Faure required at the end of his life to 
suggest ever-widening tonal horizons; these shifts are 
behind the distribution of the right hand arpeggios in 
the following sequential passage, which again uses the 
half-diminished seventh, this time in conjunction with 
major seventh chords: 
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Faure La Messagere op.l06 no.3 (1914); bar 58. 
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As with 'Dan~ un pa~tum d£ ~o~£~ ~tanch£~ •.••• , melodic 
variation helps to conceal the harmonic sequence, and 
in this case it is aided by alterations in the right hand 
figuration. 
In Faure's late harmonic style, the 'pa~~£-pa~ioui' 
function of the half-diminished seventh is allied to the 
prevalence of tone and semitone shifts, and in the following 
extract these two late characteristics further combine with 
the falling Lydian appoggiatura: 
Faure Dans la nymphee op.l06 no.5 (1914); bar 10. 
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The harmonic style is by this stage so personal and so 
self-derivative that to view them. in isolation from his 
previous developments would render his late musical 
techniques incomprehensible. Unless we have traced 
developments in the use of the half-diminished seventh, 
the Lydian appoggiatura, and the relatively recent technique 
of altering harmony by minor melodic changes, the above 
example would be difficult to understand. Techniques 
used in his earliest compositions do appear in late works, 
but they are scarcely recognisable. As mentioned in 
Chapter 1 there is nothing in the following progression 
that the Faure of the First Piano Quartet would have 
rejected; what makes it a late-period progression is the 
uncompromising way in which the melodic strands interlock l3 : 
Faure 
I , 
J k \, 
. 
~.-,{. 
I 
Eleventh Barcarolle 
--
I 
------
t t . 
. 
.I I:J,J. l- I. i, .i. 
. 
\ 
op.105 no.l (1913-14); 
bar 19. 
. .... 
-
J, l~~: 
. 
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The desire to achieve constant harmonic evolution 
leads, in the late works, to a possible point of repose 
being disturbed by one or more of the constituent parts 
of the harmony moving in a new direction as the point 
of repose is reached. In the First Prelude, for example, 
in the second bar, we hear a chord of Fb with a Lydian 4th 
suspended from the previous chord. As the Lydian 4th 
resolves downward, the chord underlying it alters to a 
dominant seventh chord, and thus the listener is drawn 
forward to the next harmonic implication: 
Faure First Prelude op.l03 no.l (1910); opening. 
( I I ~~~t-, • i 
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This technique is central to the late Faure; in 
Cygn£ ~u~ l'£au the point of repose is E major, reached 
from the region of C major by a half-diminished seventh 
which is IV7 Lydian in C and 117 Aeolian in E(:). 
, 
but the bass line moves after the upper parts, and when it 
does proceed to B9 , the upper parts have themselves moved 
and another harmonic implication created (this time 
suggesting A minor, although that key is never reached): 
j 
l 
d~; 
• 
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Faure Cygne sur IJeau op.113 no.l (1919); 
bar 16. 
... 
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Faure's love of sequence and predilection for ambiguous 
chords combine in a powerful sequence, again from Cygne 
~u~ l'eau, which combines the half-diminished seventh 
and the augmented triad: 
')c.-.)( 
1"-+ 
Faure Cygne sur l'eau op.113 no.l (1919); bar 25. 
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Th~s is a passage of pure harmonic movement, and it is 
an appropriate point at which to close discussion of the 
half-diminished seventh chord. The range of modulating 
potential has been extended, from Faure's earliest works, 
through the assimilation of modality, to the point, around 
the turn of the century, where a virtually inexhaustible 
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number of shifts in tonal emphasis is possible using 
the chord. The wider aspect of tonal structure has been 
neglected here, but my viewpoint has been intentionally 
myopic. Little attention has been paid to the ways in 
which Faure creates the flux of his music. The use of 
chords such as those I have dwelt upon in this chapter 
has not before been examined to the extent it deserves; 
even Francoise Gervais's insistence on "1lequivoque ll14 
~ 
in Faure's style is not borne out sufficiently in her 
technical analysis. Music of any nature engenders its 
own methods of analysis~ and if Faure's music is felt to 
be equivocal in nature, then the reasons for that equivocacy 
must lie, to state the matter simply, in the relationship 
between successive sounds. The study of Faure's harmony 
has hitherto been neglected in precisely that aspect which 
is its ~ai~on d'at~£, the use of specifically harmonic 
equivocacy; n~t the equivocacy which arises from melodic 
intermingling of modality and tonality (that aspect clearly 
is important, but has been well documented, especially in 
Dr Gervais's study), but the purely harmonic exploitation 
of ambiguous sounds within a tonal/modal framework. 
I will close this chapter with a discussion of the role 
of enharmony. The flexibility of Faurets harmonic 
language is based largely on the fact that different 
interpretations may be placed upon different harmonies; 
in that he is already open to enharmony. As mentioned 
in Chapter 1, enharmony affords a kind of 'invisible modulatiorc 
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and it also marries perfectly with his technique in 
later works of usirig harmonies which have one or more 
notes in common; this results in transitional passages, 
especially in some of the later songs, of what one might 
truthfully call 'meaningful ambiguity', purposeful yet 
seemingly without tonal direction. Enharmony develops 
hand in hand with ambiguous chords, and the type of harmonic 
pun which the augmented triad and half-diminished seventh 
afford also makes enharmony a probability, although often 
when occurring with these chords enharmony is incidental, 
not central, to the harmonic argument. As seen in Chapter 
1, examples from the Eighth Nocturne and the ~~~~~ ~a~~~ 
demon stra te that enharmony can be the ma.in reason for a 
certain tonal progression, where it seems that placing one 
note in a different tonal setting (Db = C~ in the Eighth 
Nocturne and Cp = Bq in the ~~~~~ ~a~~~) motivates an 
excursion to an unrelated or distantly related key. By 
the same logic, the tonic may be regained by enharmony, and 
in the Ninth Nocturne, after a short tonal sidestep to Bb 
major from the tonic B minor, the ambiguity of Bp /A* 
is the basis of the progression which returns the music 
to B minor: 
Faure Ninth Nocturne op.97 (1908); bar 7. 
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These are examples of enharmony occurring not merely 
as an expedient, but with a more active role in tonal 
planning, and figuring significantly in harmonic thinking. 
They occur together with ambiguous chords, and it is 
interesting to note that examples of this kind only occur 
within the broadening of scope which these chords afford. 
In word setting, enharmony may be used at a change of 
direction or mood in the poem: a good example occurs 
in L£ Pay~ d£~ ~av£~ of 1884 in which, from a firm D major 
which portrays the far-off world where visions flourish, 
the tonality shifts back towards Ab major for the words 
"Vois-tu, Ie beau pays des r@Yes ••.. Est trop haut pour 
les pas humains", the progression hinging on the ambiguity 
of F:lf and Gp 
Faure Le Pays des r@ves op.39 no.3 (1884); bar 43. 
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A similar, if more subtle example, also hinging on 
F. /G~ , occurs at the words "Ie chemin est mysterieux" 
in La ~£~~ag~~£ of 1914: 
V 
-
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Faure La Messagere op.106 no.3 (1914); bar 20. 
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There is a curious affinity between these two examples, 
which are some 30 years apart in conception: both texts 
at this point have an atmosphere of mystery, and it is 
also possible that the words of" La ~~~~ag~~~ recalled 
the earlier setting to Faure; the theme of L~ Pay~ d~~ 
~av~~ was certainly dear to him, figuring in many songs 
from his earliest, L~ Papiffon ~i fa tf~u~ where the 
flower represents worldly matters and the butterfly the 
spirit flying about it, to his last cycle, L'Ho~izon 
h · , . c ~m~/Z.{q.u~. 
The development of enharmony throughout Faure's works may 
be illustrated by selecting, for example, Nocturnes 
i 
written in his early, middle and late periods respectively. 
His Fir s t No c turn e in E p min 0 r , 0 p . 33 no. 1. 0 f c. 1875, 
shows no sign of enharmony used in any sense; nor indeed do 
his Second, Fourth or Fifth. It is only the Third among 
the early Nocturnes which makes any use of enh~rmony, 
for example at bar 46: this is a sequence using Faure's 
I 
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favourite early key-relationship, that of major keys 
a major ]rd apart, and the note Ep is re-interpreted 
as D~ , with the tonic of one key becoming the mediant 
of another. 
Faure Third Nocturne op.]] no.3 (c.1881); bar 44. 
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Subtle,and adroit though this progression certainly is, 
the Sixth Nocturne Ope 66 of 1894, uses enharmony in such 
a way as to add another dimension to the music: the 
excursion to A major at bar 8, before the cadence in the 
tonic three bars later, -is brought about by the re-
interpretation of B~ as A~ , and is more than a mere 
compositional 'trick'; the music, as Roger Ducasse observes, 
"vibre dans la lumi~re"15. This is the function of 
enharmony in the mature works, to uncover new tonal 
possibilities, however briefly, or to bring the music 
back to the tonic key from a harmonic excursion. In 
the late works, where modal elements and ambiguous 
harmonies are highly developed facets of his style, 
passages often occur where a form of writing approaching 
whole-tone composition seems to be present, the music 
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nevertheless remaining firmly tonal in basis; each 
degree of the scale carries equal value, and enharmonic 
change is therefore more likely to occur. The sequential 
passage which begins at bar 11 of L'Au~~ ~ganch~ is a 
good example; at the end of the first series of descending 
sequences, Ap dominant seventh becomes G~ dominant seventh, 
and this triggers another string of sequences: 
Faure L'Aube blanche op.96. no.5 (1908); bar 14. 
f, :~ 
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Faur~ uses enharmony with restraint. No work exploits 
the technique in more than moderate degree, and it is often 
found merely as an expedient, with new tonal implications 
ignored. Its presence is inevitable, due to his 
exploitation.of the ambiguity inherent in tQnality, but 
he chooses to make less use of it than he might. In the 
late works, and in the final three Nocturnes in particular, 
it occurs sparingly but with extreme sophistication; a 
good example is to be found in the Thirteenth Nocturne, 
where the mu si c move s from the dominan t, F -:If , to the 
region of Ev major, the progression hingins on the ambiguity 
of A ~ /Bp for its beginning and that of E \7 /D* for 
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its return from E-b moreover, this is part of a 
sequence the direction of which is not clear, but the 
process_ of transition is so absorbing that the listener's 
mind is -focussed upon that alone: 
Faure Thirteenth Nocturne op.119 (1921); bar 13. 
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This chapter has been devoted to those e1eme-nts of Faure's 
harmonic style which contribute to its fluidity, flexibility 
and equivocacy. These elements may be open to other 
interpretations. The half-diminished seventh, for example, 
is defined by Amy Dommel-Dieny, .in _an analysis of PII.i....6on 
op.83 no. 1 as a chord of the 11th, in referring_ to the 
passage which begins as follows: 
Faure Prison op.83 no.l (1894); bar 15. 
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"Remarquez combien cette gradation chromatique 
au chant est accompagnee d'harmonies tourmentees 
- trois lIes de suite"16. 
In a footnote on the same page she adds "Faure n'a pas 
attendu Debussy pour utiliser l'accord de lIe" under-
lining the fact that she defines the half~diminished 
seventh thus in every case. It is true that in the above 
example the chord may be construed as a chord of the 
eleventh, but it remains for all that a harmonic unit 
with certain properties which is used in many different 
ways by Faure, in not all of which can a chord of the 
eleventh be inferred. Similar problems in defining 
the diminished seventh chord have arisen, and terms 
such as 'dominant minor 9th with root missing' may 
sometimes be appropriate; but just as often the diminished 
seventh is used as a harmony in its own right, and 
similarly with Faure the half-diminished seventh acquires 
an identity of its own. 
Koechlin wrote: 
'lSi lIon r~fl~chit a cette question de l'hanmonie 
vivanie, on comprend ~ue l'accord isole n'est~ 
qu'un element et plutot accessoire. L'enchainement 
des accords, la maniere de realiser cette 
succession et surtout son rapport au chant, a 
l'evolution de la phrase, a la nuance de la 
sensibilite, voila liessentiel"17. 
In differing slightly from this viewpoint and isolating 
one particular chord, I have hoped to specify the ways 
in which it promotes the "harmonie vivante" of which 
Koechlin writes. His insistence upon the importance of 
the melodic element is appropriate here, since the 
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following chapter of this thesis concentrates upon 
the linear rather than the vertical, with a discussion 
of Faure's concept of melody, his themes and their 
recurrence throughout his works. 
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Chapter Four 
Melody 
Less attention has been paid to the question of 
Faure's melodic lines than to most other areas of 
his music, less even, it seems, than to the question 
of his orchestration, a secondary aspect in comparison 
with that of melody. Nevertheless his melodic processes 
constitute a vital element of his music, as vital as 
those of harmony and rhythm, for example. In 
particular his use of recurring themes, which is 
discussed in the first part of this chapter, is of 
fundamental importance: no other composer used the 
same melodic profiles with such consistency over 
several decades, and the presence of elements such as 
these adds to his entire ozuv~z a powerful yet subtle 
strand of unification, which often operates at a 
subconscious level for the listener. 
The second half of the chapter is devoted to a discussion 
of the nature of Faure's most characteristic melodies. 
Is it possible that we may find clues here to Faure's 
inaccessibility to many listeners? Is there something 
in the nature of his melodic lines which naiu~aggy 
distances the listener, some message conveyed by the 
melodic profile such that we are not permitted to 
receive a distinct, clearly-defined emotional 'meaning' ? 
Firstly, then, we turn to a survey of recurring themes. 
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Faure's re-use of his own themes falls into two distinct 
categ?ries: firstly, th~mes which are re-used in their 
entirety, which have a specific origin and shape, and 
which are transplanted into other works, as pre-composed 
entities; examples include the use of themes from his 
Violin Concerto op.14 in the String Quartet op.121, and 
the use of motives from the ill-fated Second Symphony op.40 
in P£n£gop~l; secondly, themes only the essence of which 
recurs. The first area has been well-documented, although 
I suspect that there are still findings to be made 
regarding the re-introduction of early themes into late 
works; for exampl& the theme of the finale of the Piano 
Trio op.120 has an air of having been composed much 
earlier, and there is also early music which was discarded 
and is not accounted for: what of the original final 
movement of the First Piano Quartet, for example ?2 
The second area is more problematic, but is fascinating . 
nevertheless, since it touches what must have been for 
Faure the essence of music itself. Can a theme be said 
to recur if in reappearances elements of it are missing 
or distorted? Purists might answer in the negative, but 
every statement about the aims of music, and its essence, 
which we find from the pen of Faure, or many of his 
contemporaries in France, would endorse the idea that a 
musical phrase may possess a personality, and that 
personality can remain intact and be suggested by a less 
than literal restatement of the phrase in question. 
Faure's own definition of music springs to mind: 
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"n'est-il pas fr~quent qu'un fait ext~rieur 
nous engourdisse ainsi dans un genre de 
pens~es si impr~cises qu'en r~alit~ ellBs 
ne sont pas des pens~es, et qu'elles sont 
cependant quelque chose ou on se complait? 
Desir des choses inexistantes, peut-etre, et 
c'est bien l~ le domaine de la musique"3. 
It is in any case difficult to specify the content of 
certain of Faur~'s recurring themes, for their original 
appearances may be veiled and ambiguous. In particular, 
the V~ni~~ motive 4 appears several times in the cycle 
'original' and which the dBrivatives, since there are 
differences in shape and rhythm each time ? This is a 
question which it is senseless to ask: the same 
character pervades the music, a 'parfum imperissable', 
which at once defines the music and leaves it undefined. 
And this comes close to Proust's view of the effect of music 
in A La R~ch~~ch~ du t~mp~ p~~du, which is shot through 
with imagery derived from music. The clearest example is 
the effect upon Swann of the "petite phrase de la sonate 
de Vinteuil "5, and there can be no doubt that Proust had 
Faur~ in mind: 
"Mais ~ un moment donne, sans pouvoir nettement 
distinguer un contour, donner un nom ~ ce qui 
lui plaisait, charm~ tout dlun coup, il avait 
cherch~ a recueillir la phrase ou l'harmonie - il 
ne savait lui-meme - qut passaite~ qui lui avait 
ouvert plus largement l'ame, comme certaines odeurs 
de roses circulant dans l'air humide du soir ont 
la propriete de dilater nos narines,,6 
The imagery of the rose and its perfume, dear to Faure, 
recurs again and again in Proust, and harmonises 
perfectly with the words of Leconte de Lisle 7 : 
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"Quand la fleur du soleil, .la rose de Lahor, 
De son ame odorante a rempli goutte a goutte 
La fiole d'argile, ou de cristal ou d'or 
Sur le sable qui brGle on peut l'~pandre toute, 
Les fleuves et la mer inonderaient en vain 
Ce sanctuaire ~troit qui la tint enferm~e 
11 garde en se brisant son arome divin 
Et sa poussiere heureuse reste parfum~e!f1 
It is upon the V~ni~~ theme that I wish to concentrate, 
partly because of its vague yet unmistakable character, 
which expresses so well the essence of Faur~'s music, 
and partly because it occurs in so many of his compositions 
subsequent to 1891, the year of composition of the Cinq 
m~lodi~~ d~ V~ni~L. Before embarking upon a catalogue 
of its occurrences, we must return briefly to the problem 
stated earlier, and clarify our attitude vis-a-vis the 
recurrence of a theme - when can its presence be admitted, 
and when is the link with the original tOG tenuous (in the 
cases where a specific original can be found, as with the 
Lydia theme, for example) ? Jean-Michel Nectoux, in his 
thorough and thought-provoking article 'Works Renounced, 
Themes Rediscovered', turns his attention to, among others, 
the Soi~ themeS and identifies it when the opening 
interval is a perfect 4th , a perfect 5th or a minor jrd, 
in each case followed by a rising scale of between four 
and five notes. Similarly t~e Via~dot . ,. 9 mO-Clv:e , vlhich is 
essentially a falling minor scale,' is ellowe~ with or 
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without a leap to the starting note of the falling 
scale, and, where a leap is present, it may be an octave, 
. 6th f t 5th mlnor , or per ec . In all these cases it would 
seem as if major differences appear in the themes, yet 
it seems ridiculous to deny the affinity between them. 
In the case of the V~ni~~ motive, Vladimir Jankelevitch 
writes: "c'est une unite d'atmosphere, et .... Faure a trop 
Ie degout du pedantisme pour fabriquer avec les notes 
de jolies constellations, des figures systematiques ou 
des "motifs conducteurs" 1110. Jankelevitch even suggests 
that Faure himself was unaware of the presence of this 
theme, but its occurrence in so many works subsequent to the 
Cinq m~lodi~~ makes this improbable, although it must be 
said that commentators are notorious for ascribing to 
composers ideas and intentions which it is doubtful ever 
existed. The V~ni~~ motive may best be recognised by its 
rd nd 
step-like descending shape, down a 3 , up a 2 , and so on; 
th . t lb· . 3rd . . e ln erva s may e maJor or mlnor s, maJor or mlnor 
nd . th rd 2 s, and occaslonally a perfect 4 may replace the 3 • 
This may be rather too loose a definition for purists,and 
indeed the affective difference between a falling major 
3rd and a falling minor 3rd may be 'marked, as Deryck Cooke 
points out. 11 But harmonic context is all-important, and 
a falling major 3rd may occur as dominant-mediant of a 
minor scale as well as madiant-tonic of a major scale; in 
fact the opening of Beethoven's Fifth Symphony is a major 
3rd falling, and there is nothing in the music at the very 
opening to indicate that the harmonic context will be 
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minor, not major, although other affective elements, 
such as dynamics, rhythmic drive, and so on, combine 
strongly to suggest this. Thus Faur~'s Veni~e motive 
may be recognised by musical instinct, and the apparent 
looseness of its definition arises because it is less 
a "thematic germ" than an allusive phrase, a musical 
"madeleine". Faur~'s much-needed six-week holiday in 
Venice was an oasis of tranquillity in t~e rather dreary 
desert of his working life of the late 1880's, and 
whether consciously or unconsciously used in subsequent 
works, the Veni~e motive must have recalled the feelings 
of release which that holiday afforded. 
The list of works in which the theme appears is long. 
In presenting it my aim is to show that Faur~'s themes 
recur not necessarily as the main motive of a work, but 
often in the course of the music as a subsidiary motive, 
or even incidentally, in a melodic curve. No doubt, 
not all of these recurrences were intentional, but it 
seems equally unlikely that they were all unintentional; 
all we can say with certainty is that they are present. 
and that the effect of recognising them adds to the music 
a dimension of memory to which Proust surely responded in 
his love for Faur~'s music. The first appearance of the 
theme may well predate the Cinq m~£odie~. Jean-Michel 
Nectoux has detected its outline in a sketch for the Second 
Piano Quintet op.89 12 • In the Cinq m~£odie~ it appears 
in the following guises (as well as in others; selections 
only are produced here): 
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1. ~andoein~ op.58 no.l (1891) 
2. en SOu/1..d{n~ op.58 no.2 (1891)13 
29 + ~ ~ ~E~· r. I r IC ~J "\ 
3. 9/1..~~n op.58 no.3 (1891) 
4. A Ceym~n~ op.58 no.4 (1891)13 
Subsequent occurrences of this motive have been noted 
by Jankelevitch14 and Nectoux especially; the following 
list includes these examples, indicating where appropriate 
the source of the example. 
lln~ Saint~ ~n hon aU/1..1oe~ op.6l no.l (1892)15 
J'aeeai~ pa/1.. d~~ ch~min~ pe/1..tide~ op.6l no.4 (1892) 
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J'ai p~~~qu~ p~u~, ~n v~~ii~ op.61 no.5 (1893) 16 
Done, e~ ~~~a pa~ un egai~ jou~ d'~i~ op.61 no.7 (1892) 
N'~~i-e~ pa~? op.61 no.8 (1893)15 
Fifth Barcarolle op.66 (1894) 
........ 
L~ Pa~tum imp~~i~~aRg~ op.76 no.l (1897) 
M~ 3 nl ,dYj f .&J f' n I.' ; 
, k':. ~-II1~O-4c- ,..,. .. ilL q I<Ioo-rli ;'*;;. ~~i: .. "i-
Imp~ovi~aiion op.84 no.5 (1901)' 
(1902) 
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L~ Plu~ JOux Ch~min op.87 no.l (1904) 
2.0 $~$ UltftJ~rlIJ: 
Pe .. ,.. ~- ~ ~ Ih - - "'-t:t'" 
There is certainly more than a hint of V~ni~~ in one 
of the main themes of La Chan~on d'cv~: 
Pa~adi~ op.95 no.l (1906) 
r fijFle e!rlr R FI 
Dan~ un pa~tum d~ ~o~~~ ~lanch~~ op.95 no.8 (1909) 
Eighth Barcarolle op.96 (1908?) 
~*I'~ ~t'i'f 'L" ri r ~r- /It 19Gb, r 5r 
Ninth Nocturne op.97 (1908?)14 
~I#:\ f f 9( tt p ~ r r I~r ~p r r I§ r J r J ~ ~ 
Tenth Nocturne op.99 (1908) 
Third Prelude op.103 no.3 (1910) 
. , 
, 
"i". 
cx.auc~;7l~ni op.106 no.1 (1914) 
J. l' I d 1 , 
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First Cello Sonata op.l09; 1st movement; (1917) 
&\ ri i it 1; n r{;! ~ It [" k I r 
lin€ Chai€iain€ €n ~a iou~ .op.l10 (1918) 
Pa~io~ai€ op.112 no.4 (1919) 
R€ti€i~ dan~ i'€au op.113 no.2 (1919) 
~~f 'P H I f 1 i J 1 Uti J. ~ I ~ 
E+ G\q115 Cl. 1001- roir ,~uz.ff- ai~ J '0>.; VI.< k ... er-vei)-l~?' "",,,, - tikS 
Second Piano Quintet op.115; 2nd movement (1919-21) 
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Thirteenth Barcarolle op.116 (1921) 
Second Cello Sonata op.117; 
!~ 1: L--d 1~ y. ~~ I [ I e 
1st movement (1921) 
Second Cello Sonata op.117; 2nd movement (1921) 
r 
J~ m~ ~ui~ ~mRa~qu~ op.llS no.2 (1921) 
4~ ___ d t j r ,! f.~ 5 S ,} I ~ J ~., 
({·n ~"jeJ" 0lS Ck- h. - £ fa ~r _~ 
String Quartet op.12l; 2nd movement (1923-24) 
FIr TU fir' r If rib r IJ 
It may be useful to set out at this stage the melodic 
profiles which have been so far identified as recurring 
significantly. These are: 
1. The Lydia motive 
2. The Via~dot motive 
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3. The V~ni~~ motive 
r 
4. The Soi~ motive 
iFa fR ~f rp.R J t , I d 
+- ... • 
5. The llly~~~ motive 
• 
All these motives have been identified and explained 
by Jean-Michel Nectoux 17 ; although the relative brevity 
of his article precluded an exhaustive treatment of each, 
the expansion of the V~ni~~ motive shown earlier in this 
chapter serves to show that similar investigation of the 
other themes would yield a significant number of recurrences 
in each case. It seems that Faure developed his own 
'vocabulary' of expressive units, all of which held 
personal meaning for him, and their recurrence in his 
later works may be seen as his link with periods of 
particular significance in his life. The Lydi.a and 
Via~dot themes of his youth, one rising motive, one falling, 
perhaps represent conflicting aspects of the young 
composer's personality. In fact it is tempting to search 
for themes which oppose those already identified, to find 
the 'reverse of the coin', and if the Vi.a~dot and Lydia 
themes conflict, it is also possible to see the converse 
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of the V~ni~~ profile in a figure which appears from 
shortly after 1891, and which is in fact the inversion of 
the V~ni~~ shape. Its first occurrence is in Soi~ op.83. 
no.2 of 1894: 
'W, 
The same upward sequence occurs later in the same song, 
where it is supported by one of Faure's favourite harmonic 
progressions, that of parallel dominant sevenths, which may 
be seen as derived from the mode 'Vachaspati,18; although 
it is conceivable that this progression ha~ its basis in 
modality, it quickly acquired self-sufficiency as a harmonic 
fingerprint, and it is used with great freedom in the middle 
and late works: 
Faure Soir op.83 no.2 (1894); bar 8. 
/1 i'ln .~ ~..l\. f\ iLft i i 110 
J k ~"'!~ fU.:r'"' q._~o- "~!:~ b"" - cjlMl's - -
I ~. "'{I: 
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-
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. 
As with the V~ni~~ theme, a list of examples from works 
composed after 1894 attest the fact that this profile 
had become part of Faure's melodic vocabulary. The 
list includes the following: 
La Tl~u~ qui va ~u~ l'~au op.85 no.2 (1902) 
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L~ Pfu~ doux ch~min op.8? no.l (1904) 
L~ Rami~~ op.8? no.2 (1904) 
3 .. a R 11 f £ J: $';. I po 
Tenth Nocturne op.99 (1908) 
Ninth Barcarolle op.10l (1908-9) 
Fifth Prelude op.103 no.5 (1910) 
~ , ') J 3 § 11 r:r J h I n 10 JJlI·Q .Q] .W I ........ ..,.,. .. . _. 
+ 
Cygn~ ~u~ f'~au op.113 no.l (1919) 
,It r JJ1} J. ~ JJi' j J j £tlJ 
String Quartet op.121; 1st movement (1923) 
'1 ~ :t ~ a j I J J t J I J. 
It is possible to trace motives other than those 
discussed above. The rising chromatic opening theme 
of the Seventh Barcarolle op.90 of 1905 has its ancestry 
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in Hymn~ op.7 no.2 of c.1870, and this theme also 
appears in L~.6 Dji.nn.6 op.12 of about 1875, and the R.e..qui.~m 
op.48, at bar 78 of the Ky~i~(1887); following the Seventh 
Barcarolle, the same theme is present at bar 13 of the 
Taniai.6i~ op.1ll of 1918. A more important example is 
the rising minor scale which begins the Second Cello 
Sonata op.117 of 1921: this can be traced back through 
the Second Violin Sonata op.108 of 1916-17 (1st movement, 
at fig.l) and the openings of the Eleventh Barcarolle op.l05 
of 1913-14, the Av~ ~a~ia op.93 and the Vocali.6~-~iud~, 
both of 1906 (the opening of the Av~ ~a~ia is clearly one 
of the ffparties qUi datent de 30 ans ff of which Faure 
writes 19 , dating back therefore to 1877). This motive 
is also the thematic basis of the 7hem.e.. .e..i va~iaiion.6 op.73 
of 1895, and its earliest appearance is at the beginning of 
the slow movement of the First Piano Quartet op.15 of 1876-9, 
although it is hinted at in Ici-4a.6 op.8 no.3 of c.1873. 
Detective work of this kind is dangerous and may become 
an end in itself. It is sufficient to recognise that 
Faure's re-use of themes is a highly significant feature 
of his style; indeed the frequency of recurrence of many 
motives contributes to the difficulty experienced by many 
writers in specifying differences between his early, mature 
and late works; the similarity in melodic shapes from one 
period to the next is such that we must look elsewhere for 
evidence of development. The function of these themes 
is not merely to remind the composer of previous emotional 
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states and sentiments, ~lthough this is important; 
on a formal basis they serve to unify his entire output, 
rather in the way that reappearing characters in Balzac's 
Com~di~ humain~ unify (although in a far more subtle and 
understated fashion than in that mighty edifice!) or in the 
way that certain recurring figures which obsessed Ingres 
unify that painter's work. 
I turn now to the second main part of this chapter, a 
discussion of the nature of Faure's melodic lines. The 
original question, put at the beginning of the chapter, 
was as follows: 'is there something contained in the 
character of many of these melodic profiles which renders 
his music more secretive than that of other composers, 
which achieves the effect of distancing the listener ?' 
In order to answer that question, we must first be sure 
that there exists a valid criterion for assessing the 
significance of melodic lines, through which the composer's 
meaning may be grasped. We need, therefore, as 
objective a notion of the significance of melody as we 
can obtain. For the purposes of this thesis, and 
particularly with reference to a relatively mainstream 
composer such as Faure, the notions and conclusions 
which are found in Deryck Cooke's 7h~ Languag~ ot ~u~ic20 
provide us with a firm basis for deducing emotional 
intention from melodic shape. This book is too well-known 
for there to be any need to provide a detailed exposition 
of its content; nevertheless it may be valuable to 
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precis certain aspects, especially those which apply 
directly to Faure. 
The central contention of the book is that, during that 
period of music when tonality may be said to have been 
in existence, music has been a language of the emotions, 
and that elements of that language which contain the same 
inherent message can be traced through five centuries 
of music: 
"it (the book) tries to pinpoint the inherent 
emotional characters of the various notes of 
the major, minor and chromatic scales, and of 
certain basic melodic patterns which have been 
used persistently throughout our musical history ..... 
it may perhaps be possible to come to some 
objective understanding of the 'emotional 
content' of 'pure' music,,21 
Clearly the object is to show that musical phrases with 
a certain shape within a certain harmonic context 
produce similar emotional responses, and indeed the book 
does demonstrate this most convincingly. Of course, the 
categories of emotion which Cooke describes may cover a 
wide variety within given boundaries, but the general 
description of the category in question remains basically 
accurate: 
"By 'basically accurate' one means that a 
million different types of anguish can be 
covered by the word 'anguish', but not by 
the word 'joy,,,.22 
Several "elements of musical expression" are isolated, 
and the expressive quality of each interval of the 
chromatic scale is discussed (always within a strictly 
tonal con text); under the heading "Some Basic Terms 
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of Musical Vocabulary"~ melodic shapes are listed 
which Cooke demonstrates to have had substantially 
the same 'meaning' within a broad consensus, over a 
period of several centuries. Let us examine one of 
these basic terms: on page 133 he discusses the pattern 
5-(4)-3-(2)-1 (minor) which is described as follows: 
"a phrase which has been much used to 
express an 'incoming' painful emotion, 
in a context of finality: acceptance of, 
or yielding to grief; discouragement and 
depression; passive suffering; and the 
despair connected with death." 
Examples in support of this description are found in 
music from Dunstable to Gershwin, and include the 
following: 
~lilbye, 1595 
Mussorgsky, 1869 
• r r « 
, We may accept these phrases as encapsulating similar, 
if not identical, emotional messages. After all, the 
book is suggesting that similar shapes produce similar 
responses, which is scarcely surprising; what i~ 
remarkable is the frequency of repetition over several 
centuries, and the resulting idea that musical expression 
and emotion may be discussed without fear of becoming 
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too subjective. 
The above examples have been chosen· deliberately, since 
their profile is also that of one of Faure's recurrent 
themes - the Via~doi theme. It is highly unlikely 
that Deryck Cooke was aware of the presence in Faure 
of such a theme, and therefore all the more interesting 
that he should pick as a basic term a theme which is so 
ubiquitous in Faure's o~uv~~. Can it really be the case, 
if Faure's music contains themes such as these, that 
it can remain so completely inaccessible to many? 
Or is it more likely that ignorance has been at the root 
of opinion that has placed him as.an austere, essentially 
unexportable French talent ? The Via~doi motive, 
which recurs in many works, although not always in the 
same broad harmonic context, does often conform to the 
description given by Cooke; for example in Adi~u 
op.2l no.3 (1878), it is used for the following words: 
"On voit, dans ce monde leger 
Changer 
Plus vite que les flots des greves 
Nos reves" 
We find the same melody at the end of Spf.~~n op.5l no.3 
(1888), to the words "Mon coeur a tant de peine", and 
there is a significant occurrence in the first movement 
of the First Violin Sonata op.13 (1875-6), at letter B 
for example. Thus the emotions which Faure conveys 
with this theme satisfy the criteria set out by Cooke, 
although Faure's emotions tend to be at the more subtle, 
introverted end of the spectrum of emotion, signifying 
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gentle resignation. 
As another example we may look at a profile not discussed 
in the first half of this chapter, namely (5)-6-5 (Major), 
described by Cooke variously as "a simple assertion of 
joy" and, less emphatically, "a joyous vibration" or 
"a joyous vibration, with the faintest touch of 10nging"23, 
depending upon the precise circumstances of its occurrence. 
This is the occasion for a rare quotation from Faure's 
work, and he describes the following phrase, from the 
Sanctu~ of the Requiem, as "possessing a sense of joyful 
serenity, with a slight element of longing or pleading": 
Faure Requiem op.48; Sanctus (1888); bar 3. 
Whereas this opinion might well be shared by someone 
not having read the Language ot ~u~ic, the link which 
Cooke establishes with so many other examples of this 
nature gives that opinion a certain objectivity, or 
at least increased credibility. In addition to its 
occurrence in the Sanctu~, the (5)-6-5 (major) element 
is also to be found in In Pa~adi~um, where it is a 
constant accompanimental figure; it is clearly used as 
a symbol of joyfulness and peace, completely concurring 
with Cooke's description of the term: 
Faure 
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Requiem op.48; In Paradisum (1888); 
opening. 
g. 
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The figure also appears in La Bonn~ Chan~on, where 
it almost assumes thematic relevance: the very opening 
bar of the cycle highlights the major 6 th falling to 
th . 
perfect 5 ,and it occurs in many subsequent songs of 
the work: it forms the part of the peaceful final 
cadence of Avant qu~ tu n~ t'~n aill~~ op.6l no.6 (1892), 
and of the joyous opening of L'Hiv~~ a C~~~~ op.6l.no.9 
(1894), occurring also in the following passage, from 
J'allai~ pa~ d~~ ch~min~ p~~tid~~, in which the mood of 
the poem alters, from uncertainty and sorrow to joyful 
confidence: 
Faure J'allais par des chemins perfides op.6l no.4 
(1892); bar 48. 
r \ __ I _' __ -r-'I! 
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Here again, Faure's music bears out Cooke's findings, 
and raises the question: if these Faurean motives have 
much in common with the music of other composers, what 
is it that has for so long stood in the way of his 
acceptance? The (5)-6-5 (major) line recurs in late 
works, where it assumes a more. serene quality, in the final 
bars of works such as the Ninth Nocturne op.97 (1908?) 
and La ~e~ e~i intinie op.118 no.l (1921). Faure 
melodies exist which fall into most of the categories put 
forward by Cooke. For example, the central section of 
the slow movement of the Second Cello Sonata, a movement 
composed in commemoration of the death of Napoleon, 
contein~a rising major melody, 1-3-4-5, a profile which 
Cooke describes as expressing·"an outgoing, active, 
assertive emotion of joyll24. In the context of the 
movement, the emotional message of Faure's phrase is a 
much softened version of this description, but it does 
express a positive, optimistic emotion, in contrast 
to the preceding music, where downward minor melodies 
have predominated. Often we find, as here, or in the 
example of the Via~doi theme, that Faure's emotions tend 
to be understated, and that the elements of expression 
which accompany a theme - volume, speed, rhythm - avoid 
extremes. In the case of the Second Cello Sonata melody, 
the dynamic markings are piano and mezzo piano and the 
tempo Andanie; the piano part is rhythmically simple 
and incorporates a melodic line of the type which Cooke 
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4escribes as conveying "a sense of expressing joy 
passively"2S, attenuating the effect of the more 
positive cello melody: 
Faure Second Cello Sonata op.117 (1921); 
2nd movement, 7th bar of fig.3. 
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The rising minor scale which is mentioned earlier in 
this chapter as a characteristic Faurean line 26 is also 
one of Cooke's basic terms, for whom it signifies "an 
outgoing feeling of pain - an assertion of sorrow, a 
complaint •••• "27; if we examine the occurrences of 
this theme, we find its first appearance in the opening 
bars of the slow movement of the First Piano Quartet op.15 
(1876-9), a work of great importance to the composer; 
the composition of the slow movement may well have 
coincided with the broken engagement to Marianne Viardot, 
which took place in 1877, "the major emotional crisis 
Subsequent examples of the theme 
tend to be in instrumental works, such as the 7h€m~ 
~t va~iationh (1895), Eleventh Barcarolle (1913-14) or 
Second Cello Sonata (1921), although it is unlikely that 
this fact has any precise significance. 
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Thus it is clear that there are many elements of 
Faure's melodic style which bring him firmly into line 
with mainstream musical practice, and that he is as 
likely to use the universal themes to which Deryck 
Cooke refers as is any of his better-known German, 
Austrian or French contemporaries. It would be untrue 
to say that his melodic style may be explained entirely 
in those terms, however, and many of his most characteristic 
melodic lines correspond to none of Cooke's categories. 
The main reason for this is the modal origin of many 
of these lines, bringing about a restructuring of both 
the major and minor scales. This is an important point: 
if we take what Cooke says to be true, then deviations 
in melodic shape from the norms which he identifies 
will entail corresponding deviations in emotional effect; 
and since modality was so deeply rooted in his melodic 
thinking, while his harmonic outlook remains basically 
tonal (although also influenced), we can perceive a 
basis for a significant difference in the emotional 
effect of his melodies. As a simple example, we may 
take the following extract from the Eleventh Barcarolle, 
ignoring for a moment the underlying harmony: 
Faure Eleventh Barcarolle op.105 (1913-14); bar 98. 
, 
l ! l-1 J 
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The first two bars of the extract certainly contain 
a maj or melody, . and we may agree wi th Cooke that it 
signifies joyful feelings, even if they are of a gentle 
nature, and particularly since the music is a trans-
formation of the minor scale which opens the work. Bars 
100-101, however, with F9 in place of F~ , begin to 
raise problems: the flattened seventh in tonal music 
in troduces a ITmournful elemen t" 2 9; further compli ca tion 
is introduced by bars 102-103, which contain a sharpened 
4th, ostensibly as a modulating note to the dominant, 
for Cooke expressive of "active aspiration,,30; incidentally, 
for other more striking uses of the sharpened 4th , and 
we know that these are many in Faure, we find the 
following description in 7h~ Languag~ ot ~u~ic: 
"it acts as a 'flaw' which destroys the 
integrity of the tonic key - thus removing 
the music outside the categories of human 
joy and sorrow inherent in the major and 
minor systems,,3l 
If we adhere more or less strictly to the definitions 
which Cooke offers, we are left with the impression that 
the above melody contains both a mournful element and 
a degree of aspiration. While this is plainly far from 
the truth, we may nevertheless characterise the 
progression of flattened seventh to tonic as less assertive 
than that of leading note to tonic, and similarly find 
that the sharpened 4th proceeding to dominant possesses 
more vitality than the plain subdominant-dominant move, 
which Cooke characterises as "emotionally neutral". 32 
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This gives us a clue to the reason for Faure's 
adoption of the modes: their flexibility in the 
translation of emotion into music, and thereby the 
possibility of translating nuances of emotion not possible 
within tonality. We know that the Lydian mode, for 
example, became part of his stock-in-trade; but it 
is probable that his education in the modes was not 
the sole reason for this, and that it also occurred 
for the very reason that it adds a streak of light to 
the major scale, just as the flattened 7th adds a touch 
of shadow. It is when these two elements, light and 
shadow, are combined,. as they so often are in Faure, 
that his music begins to assume its cloak of ambiguity, 
to shield its message; to put the matter differently, 
these elements permit him to convey precisely an equivocal 
message, and it is to processes such as these that he owes 
his reputation of inaccessibility. The Lydia motive, 
of which he was so fond, is for Faure 30re the essence 
of light than of aspiration: it is significant that the 
Lydian 4th appears often in the final bars of several 
compositions which, beginning in a minor key, end in 
the major, works such as the Second Piano Quartet, the Second 
Piano Quintet and the Second 0ellQ SDnafa, 33 and that the 
progression from perfect 4th to major J rd which opens the 
Eighth Barcarolle is transformed at the end to a Lydian 
4th falling to major third with the resulting effect of 
luminosity: 
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Faure Eighth Barcarolle op.96 (1908?); 
9 bars from the end. 
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Another recurrent theme, V~ni~~, discussed at length 
earlier in this chapter, is itself an emotionally 
ambiguous element, incorporating major thirds and minor 
thirds, often altering the order in which they appear; 
it also appears in a variety of tonal contexts. This 
brings us to another dimension of the 'secretiveness' 
of Faure's music, that is the harmonic style with which 
melodies, such as those mentioned above, are accompanied. 
Deryck Cooke's characteristic terms generally appear in 
a firm tonal context, without which his case would be 
considerably weakened.' Faure's fluid harmonic style, 
as defined in Chapters 1 and 3, makes it likely that 
melodic lines will be at the surface of a harmonic 
argument which, at the least, masks the inherent emotional 
quality of the line and, in certain cases, may even go 
as far as to contradict it. In the case of V~ni~~, 
the underlying harmonies are most often equivocal, with 
chromatic alterations of the melody itself making it 
difficult to determine which degrees of the scale are 
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being used, and indeed which scale. The following 
examples, the melodic lines of which are quoted earlier 34 , 
illustrate 
new in his 
and melodic 
development 
Faure 
Faure 
this procedure, underlining the fact that what 
music is not so much the presence of harmonic 
neologisms, as a re-interpretation and 
of 
, 
d 
1,1 .1 I 
<.l 
! U 
already existing features: 
Le Plus Doux Chemin op.S7 no .1 (1904) ; 
bar 20. 
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Dans un parfum de roses blanches' 
op.95 no.S (1909); bar 32. 
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This motive is Faure's most elusive, epitomising his 
generally restrained melodic style, although this style 
is adaptable to the musical context, and in P~om~th~~ 
(1900) and P~n~€op~ (1907-12) we find broad, expansive 
is 
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melodies as well as bold, angular themes. It is 
quite probable that P~omzthz~, his first large-scale 
composition, had a marked influence on P~n~lop~; 
this can be felt in the themes of P~nzlop~, some of 
which show a family resemblance to those of P~omzthze; 
in particular the theme which opens Act 2 of P~omzthze 
probably had some influence on the llly~~~ theme, and 
the opening music to Act 3 no.5 may be seen as a 
prototype for the opening theme of P~nzlop~: 
Faure 
. 
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\ 
, 
Promethee op.82 (1900); opening to Act 2. 
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Penelope (1907-12); Heugel vocal score, 
p.3-4 
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Promethee; opening music to kct 3 no.5 
(Heugel vocal score, p.158). 
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Penelope; opening. 
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P1n1eop~ is remarkable for the relatively few themes 
upon which the three-act opera is based. As with the 
chamber works, Faure's main themes contain thematic cells 
which serve to recall the whole theme each time they 
are used, but which preserve diversity. At least two of 
the themes have shapes which Deryck Cooke refers to as 
basic elements of musical vocabulary, namely the theme 
representing Ulysses as he first appears, disguised as 
a beggar, and the opening theme of Act 2: 
Faure Penelope; Heugel vocal score, p.77 
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The first of these themes clearly conveys humility and 
benevolence, an attenuated but recognisable form of the 
emotion which Cooke ascribes to this line 35 , and the 
second, which is described as expressing "a powerful 
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assertion of fundamental unhappiness n36 , may indeed 
be said to express a form of unhappiness, since the 
drama introduced by Act I is still far from resolution,-
and Penelope is about to enter the scene, disturbed 
and disheartened. 
From the foregoing discussion of the nature of Faure's 
melodic inspiration, the view emerges that elements of 
universal 'meaning' merge with highly individual, 
modally-derived melodies, and that there is a significant 
recurrence of many themes throughout his entire o~uv~~. 
As is the case with rhythm, hirmony, texture and poetic 
imagery, melody is used as a link between the past and 
the pr~sent, between the intangible and tangible, between 
the ideal and the mundane. Faure's world is an intricate 
pattern of these recurrent personal symbols and images, 
an understanding of which is indispensible to a full 
appreciation of his true value as a composer. The 
next chapter of this thesis turns to another element of 
the pattern, and examines Faure's attitude to the 
concepts of time and rhythm. 
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Chapter Five 
Rhythm 
As any medical student will testify, it is a difficult 
task to separate a limb from the body without causing 
the death of the patient, and still more difficult to 
replace it once it has been removed. The history of 
theoretical work Dn musical rhythm is strewn with more 
"dead bodies" than perhaps any other branch of musical 
study, and, as Robert P Morgan points out, "we seem to 
be little further today than we were a century agol!. 1 
It is all too easy to stray into the realms of pure 
technical theory, and always difficult to keep the music 
in perspective. This study is not the place for a 
complete re-appraisal of the concept of musical rhythm; 
nevertheless, if the conclusions drawn are to be plausible, 
certain terms must be clarified, and certain key concepts 
explained. 
I intend, first of all, to keep well to the fore the 
concept of rhythm as "une creation esthetique,,2, and 
to ally rhythmic processes to other compositional aspects 
of Faure's music. For this reason the chapter is 
divided into two sections, the first dealing with rhythm 
in the melodic time, or surface rhythm, the second with 
harmonic rhythm, where the basic metric pulse determined 
a p~io~i by a time signature may be contradicted by 
harmonic movement. 
Rhythm to the composer is part of a larger artistic 
decision, and as such cannot remain solely within the 
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province of the intellect. It must be accepted that 
it is outwith the power of terms such as I!tonic stressl! 
and even flupbeatfl or I!phrase fl to provide explanations 
of music. They are in reality d~~c~iptiv~ terms, 
with a greater or lesser degree of validity depending 
upon the degree of consensus which attaches to them in 
any particular case. It is necessary to rely upon 
musical intuition at several points, and I hope to make 
my meaning clear in each example. 
It scarcely requires repetition that Faure's rhythms, 
compared to those of Debussy and, to a lesser extent, 
Ravel, seem four-square and conservative; seldom does 
he leave the domain of regular, commonplace time-
signatures. Melodic rhythms appear regular, and 
ac~ompanimental piano chords are either off-the-beat, 
in the form of arpeggios, or simple block chords on 
occasions. This apparent conservatism (and certainly 
Faure is not innovative in as wide a sense as Debussy 
or ~essiaen) hides a flexible rhythmic technique which 
constitutes a prime element of his musical language; 
rhythm plays as great a part in the creation of 
equivocal musical statements as does harmony, and these 
two elements working in combination are responsible for 
some of Faure's most personal and most effective works. 
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Melodic Rhythm 
As with other areas of his compositional process, it 
is less fruitful to examine Faure's approach to rhythm 
than it is .to examine his approach to the dzvz£opmzni 
of the rhythmic process. Rhythms are used less for 
specific effect than as elements in an overall process, 
and their function depends largely upon their context. 
There do exist passages where rhythm is used to produce 
a specific effect, for example the sprightly rhythms at 
the opening of L'hivz~ a cz~~1 op.6l no.9 (1894), or the 
dynamic opening rhythms of the Third Act of P1n1£opz 
or the Second Violin Sonata. Rhythms of this ·nature 
are surprisingly few in number, however, and the majority 
of his surface rhythms seem rather passive and four-square. 
Howe~er, if we examine the development of the interaction 
between the melodic line and metric pulse, more interesting 
observations may be made, and it is this aspect which 
I propose to explore. 
Faure's rather ordinary-looking rhythms reflect a 
fundamental desire to compose within a controlled system, 
and to avoid over-experimentation; they are also testimony, 
as is the case with his use of modality, to his thorough 
Niedermeyer training in the sacred music of the 
Renaissance. The young Faure must have spent many hours 
each week with the music ot the great Renaissance 
polyphonists, whose music creates diversity of rhythm 
not in the indivi~~~l lines, which are of relative 
simplicity, but in the interaction of these melodic 
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lines within the overall polyphonic texture. A 
standard definition of rhythm aE applied to Renaissance 
church music would be the following: 
"The quantity rhythm is constant; it is the 
metrical basis of the work or section, definitely 
formulated at the beginning by a time-signature 
indicating the number and value and speed of the 
pulses in each measure. It forms a touchstone, 
a stable entity, against which the fluctuating 
and various stress rhythms of the individual 
voices may be measured and so achieve coherence". 3 
While it is fanciful to suggest that Faure's rhythmic 
approach is identical to that of Palestrina, it is 
nevertheless true that much of Faure's music conforms 
to that description: rhythmic consistency is preserved 
by adherence to a constant pulse, -and rhythmic variety is 
produced by melodic lines whose rhythms may be unremarkable 
taken in isolation, but which interact with the pulse in 
a manner not unlike the style of the Renaissance. 
Perhaps the finest example of this process is the opening 
theme of the Second Piano Quintet, where the rhythmic 
freedom of the melodic lines in underpinned by a steadiness 
of pulse to produce music of great fluidity: the melodic 
lines seem to suggest duple time rather than the triple 
time of the signature, and the resulting equivocacy is 
not dissimilar to the musical flux of the great 
Renaisiance sacred music. 
Faure 
• 
Second Piano Quintet op.115 (1919-21); 
1st movement, opening . 
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Several dimensions of rhythm are superimposed in this 
passage: over the arhythmic piano ar~eggios~ the melodic 
lines individually suggest duple time, but the six-beat 
interval between entries also implies the broader rhythm 
of ~. These ambiguities are resolved in the section 
followi~g the quotation, and the first two notes of the 
theme are, for the first time, felt to be anacrustic; 
but its equivocal nature permeates the movement, 
contributing greatly to rhythmic fluidity. 
Faure's early rhythmic style was far from achieving this 
degree of subtlety; he began his career with a derivative, 
unremarkable rhythmic approach, although with hindsight 
it is possible to see signs of developments which were to 
come. Although chamber music and piano works do contain 
noteworthy examples, the most fruitful area in which to 
observe this process is, not surprisingly, that of vocal 
works. The songs in particular yield many examples 
where the stress of the words is allowed to 
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follow its own.path, ignoring the musical stres.s of 
the bar-line. Au Cim~ti~~~ op.5l no.2 illustrates 
the point simply: the unaccented piano chords allow 
the vocal line to rise naturally to the top of a phrase 
on the second syllable of "ainsi", a more natural 
stressing than "les", which comes on the first beat of 
the bar; melodic ~hythm and bar-line coincide for the 
cadence however: 
Faure Au C imetiere op.5l no.2 (1888); opening. It 
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La Ro~~ op.5l no.4 is mentioned elsewhere s for its 
harmonic fluidity, creating long-breathed phrases which 
ignore the bar-line, and there are many other mature 
songs which achieve the same effect. The rhythm of 
the vocal line in these cases seeks to translate the 
language of the poem as naturally as possible, and to 
remain close to the rhythm of the spoken word; phrase-
lengths are irregular, with the underlying pulse ever-
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present. This process is in direct contrast to :ebussy's 
method in many songs, which is to destroy our sense of 
pulse, to abolish any sense of regularity. The 
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opening bars of La rlute de Pan epitomise Debussy's 
approach, sensuous, immediate and lacking rigidity of 
any kind: 
Debussy La Flute de Pan (1897); opening. 
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Faure prefers to disrupt our sense of metre within 
an established context, and in 9~een he uses the motivic 
figure, which is the song's version of the Veni~e theme, 
to lessen the effect of the bar-line: the figure first 
appears on the third beat of the bar, to be followed by 
an entry on the first beat; over the pulsating piano 
accompaniment, the effect is to dissolve the bar-line, 
and an expansive phrase is the result, such that the 
rhythm of the vocal phrase is not hindered: 
Faure Green op.58 no.3 (1891); bar 10. 
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If the songs are full of such phrases, where the bar-
line is often treated as incidental, interesting rhythmic 
points also arise from study of certain piano works. 
In the Sixth Nocturne the melodic profile of the Aff~g~o 
mofio mod~~aio section, beginning at bar 19, achieves 
rhythmic subtlety by the simple device of placing one 
group of quavers on the second beat of the bar, to be 
followed in the next bar by quavers on the third beat; 
all other notes are crotchets, and the enigmatic melodic 
shape contributes to produce a highly individual musical 
phrase. 6 There also occurs an interesting rhythmic 
irregularity in the notation of the Sixth Nocturne: 
the opening melody, detached from the accompanimental 
quavers, is notated in dotted crotchets and quavers. 
This is not a strictly accurate notation, since the 
dotted crotchet is in fact four accompanimental quavers 
in length, and the Ilquaver" two accompanimental quavers 
in length, a ratio of 2:1, whereas the correct ratio 
should be 3:1. Clearly Faure intended a 2:1 ratio, 
and the opening notation is understood as the most 
convenient way of writing the music down. However, 
when the melody occurs in octaves, separated from the 
accompanying texture at bar 11, it is printed as if to 
restore the 3:1 ratio. Is an alteration in the rhythm 
of the theme intended to be made by the performer ? 
A similar dilemma is to be found in the final five 
bars of the work, where the right h.and melody seems 
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intended to be played simple time while the accompaniment 
is in compound time, but where it seems more natural to 
blend with the accompanimental quavers. These two areas 
of concern are quoted below; th~ solution is unclear, and 
the present writer has heard, from various executants, 
both 2:1 and 3:1 ratios in the main theme from bar 11 
onwards, and a variety of solutions for the final bars, 
ranging from an extremely hazy rhythmic interpretation 
to an exact reproduction of the time-values in the score: 
Faure Sixth Nocturne op.63 (1894); bar 11. 
Faure Sixth No~turne; 5 bars from the end. 
If we move forward to consider Faure's late works, it 
may be seen that tau vivaniz op.95 no.6 of 1905 epitomises 
the highly-developed approach to melodic rhythm which 
had evolved; the piano part, a metaphor for ceaseless 
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flow, is exceptionally fluid, with free harmonic 
movement, and the rhythm of the vocal line approaches 
the rhy,thms of poetic declamation, al though he never 
moves as close to the natural rhythms of speech as does 
Debussy. The control of pulse, without the rigidity 
of metre, allows as much freedom as he requires, and 
each line of poetry is translated into music with ultra-
sensitivity to the nuances of meaning. As wi th Le Don 
~if~ncieux op.92 (1906) there is no prinCipal theme 7 ; 
each phrase is different in character, and the song's 
unity is in the piano writing. This approach takes us 
far from the !ef canto of early songs such as Neff (1878), 
Ap~~~ un ~ave (1878) or Not~~ amOu~ (1879 ?) and represents 
a less immediately recognisable advance over the more 
subtle middle-period works such as Soi~ (1894) or Dan~ fa 
to~at d~ ~~pt~m!~~ (1902) which retain a trace of purely 
musical design in their endings, which repeat earlier 
music. Only at the very end of his life, when his music 
became to an extent backward-looking, did he again use 
the device of recapitulating earlier material, and then 
only on two occasions, in Cygn~ ~u~ f'eau of 1919 and 
J~ me ~ui~ em!a~qu~ of 1921. If we examine the seven 
distinct phrases of [au vivant~, we find that the motive 
behind the rhythm of the vocal line is a desire to 
translate as faithfully as possible the existing rhythms 
of the poetry, rather than to fit the words into a 
preconceived rhythmic framework; the stress of 
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~ndividual words is conveyed by an increase in the 
duration of the note, rather than by crescendos, 
melodic leaps or increased activity in the piano part. 
Thus in the opening phrase, the word 'claire' receives 
two beats for the first syllable and one for the second, 
and the small leap of a minor 3rd adds no more emphasis 
than necessary: 
Faure Eau vivante op.95 no.6 (1905); 
melodic phrases. 
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Free from the bar-lines, these phrases reveal their true 
character: rhythmically they are faithful to the poetry, 
not to a musical metre. The same procedure may be 
applied to all the late songs, in which great freedom 
-
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of rhythm is achieved within the context of a constant 
pulse. 
Intricacies of melodic rhythm are, on the whole, less 
a feature of the late piano works, although examples do 
occur; the Fifth Prelude Ope 103 no.5 of 1910, for 
example, combines melodies which divide the beat into 
two or three at will, and the interlocking of these 
melodies creates a closely-woven, obsessive texture 
which subsides in the final page into a simple, choral-
like passage of calm and serenity. The late Barcarolles 
are, if anything, less complicated rhythmically than their 
earlier counterparts, and certainly the complexities 
of the Fifth Barcarolle are not repeated in subsequent 
works bearing that name. Melodic rhythm in the late 
chamber works has already been mentioned with reference 
to the Second Piano QuintetS; significant points of 
interest also occur in the Second Violin Sonata, where 
the opening motive of the first movement is rhythmically 
strong and purposeful whilst at the same time leaving 
the listener guessing as to the time-signature of the 
movement. The opening of the finale is again rhythmically 
supple, and the melody (which, played apart from the piano 
part, would present no rhythmic problems) suggests a 
strong accent on the second crotchet of the bar, while 
the piano gently suggests an accent on the first: 
Faure 
a i. 
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Second Violin Sonata op.108 (1916-17); 
3rd movement opening. 
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In the First Cello Sonata, too, rhythmic ambiguity in 
the melodic line leads to intentional confusion at the 
beginning of the work. In cases such as this, Faure 
~ I~~ 
• -I 
seems to delight in drawing the listener into his time-world 
by at first disrupting any sense of order, only to 
establish it later in the movement. In the last chamber 
works, the Piano Trio on.120 and String Quartet op.12l, 
however, we see a return to a more conventional rhythmic 
approach, possibly in keeping with the return to themes 
from his early years, and in both these final works 
melodic rhythm is used in a straightforward way. 
Before closing this section, it is appropriate to turn 
our attention to Faure's use of melody against melody,that is, 
to look at his contrapuntal technique. The emphasis 
placed by many writers on his mastery of harmony has 
tended to obscure the fact that he was a skilled exponent 
of contrapuntal techniques, particularly in the second 
half of his career. Many of his mature chamber music 
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themes are dialogues between bass and upper melody, 
as are many of his songs:. the opening of the second 
movement of the First Piano Quint~t is a case in point 
with the 'subsidiary' idea in the bass becoming more 
prominent as the movement progresses. Faure's use 
of canon also deserves closer attention; here, too, 
it is in the later works that this technique achieves 
prominence. The first notable appearance of canonic 
imitation occurs in 7~nd~~~~~ the fifth movement of 
the Dolly Suit~ op.56, in a central section which contains 
a canonic passage 20 bars in length, at the distance of 
a crotchet. The music is never felt to be academic 
or laboured in any way, and merges with the recapitulation 
of the movement's opening material with a delicate touch 
of enharmony: 
Faure Tendresse op.56 no.5 (1896); bar 39. 
--
As with 7~nd~~~~~ in subsequent appearances of canon 
Faure emphasises the music and not the scholastic process. 
The Sixth Prelude op.103 no.6 (1910) is gently virtuosic, 
but its appeal is by no means restricted to a display of 
technical mastery: throughout, the music is delicate 
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and lucid, displaying canon at the distance of one 
crotchet, with ~he two elements separated by two octaves, 
and with an intermediate part providing the minimum of 
harmonic substance. Canon is also a feature of chamber 
works from the First Piano Quintet on: a strong ~ontrapuntal 
section is introduced into the finale of the First 
Quintet, and the Second Violin Sonata incorporates a 
majestic canon which forms the climax of the first and 
final movements, although it is not quite as strict as 
would be academically correct: 
Faure Second Violin Sonata op.108 (1916); 
1st movement, 11th bar of fig.8. 
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The First Cello Sonata introduces a virile canonic 
section in its finale as an element of dramatic contrast 
with the more relaxed opening section; the entire 
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section is in strict canon, and is an astonishing 
feat of technical virtuosity; Faure's fluid harmonic 
style is well suited to the task of providing a suave 
harmonic background which softens the occasional clashes 
in the m~lodic lines, and the rhvthmic interest of the 
music is finely controlled: 
Faure First Cello Sonata op.l09 (1917); 
3rd movement, 7 bars before fig.4. 
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Harmonic Rhythm 
This element of Faure's rhythmic processes is perhaps 
the most interesting. More radical innovations in this 
area have been introduced by other composers, Debussy 
and Messiaen in particular, but no other composer has 
achieved such innovating results without feeling it 
necessary to break free from the strictures of current 
usage. The same is true of Faure's harmony; he was 
able to find a source of composition within a system which 
many great composers of his time were rejecting as 
exhausted. 
Harmonic rhythm, that is·simply the rhythm of successive 
harmonies, the rate at which harmony changes and the 
directions it takes, plays a large part for Faure in the 
creation and the release. of tension. The same observation 
may be made of many composers, but the important notion 
where Faure is concerned is that, while the harmonic rhythm 
may alter, attempting to establish a new norm, the rhyt~mic 
unit remains constant. This idea offers another 
example of the Faurean paradox: one is never allowed to 
forget that, although the rhythm has be~n altered in one 
sense, in another it remains as steady as before. It is 
as if there exists a 'constant of momentum' in many of his 
works, along with an element of rhythmic digression. 
At its simplest, the process consists of deliberately 
confusing the metric pulse by displacing the harmonic 
stress to give the feeling that the principal accents 
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no longer fallon the first bBat of the bar. This 
facet has already been noted, in particular by Francoise 
~ 
Gervais: 
"Pro cede familier a Faure, consiste a donner a 
son harmonie, a certains moments, une 
respiration plus ample en creant ce qulon appelle 
scholastiquement une I syncope dlaccord l ... 
Clest simplement llabolition momentanee de la 
barre de mesure en faveur dlun "temps harmonique" 
prolonge" 
Whilst in complete agreement with the above, I feel 
that there is much more to his harmonic rhythm than an 
occasional momentary dissolution of the bar line. A 
principle is at work which applies to a great deal of his 
music from an early period in his development, and it is 
this principle which I propose to discuss. It should be 
remembered that there are works which show no evidence 
of conflict between harmonic and metric rhythm, many of 
the early works and some of the very late compositions in 
particular, and I have no wish to imply that these works 
are in any way less successful than those where such a 
conflict may be seen, or necessarily to equate subtlety 
of harmonic movement with superior quality of composition. 
Nevertheless, the following pages demonstrate that this 
procedure is important enough to warrant considerable 
attention. 
It is in the First Piano Quartet op.15 that harmonic 
rhythm is first used in a significant way. Perhaps 
Faure needed the broader canvas of such a work to encourage 
development of his musical language, although the Piano 
Quartet was certainly not his first large-scale 
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composition, being predated by the Suiia a'o~cha~i~a 
op.20, the First Violin Sonata op.13 and the Violin 
Concerto Dp.14. Rhythmically, the third movement of 
the First Violin Sonata shows Faure compounding his 
one-beat bars (with a time-signature of ~) into larger 
rhythmic units. This procedure of makinbin ef~ect, a 
new time-signature without altering the written time-
signature was common to all his scherzo movements, and 
is a frequent feature of chamber music generally in the 
19th century. But in the First Piano Quartet, for 
the first time, he uses harmonic rhythm to contradict 
the metric pulse: 
Faure First Piano Quartet op.15 (1876-9); 
1st movement, bar 61. 
L-____________ ~'LI ________________ ~J 
This is not, as Fran;oise G~rvais, rightly observes, . 
syncopation; syncopation reinforces the metre, and 
here the result is the opposite: the alternation of 
E~ major and D~ major harmonies, suggesting duple 
rhythm rather than the ~ of the time-signature, blurs 
our sense of pulse. It should also be remarked that 
Faure 'blurs the edges' of his metric rhythms in 
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melodic ways also, by introducing figures on different 
beats of the bar, this aspect is dealt with fUlly in 
the section concerned specifically with melodic rhythm. 
The use of harmonic rhythm-to ad~ another dimension to 
metric rhythm appears consistently from this point onwards 
in conjunction with sequence. In the followina 
, 0 
example, we are invited to experience a "first beat" on 
the third beat of the bar; sequence is allied to the 
occurrence of a perfect cadence between the second and 
third beat of the bar for three bars in succession, and 
this is enough to disrupt the metric pulse as previously 
experienced: 
Faure First Piano Quartet op.15 (1876-9); 
1st movement, bar 134. 
!9~ r-(~· ~~~~ 
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This process is in its early-stages in the First Piano 
Quartet; nevertheless it is used with ease and refinement 
at several points. At bars 34 and 35 of the first-
movement, for example, the harmony changes every two 
beats - a refined hemiola, gently relaxing the movement 
towards the cadence; hemiola cadences occur with 
increasing frequency from this point onwards. Harmonic 
and melodic subtleties go hand in hand with these 
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rhythmic developments, and Faur~'s instinctive avoidance 
of the obvious through variants of common chords, 
enharmonic changes and "harmonic "side-steps" combine with 
harmonic rhythm and the rhythmic versatility of many of 
his themes to create a unique continuity of movement. 
Especially in his chamber music, Faure seems to be 
reaching towards an expression of pure time , where 
questions of tonality become peripheral, so often does 
he seek to avoid tonal centres; where melody tends 
towards a state of rhythmic equivocacy (the opening of 
the Second Piano Quintet is entirely ambiguous in this 
regard); and where the conflict of metric and harmonic 
considerations gives a 'double interpretation' of time, 
leaving us with a pure notion of time itself. The First 
Piano Quartet gives only glimpses of this approach, in 
the first and third movements especially; as his 
refinements in harmony, melody and rhythm continue, so 
does the progression towards an ideal expression of what 
Henri Bergson defined as "le temps qui est la fluidit~ 
m~me de notre vie int~rieure".ll 
Mention of Bergson is appropriate at this point. His 
philosophy, which affirms the importance of time as a 
subject for philosophical consideration, and which sets 
out to demonstrate fundamental differences between time 
and space, is not highly rated in Britain at the present 
time. His ideas are seen as essentially dualistic, an 
unpopular stance with modern philosophers, and his 
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emphasis on the intuition as opposed to the intellect does nd 
appeal to the high1y.rationa1 British philosophical 
mind; it is also possible that his rejection is to an 
extent based upon cultural differences between France 
and Britain. 
What relevance do Bergson's theories have to the music 
of Faure ? The main area in which a parallel may be 
drawn tstween the composer and the philosopher is in 
relation to the concept of time. For Bergson, time 
is seen as indivisible, and the ways in which it is 
described, which draw heavily upon vocabulary used to 
describe space, are merely conventions whereby the 
intellect may in some way comprehend that which it is 
incapable of understanding fully. One of Bergson's 
favourite analogies when discussing the nature of dure~ion 
is that of the effect of a melody on the listener; his 
most often-quoted words are the following: 
"Une me10die que nous ec-outons 1es yeux fermes, 
en.pe pensant qu' a el1e, est tout pres de 
coincider avec 1e temps qui est 1a f1uidite meme 
de notre vie interieure; .... 11 12 
This extract is taken slightly out of context, however, 
and Bergson insists that, in order to experience time 
fully, the characteristics of the melody must be effaced. 
The quotation continues: 
"mais el1e a encore trop de qualites, trop de 
determination, et i1 faudrait effacer d'abord 
1es differences entre 1es sons, puis abo1ir 1es-
caracteres distinctifs du son 1ui-meme, n'en 
retenir que la continuation de ce qui precede 
dans ce qUi suit, et la ininterrompue mu1tiplicite 
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sans divisibilite et succession sans separation, 
pour retrouver enfin le temps fondamental. 
Telle est la duree imm~diatement pereue, 
sans laquelle nous n' aurions aucune idee du temps." 
Time for Bergson is thus experienced not by the intellect 
but by the intuition; ultimately it cannot be measured, 
any attempt to do so destroying its essential quality, 
that of fluidity, of eternal becoming: 
"Que nous le laissions en nous ou que nous 
le mettions hors de nous, Ie temps qui dure 
n'est pas mesurable. La mesure qui n'est pas 
purement conventionelle implique en effet 
division et superposition". 13 
By placing such emphasis on the intuition, Bergson's appeal 
to composers of Faure's time was strong; his theories 
promoted discussion at a fundamental level of ideas, 
propounded clearly and convincingly, which related directly 
to experience of the composition or performance of music. 
For a long time before the age of Faure, the notion of 
the intellect versus the intuition had.been a question 
of importance to musicians, since it was so intimately 
linked to the dichotomy between musical form and content, 
or to that between genius and talent much discussed in the 
19th and 20th centuries. Faure's career predates that 
of Bergson, and it is unlikely that he would have 
discussed Bergson's theories, although for a generation 
of his pupils these theories were central. Faure's 
music, however r doe~ m~rror in an intisEte ~ay many 6f 
Bergson's'ideas cencernirrg t~e riatu~B- oftiEe~ If it is 
true to say that any melody, any music, creates a time-
world in which time is ultimately indivisible, there is 
nevertheless a qualitative difference between the effect, 
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for example~ of a popular song with verses and a 
chorus ,and that of a symphonic poem. i'1any of Fal,lre r s 
techniques lead to an emphatic reinforcement of the 
notion that time is indivisible, and it is this which 
differentiates him from most of his French contemporaries 
and from the entire German School with the possible 
exception of Wagner. His exploitation of ambiguity in 
harmonic language, his use of harmonic rhythm to re-
define an already-established pulse, his rhythmically 
equivocal melodies, and his increasingly evolutionary 
approach to form~ all these aspects have the effect of 
focussing the listener's. and performer's, attention 
on the music as it is being created, rather than inviting 
us to experience a form almost in a spatial sense, as is 
often the case with many German composers, for example 
Bruckner, whose symphonies are so architecturally 
concei ved. 
Bergson has been dismissed as a serious philosopher, 
notably by Bertrand Russell, who questions the validity 
of many of Bergson's theories, and who even exhibits a 
certain condescension towards them: 
"Of course, a large part of Bergson's philosophy ... 
does not depend upon argument~ and cannot be upset 
by argument........ Shakespeare says life's but 
a walking shadow, Shelley says it is like a dome 
of many~coloured glass, Bergson says it's a shell 
which bursts into parts that are again shells. 
If you like Bergson's image better, its just as 
legitimate" 11+ 
Although his reputation as a philosopher may thus be 
slight, the essential message of Bergson's writings 
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remains re~evant as far as aesthetic discussion is 
concerned. It is not the purpose of this thesis 
to discuss his complex notions concerning relativity, 
mathematics, biology, psychology, nor any other of the 
many areas to which he applied himself, nor is it 
possible to explore every facet of his ideas relating 
to time and creative evolution. Nevertheless his 
importance as the philosopher of the age through which 
Faure lived must not be underestimated: his writings 
often tell us more about the essence of Faure's music 
than do many specifically musicological or biographical 
writings. 
Moving on from the First Piano Quartet to discuss the 
development of Faure's use of harmonic rhythm, we may 
note that the main vehicles for his exploitation of this 
form of rhythmic subtlety are the larger chamber works, 
the piano works and the songs, where poetic metre adds 
another dimension. In his works for the stage, and 
in the small-scale chamber works, he wisely adjusts his 
techniques, and subtleties of rhythm are less abundant 
in stage works, where the context is too.large, and 
occasional chamber works, where it is too superficial. 
The sacred music, too, shows little evidence of rhythmic 
intricacy, although subtlety of melodic rhythm is a 
feature of certain parts of the Rzquizm op.48, and of 
the Ottz~toi~z in particular. 
It is true to say that harmonic rhythm in the early 
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works is in agreement with metric pulse to a greater 
extent than in subs~quent compositions. Especially 
in the early piano wor~s, .arguably Faure's most derivative 
genre in his early years, where the influence of Chopin 
is discernible, we find music which is for the most part 
unequivocal rhythmically. Nevertheless hints of future 
subtleties may be found: often ~ rhythms are converted 
to ~, for example at the beginning of the Fourth Barcarolle 
op.44 (1885) , where the effect (quite unusually for 
Faure) is of syncopation, or in the following extract, 
a more refined example, where Faure, in the process of 
returning td ~ from ~, at the same time divides his bar 
into three: 
Faure Second Barcarolle op.41 (1885); bar 56. 
The harmonic movement is quickened without an alteration 
in tempo marking, and the effect is the more subtle for 
having been prepared by bars of compound triple time; 
everything is accomplished "within the music". In the 
opening bars of the piece the placing of chords on the 
second and fifth quavers gives the first note of each bar 
the inevitable feeling of anacrusis, and this process 
occurs even more strikingly in the central section of 
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the Third Impromptu op.34 (1883), a passage of great 
beauty in wpich the off-beat chords seem to insist 
gently that they are on the beat •. As with these early 
piano works, Faure's early songs generally present no 
complexities of harmonic rhythm. Au~o~~ op.39 no.l of 
1884 marks an important point in his development from this 
point of view: its opening has no tonic stress, no hint 
of metre; it is simply a series of harmonies sounding in 
succession~ whose tension and relaxation do not follow 
the 'rules1 dictated by the time signature: 
Faure Aurore op.39 no.l (1884); opening. 
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Early chamber works following the First Piano Quartet 
show no significant advances on the subtleties of harmonic 
rhythm already discussed: in the Romanc~ op.28 (1877) 
for violin and piano occurs the same alternation of 
simple and compound rhythmic structures within the context 
of ~ as that seen in early piano works 1S , and in the 
finale of the Second Piano Quartet op.45 (1885-6), as 
in the third movement of the First Violin Sonata, Faure 
compounds short bars into larger rhythmic units, to the 
extent that his rhythmic scheme supports the formal scheme 
of the movement 16 • 
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By the early 1890's, with Faure's mature style showing 
in works such as La Bonn€ Chan~on op.61 (1892-4), 
comparison of mature compositions with early works reveals 
a considerable qualitative difference in his use of 
harmonic rhythm. In the Fifth Barcarolle op.66 of 1894, 
for example, he is able to vary the pulse considerably 
within the large framework of compound triple time. It 
is highly likely that his choice of the Barcarolle as a 
form has much to do with the possibilities for rhythmic 
ambiguity inherent in moderately slow compound rhythm: 
a bar of ~ may merge into two bars of ~, or become one 
bar of ~, Faure's favourite transformation; his use of 
~ allows for even more versatility of pulse, and in the 
Fifth Barcarolle the following rhythms are created both 
by melodic and harmonic movement: 
1. Bars 16-30: a bar of ~ followed by a bar of ~ is 
suggested (within the context of ~); the first half (or 
more accurately, the first two thirds) of the bar produces 
not syncopation, but a rhythmic reinterpretation, since 
the harmony as well as the melody follows a ~ pattern. 
Triple compound time bars are interspersed {at bar 24 and 
28, for example) and the effect is of fluidity within a 
controlled framework: 
Faure Fifth Barcarolle op.66 (1894); bar 24. 
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2. Bars 32-52: Triple compound time and ~/~ are 
again juxtaposed, this time with the ~/~ bars (37 
and 39, for example) containing a more urgent melodic 
rhythm which develops sequentially at bar 49, momentarily 
abolishin~ any sense of metric pulse, and increasing 
tension, which characteristically leads to the re-
introduction of the main theme. 
3. At certain pOints, involving the main theme, where 
an increase in momentum is desired, ~ bars are shortened 
to ~, and thematic material is adjusted to leave only 
the most dynamic aspect, omitting internal repetition. 
Indeed the nature of the main theme at first suggests 
duple rather than triple time, with its repetition of 
the first chords on the third beat of the bar: 
Faure Fifth Barcarolle op.66 (1894); opening. 
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4. Bars 61-89: within the context of duple time, almost 
every possible rhythmic variation is produced: as well 
as straightforward ~ rhythms, ~ rhythms occur (bar 63-4 
for example) and ~ rhythms (bar 65 - 68), although 
there is more than a hint of syncopation here, with 
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the harmony in bars 66 and 68 changing on the 4th 
quaver. At bar 77ff several rhythms combine, with 
an upper stave time signature of ~ and lower stave 
signature of ~, and from bars 85 - 88 rhythms first heard 
in the ~ context of the second theme (bar l6ff) now occur 
in ~: 
Faure Fifth Barcarolle op.66 (1894); bar 87. 
Great variety of harmonic rhythm is thus achieved within 
the compound time framework, and without any indication 
of tempo changes (except for the upoco rit.u marking 
three bars from the end of the piece). Rubato will 
of course_play its part in any performance, but subtleties 
of harmonic rhythm playa major part in creating fluidity 
within a relatively strict rhythmic context. 
Faure's other major piano work of 1894, the Sixth 
Nocturne op.63 17 also uses harmonic rhythm subtly, and 
the time-span of the work, with individual bars some 
five seconds long at the outset, allows for great freedom 
of harmonic accent. The fact that the music begins on 
what has the visual appearance of an anacrusis, but which 
could not seriously be treated as such, underlines the 
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fact that each bar is in reality three metric units 
combined, and the ~ time signature thus embraces three 
rhythmically ambiguous units which may be thought of 
as ~ bars or as ~ bars depending upon the melodic or 
harmonic movement within them: 
Faure Sixth Nocturne op.63 (1894); bar 2. 18 
f~~~~~~~~'W~i 
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The notational inexactitude of this theme having already 
been discussed, and the rhythmic features of the melodic 
lines explored, there remain many intricacies of harmonic 
movement which contribute to flexibility of phrasing 
and lead to the dissolution of the bar-line without 
loss of a sense of direction. A case in point is the 
AffQg~o mofto modQ~ato section (time-signature ~), 
beginning at bar 19, in which equivocacy of melodic 
rhythm is allied to a harmonic argument in which implication~ 
are carried across the bar-line rather than being resolved 
on the first beat of the following bar~ Harmonic 
analysis of bars 19-27 reveals the presence of dominant 
sevenths which do not resolve to tonics, half-diminished 
seventh chords and augmented harmonies, at the end of 
which the music returns to its starting point, C~ 
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minor, with the only straightforward harmonic move 
of the phrase, a perfect cadence. This is a typically 
elliptical harmonic journey, and from the following 
simplified harmonic scheme, it can be seen that the 
harmony is often left undefined across the bar-line: 
Faure' 
CA..un. I 1 
Sixth Nocturne op.63 (1894); bars 19-27, 
scheme. 
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When the harmonies are straightforward diatonlc chords, 
they often move with the minimum of what Faure had 
learned to call "puissance rhythmique": remembering 
his Niedermeyer trainingj discussed in Chapter 2,19 
where movement of chords was defined as possessing more 
or less "puissance rhythmique" according to the movement 
of the fundamental, we can see that movement from 
IV-V7 (bar 20-21) and I - III (bar 26-27) have a low 
degree of "puissance rhythmique"; the most suitable 
English translation Hould class these moves as "weak 
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progressions", although this does not express fully 
the sense of the French terms. 
If the Fifth Barcarolle and Sixth Nocturne set new 
standards in matters of form, subtlety of harmonic 
movement and rhythmic interest, subsequent piano works 
developed these trends still further. The Seventh 
Nocturne op.74 of 1896 choses the unfamiliar time-
signature of 13, a fusion of the slow Nocturne framework 
and the compound time typi~al of the Barcarolles, and 
the Ninth Nocturne op.97 of 1908 employs off-beat 
harmonies and considerable harmonic ambiguity"in 
an enigmatic composition where the release of the final 
12 bars seems programmatic in a more deliberate sense 
than is generally the case for Faure. His second 
period songs also develop significantly the use of 
harmonic rhythm as a guiding factor in the compositional 
process: the openings of many mature songs seek to 
establish pulse without metre, so that the poem may be 
set within a continuum of sound, and poetic accents may be 
faithfully reproduced without the hindrance of an 
excessively rigorous musical metre. The openings of 
the following songs demonstrate the point: 
En Sourdine (1891) 
~~A~~~ 
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Green (1891) 
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Le 'P,arfum imperissable (1897) 
1[ 
La Fleur qui va sur l'eau(1902) 
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Accompagnement (1902) 
The harmonic argument in these songs is not necessarily 
dependent upon the tyranny of the bar-line, as was the 
case in most of the early songs; it seems rather that 
the bar-line exists merely as a point of reference, 
although it usually coincides with cadence points. 
Phrases of different lengths do not sound awkward, 
since the form of the music is governed not so much by 
purely musical principles as by the desire to transmit 
the sense of the poetry through a musical medium. 
Accompagnzmzni op.85 no.3 of 1902 illustrates this 
fundamental attitude: following the arhythmic chordal 
opening, the first phrase, covering four bars, comes to 
rest in the tonic, the music's first firm tonal point of 
reference. Secondary sevenths and augmented harmony 
carry the music through these opening bars, where the 
bar-line is superfluous and the delicate rhythm of the 
languorous words is the focus of attention. ~T 0 'theme' 
is heard, and the music paradoxically seems to lack 
sUbstance through its very presence, and thus to heighten 
the significance of the text. The following phrase is 
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similar in that its ending is again the only point 
of tonal stability; indeed in the entire song there 
are only three places (before the final bars) where 
the harmonic flow is momentarily stilled: at bars 5 
and 11, where it cadences in the tonic, Gb major, 
and at bar 19, where it reaches the tonic minor; from 
bar 20 to the end of the song the music is in constant 
harmonic flux. 
Any musical composition offers its own new definition 
of time; one of the prime attributes of music in general 
is that it takes us into a world where time is 'created' 
by the composer. But Accompagnemenl gives the clue to 
understanding the unique continuum of time which Faure 
creates in many late period works. Harmony is the 
organic element of the music, with themes and melodic 
lines being carried along by the harmonic argument. 
Following the analogy of water, the theme of so many of 
the songs, the surface is immediately perceived, but the 
invisible current is the substance and movement. There 
are works in which this kind of harmonic fluidity is 
secondary and which obey, more or less regularly, 
standard rhythmic'procedures: Le P~u~ Doux Chemin op.87 
no.l of 1904, one of Faure's Wa~teau-like evocations, 
is a case in point. The figurations of the ultra-
conventional piano accompaniment conceals subtle modality 
and the song is gently ironic. He also avoids such 
complexities in large-scale works with a more extrovert 
nature, as the tanlai~ie op.lll (1918), a work in which 
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there is nevertheless an intimate rhythmic link between 
the two outer section$ and the faster central Allegro 
molto section: the lyrical theme from fig.2 in the 
opening is repeated in the context of a faster pulse, 
although Faure requires consistency of speed for this 
theme, which thus establishes exactly the rhythmic 
relationship between the three sections. In a letter 
to Henri Casadesus, whose nephew Robert Casadesus had 
performed the laniaihie in Cannes in 1921 with the co@poser 
present, Faure adds the following recommendation: 
"Ie mouvement A e du milieu m'a semble un peu 
trop vif. II ne laisse pas Ie temps de percevoir 
l'analogie qui existe entre cette partie, celIe qui 
.prec~de et celIe qui suit". 
For the final developments in the power of his harmonic 
language to destroy the tyranny of the bar-line, we may 
examine elements of the Second Violin Sonata of 1916-17, 
one of Faure's most neglected masterpieces. As mentioned 
in Chapter 6,21 many themes of the late works are indefinite 
as regards the tonality of their harmonic support; the 
first movement of the Violin Sonata begins in the region 
of Eminor (although even here there is doubt, with no 
unequivocal chord or cadence occurring which affirms 
E minor), and at fig.l the following theme is heard: 
Faure Second Violin Sonata op.108 (1916-17); 
1st movement at fig.l. 
l.~] J. I tL g. 
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This seems to be the theme which would affirm E minor; 
its profile suggests E minor, and it follows chord 117 
in that key. Instead, the harmonies are as follows: 
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This fluidity of harmonic language, taking us away from 
the expected solution, and always carrying implications 
across the bar-line, is the essence of Faure's late style, 
establishing more expansive rhythmic patterns than can 
be obtained by the accumulation of separate bars. Only 
in the final two chamber works is this process less in 
evidence, although the opening of the second movement 
of the String Quartet op.l2l is tonally equivocal and thus 
rhythmically fluid. Fusion of tonality and modality is 
the chief characteristic, with the note A the focal point 
and elements of different modes present, among them the 
Phrygian and Dorian; for the first 15 bars melodic accents 
take precedence over metric considerations, and the 
cadence in A minor at bar 16 is the first point of repose: 
Faure String Quartet op.12l (1923-4); 
2nd movement; opening. 
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This chapter has not dealt with rhythm in as analytical 
a fashion as could have been the case. An example of 
truly detailed rhythmic analysis may be found in 'The 
Theory and Analysis of Tonal Rhythm' by Robert P Morgan 22 , 
a thought-provoking article which discusses several 
important questions. In it, the first 8 bars of the 
variation theme from Mozart's Piano Sonata in A major, 
K.331, are subjected to rigorous analysis from the view-
point of several different analysts: the difference 
between "opening" and "closing" accents is discussed, 
the question of whether the bar-line is incorrectly placed 
by Mozart is raised, and one conclusion that "the entire 
period ..... can be understood as an upbeat antecedent 
followed by a downbeat consequent: n 23 
'-J - • Morgan's 
own approach, Schenkerian in inspiration, favours analysis 
based upon "pitch elements" which define points of 
structural importance; these elements determine principal 
accents and thereby dictate a broad rhythmic scheme, 
where the following criteria apply: 
n(l) larger formal units will consist of a single 
rhythmic process rather than an accumulation 
of smaller rhythmic units; (2) musical 
motions will be defined by two structural accents -
a point of departure and a point of completion -
rather than one; and (3) larger rhythmic units 
will be basically different in organisation 
from measures or poetic feet".24 
Although the approach advocated by Morgan can provide us 
with insights, particularly with reference to the role of 
larger rhythmic units in the context of overall form, such 
a method has not been thought wise to use within the 
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confines of this thesis. For one thing, Morgan takes 
eleven pages to discuss Mozart's 8 bars; at that rate, 
analysis of one of Faure's slightest works, Romanc~ ~an~ 
pa~ol~~ op.17 no.3, for example, would take some 100 pages! 
The main reason, however, is that such an approach is in 
danger of losing sight of music as an art-form. Mozart's 
phrase is immediately comprehensible; opinions may differ 
as to certain aspects of its rhythmic compositions, but 
there is no reason why they should not, since the music 
is not a fact in the sense that "this chair has four legs" 
is a fact. Different interpretations are not necessarily 
contradictory, since their acceptance is a matter of taste, 
not of logic. It is also felt that analytical methods 
of the sort advocated in the article are ill-suited to 
Faure's delicate art, full of allusion and elusiveness, 
where facts are hard to find and where often the only 
definite statement which can be made is that there is no 
definite statement to be made: 
lila chose musicale, etant tout entiere oeuvre 
de charme, c'est-a-dire n'existant que dans 
l'instant enchante, captivant, insaisissable 
du mystere, est aussi Ie langage naturel de 
l'ambiguite". 25 
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Chapter Six 
formal Aspects of Faure's Music 
The title of this chapter is deliberately vague. It 
is not the intention to explore form in the sense that 
Tovey might have done, nor are any Schen~erian Bethods 
used; indeed, these two analytical giants might have 
found little worthy of remark in Faure. The term 
'form' for present purposes signifies that area of 
Faure's music where overall considerations of tonal 
direction, the influence of genre on the final outcome 
of the music, and other questions concerning planning 
and the achieving of balance are discussed. I intend 
to adhere to the idea that the means to analyse a piece 
of music are best found within the music itself, and not 
in any theoretical, abstract approach which may be 
irrelevant and do the music less than justice. Having 
made this initial point, it is nevertheless necessary to 
recognise that Faure's music was composed in an age with 
a particular attitude to musical form, teaching and 
analysis, and it would be senseless to suggest that, 
for example, Faure was not aware of the tonal planning 
of first movements known as sonata form: the first 
movements of his chamber works reflect a knowledge and 
acceptance of that style of formal control. 
Faure's oeuvre may be divide~ into six well-defined 
areas: piano works, chamber works, songs, religious 
works, secular choral works, stage works; the first 
three of these contain the vast majority of his music. 
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It is most practical to approach each genre in turn, 
devoting a separate discussion to each. He broke no 
new ground in the sense of introducing new instrumental 
groups, instruments, or radically new concepts in 
musical planning. The forms which his music takes were, 
broadly speaking, inherited from the ~eneretion previous 
to his own: his interest in chamber music springs from 
the activities of the Societe Nationale, his piano works 
were initially a vehicle for his own use in the ~agon~ 
he wished to cultivate, the songs began as chan~on~ and 
only later developed into the sophisticated art-song which 
many composers of his generation cultivated _ Debussy, 
Duparc, de Breville, Chau.sson and Charles Bordes among 
others. The puzzle behind Faure's lack of interest in 
organ music is elucidated by A M Henderson, who, having 
heard the composer improvise, wrote: "It is possible, of 
course, that his gr~at gift for improvisation caused him 
to defer actual composition for the organ until it was 
too late".l It is known that Faure treated his work as 
organist very much as a chore, and anyone who has visited 
the rather dull and oppressive interior of the Madeleine 
in Paris might understand his wish to return there as 
little as possible; writing organ works would oblige 
him to perform them, and it is abundantly clear that he 
preferred the cultured atmosphere of the ~agon to the 
sanctimony of a church with whose dogmas and rituals he 
had little sympathy. 
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It js proposed, in this chapter, to concentrate upon 
the three principal areas of composition, that is, 
chamber works, piano works and the songs. Whilst it is 
realised that justice is not done to many of Faure's 
finest works, the R~qui~m and P~n~lop~ in particular, 
these areas contain works from his earliest years to 
the very end of his life, and permit a detailed discussion 
of form which allows us to examine his development as 
a composer. 
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Large-Scale Chamber Works 
Since the weight of theoretical writing in the 19 th 
century on the subject of form belongs to the German 
and Austrian tradition rather than to the French, it 
is difficult to find any foundation for Faure's formal 
attitude in specific theoretical works in the French 
language. Both ito bert Orledge and J ean -~ii c:1el :; e ctoux, 
in referring to Faure's early chamber works, begin from 
the assumption that he used "classical sonata form,,2 or 
"traditional formal structures" 3, This suggests that 
Fauie accspted as models the forms used in chambe~ 
music by the early German Romantics, Schumann in 
particular. A theoretical basis for sonata form in 
particular, as used by Schumann, is provided in the work 
of A.B. Marx (?1795-1866), the German theorist and 
composer. 
Kompo~ition (1837-47), Marx identifies the general 
structure of sonata form, stressing particularly the 
importance of the key scheme which balances tonic and 
dominant in the exposition; at the same time he 
underlines the importance of themes and the idea that 
the composer may find many ways of varying the formal 
scheme while retaining its tonal fundamentals. ~1arx 
is generally credited with being the first author to 
use the term Sonatznto~m4, and his ideas continued well 
into the 20 th century. Study of Schumann's chamber 
music shows a close relationship between his first 
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movement forms and the definitions of Marx. In 
particular, Schumann always retains the opposition of 
tonic and' dominant (or of the tonic and relative maj or) 
even if his thematic material is not always so clearly 
differentiated: the first movement of his String 
Quartet op.4l no.2 (1842) which moves from an opening 
F major to a full close in C at the end of the 
exposition, contains little in the way of a contrasting 
second theme, and even uses the main theme when C major 
is established: 
Schumann String Quartet op.4l no.2 (1842); 
1st movement themes. 
" $''''' 
A similar comment may be made with reference to the 
String Quartet op.4l no.3 where, although the first 
theme of the second group is more relaxed in character 
than the opening theme, the ne~ ~ey of the dominant 
does as much to establish a contrast as does the 
character of the theme itself: 
Schumann 
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String Quar.tet op.41 no.3 (1842); 
1st movement themes 
These examples raise some doubts about the relevance 
in 19th century chamber music of the view that "the 
quality of the theme was the chief raison d'gtre of 
the composition" expressed by James Webster in his 
article on sonata forms. Webster further mentions 
th 
"the 19 century doctrine that sonata form was based 
on the duality of two contrasting themes (often 
characterised as 'masculine' and 'feminine') rather 
than on the tonal duality of the composition". This 
doctrine may certainly hold relevance in relation to Romantic 
symphonic works and concertos, large-scale compositions 
where there may be "a noble, stormy or in some way 
difficult first paragraph", an "agitated transition" 
and "the chance to indulge in a beautiful melody in 
the new key"6, but in the restrained and more private 
world of chamber music, the tonal argument was certainly 
of equal importance. The first movement of Schumann's 
op.44 Piano Quintet, for example, certainly has the 
opposition of a strong opening theme with a more lyrical 
second group theme, but the opening theme itself is 
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transformed, early in the movement, into a more 
gentle melody, thus softening the ~istinction: 
Piano Quintet op.44 (1842); themes 
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Schumann wrote five chamber' works in the space of that 
one year, l842,which employ sonata form first movements: 
the three String Quartets, op.4l nos. 1-3, the Piano 
Quintet mentioned above, and the op.47 Piano Quartet. 
Each first movement depends structurally upon the 
fundamental opposition of keys emphasised by Marx, but 
contrast of thematic material is not so clear-cut, and 
not strong enough to provide, without a supporting 
contrast of keys, the main formal contrast of the 
movement. 
Certainly the uninhibited lyricism of many of Schumann's 
themes contributoo to a more relaxed, less overtly 
dramatic use of sonata form than is the case with 
Beethoven, and the same is true for Mendelssohn and 
for Schubert. In Schubert's case in particular, the 
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tonic/dominant dichotomy is at times set aside, and 
the first movement of the 'Trout' Quintet (1819) 
exemplifies a favourite 2chubertian process: the 
recapitulation begins in the subdominant, thus leaving 
the way clear for a literal repeat of the exposition 
process which brings the movement naturally to a 
conclusion in the tonic. It was perhaps this type of 
process which Faure had in mind when he wrote the finale 
of the First Violin Sonata: in order to end this movement 
in the tonic, the process which first carried the music 
from the tonic, A major, to the dominant of F~ , is 
begun in C and thus leads neatly to the dominant of A. 
In his first movements,however, Faure seems to take 
Schumann's model as his starting point. Brahms, in 
his attitude to sonata form in the chamber works, 
progressed beyond Schumann in that the key contrast he" 
employs in the exposition is not necessarily that of 
tonic/dominant or tonic/relative major (although there 
are many examples where this is the case): the second 
group of the F major String Quintet op.88 (1883 - too 
late to serve as a model for the early Faure works) 
is in A major, and that of the F minor Piano Quintet 
op.34 (1864) begins in C~ minor and ends in Db major. 
Clearly developments such as these are as much a product 
of Brahms's interest in expanding uses of tonality as 
they are a means to provide a contrasting setting for 
themes of varying character. Brahms's first movements 
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are formally more flexible than those of Schumann, 
and the methods he uses more vari€d. 
Since, in the 19 th century, composers studied form 
in order to acquire techniques of composition (Marx's 
work in particular being directed at the creative 
musician, not the music historian), it is highly likely 
that Faure's attitudes in matters of form were based 
on a set of working principles derived mostly from his 
own study of preceding music, ra th"er than from an 
exhaustive enquiry into the nature of form from a 
theoretical viewpoint. His early works in every gen~e 
show an acceptance of the forms of the age, and on the 
evidence of study of formal procedures in chamber music 
which predate Faure's it is clearly in Schumann that 
influence may be most clearly seen; we may take his 
formal patterns to be the progenitors of those found in 
Faure's early chamber works. It is possible that Faure 
also learned from Schumann something"of the duality of 
contrasting themes, the doctrine of which was mentioned 
earlier, since the second groups in his early works are 
often carefully prepared and distinct from the opening in 
thematic content as well as in their tonal context: the 
First and Second Piano Quartets are particularly good 
examples. 
In following the German tradition Faure was of course 
doing nothing new: French composers of chamber music 
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(and orchestral music) in the 19th century, of whom 
there was in fact a larger number than is generally 
recognised, had been used to the acceptance of Haydn, 
Mozart and Beethoven as models, even if the music they 
produced up to the time of Faure had been of uneven 
quality and static in terms of the development of form; 
in Jeffrey Cooper's study of French instrumental music 
in the first half of the nineteenth century 7 we read that 
"the nineteenth-century French musicians themselves 
associated a "traditional" style with the most famous 
representatives of Viennese classicism. Fetis's 
equation of Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven with "l'ancienne 
forme" is typical among French critics .... these three 
composers were not only familiar but absolutely dominant 
in the contemporary repertory". 
Not only in relation to sonata form, but in every other 
area of chamber music composition, Faure made use of 
preceding models: his early chamber music movements 
make use of formal te6hniques which would scar~ely have 
surprised middle-period Beethoven, even if his handling 
of form in the First Piano Quartet and First Violin Sonata 
is quite astonishing for its apparent ease and refinement, 
as will be seen later in the chapter. 
If Faure was willing to rely on formal precedents for 
his starting point, he was also able to relinquish any 
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reliance on others at an early stage of his 
development: having established his own point de 
d~pa~t, formal and harmonic developments in the 
chamber works are a function of his own continuous 
evolution as a composer, and it is by comparing his 
own successive works that his formal innovations 
are most clearly seen, not by comparing his formal 
procedures with those of other composers. Faure's 
music, self-contained, could never lay claim to being 
eclectic; therein lie both its strengths and, 
inevitably, its weaknesses. The conclusion which 
will.emerge from the following section is that the 
first two Piano Quartets and First Violin Sonata may 
be broadly considered as of the same family, with 
the Second Quartet pointing some way into the future 
harmonically. The First Piano Quintet is the first 
of the chamber works in which harmonic language 
assumes a 'dynamic' function with the formal plan 
more in the background, and from this point on the 
emphasis in chamber works seems to be on a more 
organic process, in which the formal scheme was 
possibly only perceived ap~£~ coup: we know from 
his letters that Faure's mature style of composition 
was to begin not from an overall plan, but from 
a starting point with no end clearly visible (see 
quotation on p.283~ 
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Faure's first attempts in the field of chamber music, 
The First Violin Sonata op.13 (1875-6) and First Piano 
Quartet op.15 (1876-9, with finale re-written in 1883), 
demonstrate astonishing mastery for a composer with so 
few works hitherto published. Small-scale compositions, 
mostly songs, comprise the bulk of his output up to this 
~ 
point, but three religious vocal works from his Ecole 
Niedermeyer days, all with orchestral accompanimentS, 
the Suii~ d'o~ch~~i~~ op.20 of 1869-73 and the Caniiqu~ 
d~ J~an Racin~ op.ll of 1865, are examples of more extended 
forms, and the First Nocturne op.33 no.l of c.1875 has 
considerably more breadth than any previous piano composition 
Nevertheless, the Violin Sonata and Piano Quartet come as 
revelations of his true worth as a composer; they are 
able to stand comparison with any of the 'great' Romantic 
chamber works by Schumann, Brahms or Cesar Franck. 
With the First Violin Sonata we see immediately the 
fruitlessness of viewing the music purely in terms of 
traditional formal description. The first movement 
. 
is certainly in sonata form, so strictly that repeat 
marks are used for an exposition repeat. But this 
formality conceals great flexibility in the manipulation 
of key centres, and in tonal balancing: the music is 
very seldom in the tonic, A major, or the dominant, E, 
during the course of the exposition; indeed, the movement 
opens on a first inversion of the tonic chord. As soon 
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as these points of reference are reached, the music 
moves away from them, either by sequence or by modulation, 
towards another key centre.· This is an essential point: 
from the outset Faure was content to accept traditional 
formal outlines (indeed his whole outlook inclined him 
towards reverence for and acceptance of the past); his 
main concern was not with the reinforcement of the formal 
structure (this he took for granted), but with the process 
of transition between the points of reference: tonic, 
dominant and so on. His themes are often broken down 
into smaller units, in Classical fashion, and used as 
vehicles for transition rather than as themes in their 
own right, and they may also "re-develop", new melodies 
developing from cells taken from a preceding theme. The 
following theme from the exposition of the Violin Sonata's 
first movement is a case in point: as it first appears 
its shape is thus: 
Faure First Violin Sonata op.13 (1875-6); 
1st movemen~ at letter B. 
In the development section, the same figure, in a more 
contemplative, less dynamic context, is allowed to develop 
into a theme of expansive beauty: 
Faure First Violin Sonata op.13 (1875-6); 
1st movement, at letter F . 
.,.-.... 
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The development section of this first movement is 
sectional in feel, making considerable use of sequence 
with units of up to 16 bars being treated sequentially. 
Faure was in favour of this process throughout his chamber 
music, and the beginning of the development section often 
marks a mood of serene calm after the dynamism of the 
exposition. In the recapitulation, the problem of 
allowing the transition to lead not to the dominant, but 
back to the tonic is solved with the minimum of fuss. 
Unlike some earlier composers (notably Beethoven, who 
often substantially altered the transition section in 
first movement recapitulations), Faure favoured sleight-
of-hand: only four bars, melodically sequential, are 
added (bars 304-308), and the following bars are an 
exact transposition of their exposition counterparts, up 
to bar 364, at which point the coda is dovetailed deftly 
into the music. 
Not surprisingly, the first movement of the First Piano 
Quartet exhibits the same characteristics as does the 
Violin Sonata: use of the inherited formality of sonata 
structure coupled with an interest in the process of 
transition (although the Piano Quartet's first movement 
remains longer in the keys which are its formal supports 
than does that of the Violin Sonata), and a Classical 
approach to the use of thematic material, with several small 
figures derived from the main themes used in a variety of 
ways to unify the movement. If we examine the two 
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principal themes, four melodic fragments may be noticed 
which recur frequently: 
Faure First Piano Quartet op.15 (1876-9); 
1st movement, themes. 
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Most of these figures occur in inversion as well as in 
their original shape. The following examples show the 
extent to which their derivatives, which exhibit certain 
rhythmic similarities, form the thematic basis of the 
movement: 
Faure First Piano Quartet op.15 (1876-9); 
1st movement. 
fig (a) on 2nd beat (set against its own inversion on 1st). 
5i ~~ ....---: It i-I'.) s. r ... .r. & ' rlfC ~ 
,.. ~ !: a"1~'I~: 
. fig. (d) inverted, beginnin~ 1st beat. 
fig. (c) beginning 3rd beat. 
A third similarity to the opening movement of the Violin 
Sonata occurs in the recapitulation, where the alteration 
necessary to avoid modulation to the relative major is 
accomplished by the alteration of a mere four notes, 
making use of the ambiguity of the diminished seventh: 
.l 2.3 
I-~ 
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. 
Faure 
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First Piano Quartet op.15 (1876-9); 
1st movement. 
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The economy of thematic material of the first movement is 
present also in the second, a tri-partite form derived 
from the Classical Scherzo and Trio form, with its central 
section in the subdominant key (Bp ). There are no 
elaborate harmonic excursions, and the harmony is often 
elliptical, with short, well-defined phrases. The main 
metric subtlety is the variation in the length of phrases, 
and it may be 
scheme: 
Secti(.m 1 
Section 2 
Section 1 
seen 
(E \7 ): 
(B~ ) . 
that this variation supports the formal 
A 3-bar phrases; B 4-bar phrases; 
A 3-bar phrases 
8-bar phrases - a relaxing of tension 
is then repeated as above. 
The rhythmic variation which operates on the main melodic 
figure is a noteworthy feature. This figure (which first 
appears at bar 7) is developed in .the following ways: 
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Faure First Piano Quartet op.15 (1876-9); 
3rd movement. 
f' ~:;.c.", 
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The last example presents perhapa the most delicate 
alteration, sin~e it provides material which sounds new 
and which is nevertheless plainly derivative. 
Similar variation in phrase length to the above is shown 
in the corresponding movement of the Violin Sonata, which 
is placed third of the four movements. Faure's time-
2 
signature of 8.(one beat in the bar) allows him to vary the 
pulse at will. For much of the time he uses three-bar 
units, to the extent of substituting a ~ time signature 
at bar 98 in preparation for the central section, in ~. 
In the outer sections, however, five-bar and two-bar units 
also occur. The flexibility of Faure's harmony may be 
seen even at this early stage in his development: having 
used a general key-scheme which couples A major with D 
major for the opening section, the problem of retaining 
the tonic at the end of the movement is solved with ease: 
Faure 
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First Violin Sonata op.13 (1875-6); 
3rd movement. 
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Such a procedure recalls Lefevre's comment in his harmonic 
treatise: "L'harmonie moderne est toute dans les 
affinit's"9; prosaic modulation gives way, for Faure, 
to transitions where tonal affinity is often all that is 
necessary for movement from one key centre to another. 
In this case, G# dominant seventh, the dominant of C~ 
minor, moves to chord VI of C* minor which, being the home 
tonic, assumes that function. 
The slow movements of these two works are formally 
dissimilar. The Violin Sonata uses the lyrical sonata 
form of many Romantic slow movements, where sonata-form 
key-scheme is present within a relaxed and lyrical context; 
the Piano Quartet's slow movement is formally akin to the 
early Nocturnes, with the opening material re-stated after 
a contrasting central section; in this case the central 
section, rather than using the relative major, Eb , begins 
in the more intimate key of Ap major. This movement 
is not without thematic subtlety, for the second motive 
of the central section is an inversion of the first: 
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Faure First Piano Quartet op.15 (1876-9); 
2nd movement. 
If .~ C Pf 
The finales are again formally different:" in the case 
of the Piano Quartet, Faure again uses a sonata structure, 
although there is no synthesis of thematic material either 
in the development or recapitulation, and the recapitulation 
takes a "short cut" to the end of the movement by telescoping 
second gro~p and coda. There is more thematic 
material in this movement than in the first movement, and 
correspondingly less development of themes; new material 
even appears in the development section, at bar 158, as a 
counterpoint to existing material. The result of this 
rather loose adaptation of a given model produces a very 
successful result, which, along with the finale of the 
First Violin Sonata, proved the most successful of his 
chamber music finales, until that of the Second Piano 
Quintet of 1921. The First Violin Sonata has a formally 
ingenious final movement; the process used to move the 
key-centre away from A major in the opening section is 
identical to that which brings about the return of A major 
at the end of the movement: bars 5-117 and 209-304 are 
virtually identical, but in different keys, with the only 
structural difference the omission of the repeat of a 
phrase (bars 21-36). The process involved is the 
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following: after four introductory bars the , 1 
-r,neme 
is stated in A major, then repeated with the piano 
taking over the melody: 
Faure First Violin Sonata op.13 (1875-6); 
4th movement, bar 5. 
The key shifts to the dominant of F * minor (at bar 55), 
and at bar 67 the music may be said to be in F* minor. 
At bar 92 it takes an unexpected turn to G major (with 
new thematic material); this, by way of the progression 
F dominant seventh - diminished seventh - D dominant 
seven th (the German sixth relation of F1f-) proceeds to 
the dominant of F* at bar 106. Exactly this process 
takes place at the end of the movement, but since the 
starting point is C major, not A major, the music reaches 
the dominant of A, not F* , and proceeds neatly to A major 
(at bar 304); a short coda full of brilliance concludes 
the movement. 
The section between the two mentioned above may be 
described as a development section, since it develops 
motives from the opening theme, although the fact that 
the opening theme is heard in the tonic key at bar 141 
gives the rather misleading impression that this is a rondo. 
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In these two early chamber works there is much use of 
the neapolitan relation, and of the German sixth 
relatiori. These processes are fingerprints of early 
Faure; a good example of the German sixth occurring 
in the coda of the Scherzo from the First Piano Quartet: 
Faure 2nd movement First Piano Quartet op.15; 
(1876-9) ; 29 bars from the end. 
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The First Violin Sonata and First Piano Quartet provided 
Faure with formal capability in chamber music which he 
did not review or extend until the composition of the First 
Piano Quintet (completed in 1905), a work which caused him 
much effort, evolution of harwonic language entailing aDore 
personal approach, less dependent on earlier for~al 
, 
models. The noble El~gi€ op.24 of 1880 owes much to 
the slow movement of the First Piano Quartet, and the 
B€~c€u~€ op.16 of 1878-9 and Romanc€ op.28 of lS77 are 
lightweight, charming pieces where formal complexities 
are inappropriate. The Second Piano Quartet is formally 
very similar to, and was possibly modelled on, the First 
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Piano Quartet; it' seems to bring to an end Faur~'s 
first period rather than showing any new developments 
which might point to a fresh formal approach. It exhibits 
all the facets already discussed in relation to earlier 
works, notably in its first movement, where the opening 
theme is separated into several motives, and where the 
recapitulation is literal (although in G major, not Ep 
major), only a minor alteration being required to locate 
the music in G 10. In its final movement, where varying 
phrase-lengths support the formal structure as in the 
Scherzo of the First Quartet, the music falls short of 
complete success; the rather pedestrian rhythms of the 
passages at letters Band J interrupt the flow of the 
music; for once, the intimate link between his harmonies 
and rhythms seems to be loosened. Clearly there are 
touches of the mature Faur~, notably the unobtrusive way 
in which the cyclic idea is used, and in the energy 
generated in the first and fourth movement themes, but 
it is to the First Piano Quintet that we must look for 
significant formal advances. 
Detailed study of the first movement of the First Piano 
Quintet suggests that the evolution which has taken place 
is in the manipulation of harmonic implication rather than 
in any formal ingenuity: there is no re-ordering of 
themes, for example, and the sonata-form outline is clearly 
present. The recapitulation is less literal than in the 
First and Second Piano Quartets, but surprisingly little 
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is altered: ·the opening statement, extended at the 
opening of the movement, and one of Faure's miraculously 
long-breathed melodic inspirations, is curtailed, and the 
transitional themes are transposed to bring them closer 
to the key centre D major rather than leading to F major. 
The coda is more extensive than in previous works,and 
introduces further development, as well as using as its 
starting point (at fig. 19) three bars transcribed literally 
from the opening statement of the movement (bars 24-26). 
What really sets this movement apart as a significant 
advance on previous chamber works is the mastery shown 
in using harmony to imply an area of tonality without .making 
an unequivocal statement of the tonic: in the transition 
from fig. 5 onwards, and for some 22 bars, it is impossible 
to state precisely the key at any point, although the sense 
of harmonic direction is strong, since many of the harmonies 
~re dominant sevenths (u~ed in a variety of ways), half-
diminished sevenths or diminished sevenths. Unlike Brahms, 
Schumann or Franck, who may modulate to the dominant or 
relative major and then introduce a new group of themes 
(this being the case also with Faure's Piano Quartets), 
themes are now the vehicles for his harmonic transitions; 
rather than existing as affirmations of a given key centre, 
they are the means whereby that key is approached, and when 
the key (in the case of this transition, F major) is 
reached, there are no rhythmic cadential chords or musical 
"punctuation marks"; the arrival marks a stasis towards 
which the harmonic path has been leading. There is no 
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second group of themes in the relative major; F major 
is a structural support for the movement (Faure's 
Classical inheritance), but the harmonic argument, from 
that point of repose and reassurance, moves on again, 
and the development section, in reality a second development 
section, since the transition from D minor to F major 
has incorporated much thematic development, is again a 
process of harmonic implication and allusion. Beginning 
after fig. 8~ the tonality gradually becomes less and 
less definite, from F major moving swiftly through B major, 
G major and C* major by sequence, until a subtle and 
powerful passage of sequences builds tension towards the 
recapitulation of the opening material. The recapitulation 
is remarkably similar to the exposition, although, as 
mentioned earlier, appropriate transpositions .direct the 
music this time towards an ending in D major. The 
harmonic implications of both the transition and the coda 
are prolonged, since, if D major is to be affirmed as 
the 'more important key centre, it requires more preparation; 
the coda, incorporating further thematic development, 
. ~ 
is some 53 bars long, and Faure takes great care, as in 
almost all his chamber works from this point onwards, to 
reach the tonic unequivocally only at the very end of the 
movement. Several times the tonic is stated, from fig.22 
onwards, only to be undermined by tiny digressions, and it 
is only in the last three bars that it is finally achieved. 
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The opening theme of the second movement confirms the 
point made earlier, that many of Faur~'s themes fro~ 
this point on are vehicles for harmonic movement rather 
than being themselves stated in a key: the music begins 
in G major, but by the second bar the harmony has shifted 
to Bb major, and it moves again, to F major, before 
returning to G major, via an augmented triad which gently 
subsides to a tonic~. This theme is not in G major 
as the theme of the Second Piano Quartet's slow movement 
may be said to be in G minor, for example, and this is 
emphasised by bars 9-12, where the theme is preserved 
virtually intact melodically, but with an entirely new 
harmonic argument underlying it. The second main theme 
of the movement has a greater sense of key, but it too 
remains for a relatively short time in contact with its 
tonic, B minor. It is this movement which truly demonstrates 
for the first time Faur~'s process of continuous 
development. The ghost of what might be termed lyrical 
sonata form may be glimpsed, in the return of the opening 
theme, and also in the re-appearance of the second theme 
and transitional elements from the exposition; but while 
those elements are clearly the result of careful planning 
(we know from his letters that Faure was a meticulous and 
highly self-critical worker), the most interesting formal 
aspect of this movement is its reliance upon the merest 
outline of a formal plan, with the harmonic argument the 
essential element, and with the tonic the goal which is 
reached only in the final bars. The main structural 
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supports are G major and B minor, th but at the 4 bar 
before fig.12, where the opening theme is restated, 
G major"is scarcely touched, and the theme appears in the 
middle of the texture, played by the second violin and 
cello. The process begun here uses much of the opening 
thematic materi~l in a developing harmonic context, 
incorporating the second theme material. Faure's 
preoccupation with avoiding the tonic until the end of the 
movement ensures a constant development of the harmonic 
argument up to that point, and the term "recapitulation" 
loses its sense, the emphasis lying with the melodic and 
rhythmic integration of the two main themes, while harmonic 
ambiguity creates a strong sense of direction. 
In sharp contrast to the first and second movements, the 
third movement of the First Piano Quintet is remarkable 
for its adherence to the tonic, D major. The music 
remains in the tonic throughout three full repeats of 
the opening theme, and its subsidiary theme (at fig.6) 
remains in, or very close to, the tonic. The key does 
not begin to lose its hold until after fig.?, after 
80 bars of rhythmically uncomplicated music in the tonic 
key, which must be seen as an antidote to the continuous 
harmonic searching and complex rhythmic interest of the 
slow movement. The transition to the second theme 
(reached at fig.10) is, by Faure's standards, uncomplicated 
harmonically, and uses the now familiar gathering of 
tension by sequences; it is lucid and lightly scored, 
again with no rhythmic complexities. The second 
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theme introduces the movement's only harmonic and 
rhythmic ambiguity, with a IIdouble theme ll combining 
a virile rising bass with an angular violin line, and 
delighting in the rhythmic interplay between the two 
strands. Gradually elements of the first theme are 
fed into this argument, and a literal repeat of its first 
four bars, in the tonic (four bars before fig.15) indicates 
the composer's intention to keep D major well in sight, 
thus maintaining a light-hearted and open feeling. 
Faure's favourite device, from early years, of re-defining 
the mode of a melody, is seen here: at fig.15 the opening 
theme may be said to be in D Phrygian, but this move is 
short-lived, and D major is quickly re-established. 
The essence of this movement, in direct contrast to most 
of Faure's chamber music movements, is constancy of a 
sense of key; the short section in B minor at the 
introduction of the second theme is the only substantial 
passage set away from D major, and transitions are short. 
In the case of the first transitional passage, between 
fig. 7 and fig. 9, the music frequently returns to D major, 
a process unique in Faur~, whose transitions normally avoid 
the tonic religiously. There are many delightfully 
refreshing harmonic side-steps, and the sequential 
passages may momentarily stray far from the tonic, so 
that the movement has harmonic variety as well as tonal 
stability. 
In broad formal terms, the third movement of the First 
Piano Quintet is greatly outweighed by the first two, 
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being about half the length of each. It is intentionally 
lightweight, as the above analysis suggests, and, 
although its lighthearted quality is perhaps the reason 
for a certain lack of homogeneity in the Quintet as 
a whole, its main drawback (and it is universally 
accepted as at least a partial failure) seems to be in 
its principal theme. Faure's own misgivings about the 
theme's resemblance to Beethoven's Odz to Joy may have 
extended beyond the theme's melodic shape (which has few 
similarities to the Beethoven theme) to the overall form 
and key, which have more in common with their more 
illustrious predecessor. Overall, however, the First 
Piano Quintet presents significant formal advances over 
his previous large-scale chamber works. 
Faure's next major work in the field of chamber music 
is the Second Violin Sonata op.108, composed in 1916-17, 
and postdating P~n~eope, La Chan~on d'~ve, Le Ja~din ceo~ 
and almost all the late piano works. It is the first of 
Faure's late chamber works: six major chamber compositions 
appeared between 1916 and 1924, a greatly accelerated 
rate of production compared with the four major works 
composed between 1875 and 1905, although the not in-
considerable number of smaller chamber works which appeared 
between these dates shows that Faure was seldom inactive 
in this field. 
As do all his first movements in chamber music up to this 
point, the first movement of the Second Violin Sonata 
depends upon the fundamentals of sonata form. However, 
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such is the emphasis placed on tonal fluidity that 
the outline of sonata form is far less obvious than 
in the Fir~t Piano Quintet; irideed, Robert Orledge 
concludes that the movement contains two expositions 
and two recapitulations, each of which incorporates 
1 1 
thematic development • Unlike the First Piano QUintet, 
there is a distinct second theme in the relative major, 
G major (at fig.3) which recurs in the tonic major (E major) 
as the climax of the movement, and which also appears 
in the central development section in a more subdued 
context; surprisingly, here it is also in E major, and 
Faure even alters the key signature accordingly, although 
it is restored to one sharp for the recapitulation at 
fig.7. This is a move which he would have avoide.d in 
earlier works, but the evolution in his harmonic language 
makes it possible, especially since E major is almost 
immediately quitted by sequence. The Second Violin 
Sonata is relatively unknown among Faure's chamber works, 
and it is therefore of value to set out its themes and 
their part in the formal scheme~ The exposition themes 
are as follows: 
A Faure 
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Second Violin Sonata op.108 (1916-17); 
1st movement, opening. 
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This theme is remarkable as an opening theme; rather 
like the theme of the Cinq m~fodi~~ 'd~ V~ni~~', it 
has a personality rather than a definite shape, its main 
characteristics being the rising semi tone which opens it, 
and the dynamic, driving rhythms which it assumes within 
the supple ~ time signature. 
B Faure Second Violin· Sonata op.108 (1916-17); 
1st movement, fig.l. 
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Agai~, this is remarkable in that it is a theme which, from 
its melodic outline, and from its early appearance in the 
movement, we might expect to have a harmonic base in E minor; 
indeed it is preceded by chord II 7 c in E minor, a half-
diminished seventh which would naturally move to the tonic. 
Instead the theme is introduced in an uncertain tonal 
context, beginning with F* dominant seventh harmony which 
moves to F major in its second bar; thus it is a theme 
of transition rather than having its own key, and its 
introduction so early in.the ~ovement is an advance on 
, , 
previous practice. The second two bars of the theme 
are a sequential treatment of the first two (up a perfect 
5th ), and a further sequential unit is begun before the 
introduction of another transitional theme at the 7th 
bar of fig.l. 
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C Faure Second Violin Sonata op.108 (lf16-l7); 
1st movement, 7 t . bar of fig.l. 
The rising motive from theme B is present here also, and 
the resemblance to the rising octaves of Ulysse's theme 
This is also treated sequentially 
finally leading to the relative major, G major, and to the 
introduction of a new theme: 
D Faure Second Violin Sonata op.108 (1916-17); 
1st movement, fig.3. 
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These are the four main themes of the movement, the 
first in E minor, the second two transition themes and 
the last centred on G major, although with thi~ late work 
the key centre of G is little more than a nod in the 
direction of tradition, and sequential writing of great 
subtlety brings about an F~ major statement of theme D 
immediately following that in G. 
The formal plan of the movement, following the traditional 
terminology, appears thus: 
Exposition: opening - 8 th bar before fig.4. Theme A 
is based in the tonic minor, Band Care 
transitional themes which carry cells of 
harmonic development, and theme D is in the 
relative major. True to Faure's mature and 
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late approach, development of these 
themes begins almost immediately, and the 
exposition merges with the development 
section. 
Development: 8 th bar before fig.4 - fig.7. The themes 
are treated in the same order as in the 
exposition; with the exception of theme A, 
each theme is extended, mostly by sequences, 
and the nature of the/~armonic support for 
each theme ensures that definite key centres 
are avoided until the lOth bar of fig.5, when 
theme D appears in E major, almost as if this 
was the recapitulation. It is possible that 
this theme became more important to Faure 
as he composed the movement, and indeed the 
whole work, since it returns triumphantly in 
the final movement as the climax of the whole 
sonata; its appearance in the tonic major in 
the development section, so far from the end 
of the movement, is a departure from his normal 
procedure, which was to avoid the tonic until 
the closing bars. 
Recapitulation: fig.7 - fig.9. This takes place within 
the broader metrical framework of l~, and 
themes are accordingly altered rhythmically. 
Further thematic development takes place, more 
.so than in the First Piano Quintet, and Theme A 
Coda: 
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is reintroduced after Band C, whose 
recapitulation is brief, in order to 
heighten the rhythmic tension and prepare 
the main climax of the movement, theme D 
in the tonic major treated majestically in 
canon. 
fig.9 - end. All themes, with the exception 
of B, appear in the coda, which begins, as 
did that of the First Piano Quintet, at an 
interrupted cadence; it is dynamic and force-
ful to the end, again a departure from previous 
practice, but a process which reappears in 
the First Cello Sonata (and to an extent the 
Second), Piano Trio and Second Piano Quintet. 
It is possible, in the Second Violin Sonata's slow movement 
to trace the outline- of lyrical sonata form: there is 
a recapitulation (beginning at fig.5) and the second theme 
reappears dutifully in the tonic instead of the dominant~ 
Little time is spent on a separate development section, 
there being a wealth of thematic development throughout 
the movement, with the main theme providing many motives 
which are put to use as the measured and supremely placid 
harmonic journey takes its course. The formal plan is of 
secondary importance, to the extent that the recapitulation 
begins with the mode of the main theme temporarily altered 
(instead of A major it would be said to be momentarily in 
A Aeolian); and there is quiet harmonic audacity in the 
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second theme (at fig.2), juxtaposing harmonies of 
E major and F minor, with the additional subtlety of 
enharmony J( G tt = A P I ) to sweeten what lesser composers 
might have made a bitter harmonic pill to swallow. 
The coda of this movement is one of Faure's finest 
along with that of the First Act of P~n~lop~, or those 
of the slow movement in the Piano Trio or Second Piano 
Quintet. Here the final close in A major is preceded 
by an inference of C* major, and the intensity of 
anticipation in the penultimate bars is an ecstatic, 
purely musical sensation. 
Faure Second Violin Sonata op.108 (1916-17); 
2nd movement, 7 bars from the end. 
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In the final movement, as;n the last movement of the 
First Piano Quintet, the most important structural element 
is the return of the tonic (E major), with the principal 
theme stated fully each time. In his major key finales 
Faure's structural approach is entirely different fro~ that 
of his minor key final movements, since, with the major 
key, a release of tension is implied, and strong structures 
are abandoned in favour of looser, more rondo-like 
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plans. In this case there are two main sections, 
each beginning in E major, both of which return to it 
and to the opening theme. These two sections are 
followed by what appears, at the outset (figaS), to be 
a similar process, but the introduction of first movement 
material interrupts, to be followed by a short coda based 
upon third movement themes. The main themes of the 
movement are as follows: 
Faure Second Violin Sonata op.10S (1916-17); 
3rd movement themes. 
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As in the First Piano Quintet, the dominant key is 
avoided, although the relationship between the two 
opening sections carries i~plications of a dominant-
tonic nature: the passage between the Sth bar before 
fig.2 and the 9th bar of fig.3 in the first section, 
and the virtually identical passage in the second, between 
the Sth bar before fig.6 and the 9th bar of fig.7, are 
f t 4th + a per ec aparv. The second section differs from 
the first mainly in its development of the opening theme, 
treating it in augmentation and leading to a reflective 
]assage which may be seen to have connections with 
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a lyrical passage from the first movement (5 bar of 
fig.2 ff.); both of the fragments suggest the ubiquitous 
'V~ni~~' theme 12 , often used in passages seeking a 
relaxation of tension. In all other respects there is a 
high degree of similarity between the two sections, and 
the third section (fig.8) begins as if to follow its pre-
decessors closely in design. It is at this point that the 
strongly assertive opening material from the first move-
ment intervenes, to be followed by the brilliant canonic 
theme which was that movement's climax, and which provides 
the climax to the whole sonata, unifying in an emotional 
and in a structural sense; given his predilection for 
through-composition, it is likely that Faure spontaneously 
hit on the idea of re-introducing the theme, rather than 
~onceiving the formal idea in the first place. The formaJ. 
scheme may be summarised as follows: 
Section 1. exposition of themes E, F and G, with F centred 
on the dominant (the only appearance in the 
movement of this key centre). 
Section 2. (8 bars before fig.4 ff): re-exposition of 
theme E, followed by a reflective development, 
then by themes F and G, with F now centred on 
the tonic. 
Section 3. (8 bars before fig.8 ff): beginning as the first 
two sections, with a shortened transition to 
theme F; first movement material intervening to 
provide the climax; this merges with the coda. 
Coda (8 bars before fig.ll ff): based on E and F, 
and combining them 4 bars before fig.ll. 
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If sonata form may be seen to be the basis for the 
first movement of the Second Violin Sonata, perhaps 
its most fascinating aspect is ths extent to which it 
alters that formal scheme, and this tendency is 
developed further in the first movement of the First 
Cello Sonata op.109 (1917), which is hardly recognisable 
as being in sonata form: no themes appear in the relative 
major (F major), and there is no point at which that key 
is established. For the first time, the tonic minor 
ends the movement (in previous works the tonic major 
was reached) and the structure is altered accordingly, 
since Faure was no longer able, as in the Second Violin 
Sonata, to transpose passages in order to direct the 
music towards the tonic major rather than the relative 
major. This is one of his shorter first movements, 
and his customary use of sequence and harmonic ambiguity 
carries him through a continuously developing exposition, 
avoiding any specific key centre after the opening 
statement, which comes to a strong full close in the 
tonic, D minor, at fig.l. The following themes form 
the basis of the movement: 
Faure 
A 
B 
First Cello Sonata op.109 (1917); 
1st movement themes. 
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The recapitulation of the opening theme arrives at 
fi~.7, after 12 preparatory bars built around. the note 
C ~ jDp • Following this there develops an en tirel·y 
new theme - another new departure for Faure - which is 
rhythmically not unlike exposition material (to be 
found at bar 14 onwards), but which is melodically 
original: 
Faure First Cello Sonata op.109 (1917); 
1st movement, fig. 8. 
Tonally, the'recapitulatiod is more stable than the 
~xpositio~, which includes most of the movement's thematic 
development, and the new theme, in G minor, is repeated 
in C minor with the melody now given to the piano; theme 
B follows, implying BD major, and a short passage of 
harmonic uncertainty leads to the coda (fig.ll), based 
upon theme A. Overall this is the least rigorously 
constructed of his opening movements. 
The second movement continues this somewhat more relaxed 
formal outlook; in comparison to the slow movement of 
the First Violin Sonata the plan is quite free: a theme 
appears early in the movement which is not used subsequently, 
although it seems a likely candidate for development (bar 
29 ff), and there is no trace of modulation to the 
dominant or relative major keys. Cohesion is maintained 
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through the continuous presence of the elements of 
the second theme especially, and the opening theme returns 
(almost in ritornello style) in different keys, C minor, 
B P minor, and finally G minor, the tonic. The themes 
are as follows: 
Faure First Cello Sonata op.109 (1917); 
2nd movement themes. 
rhe opening cello theme alludes subtly to certain passages 
from P~n~eop~l3,and in the final appearance of this 
material (at fig.5) the countermelody in the bass makes this 
allusion more explicit, identifying the theme closely 
with the Ulysse motive. 
The third movement is one of Faure's most successful 
major key final movements; it possesses a luminous, 
extrovert quality which links it with the Taniai~i~ op.lll, 
composed the following year. There are four main themes: 
Faure 
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First Cello Sonata op.109 (1917); 
3rd movement themes. 
Formally, there is an element of sonata form, with theme 
B2, the transition theme which moves the tonality from tonic 
-to dominant in the exposition, appearing in t~e correct 
transposition (at fig.6) to lead to the recapitulation 
of theme C in the tonic. Between exposition and 
recapitulation there is no development section, but a 
strong canonic episode based upon a new theme (D) and in 
B minor; this recalls a similar process (and similar key 
relationship) in the finale of the First Piano Quintet. 
The episode is prefaced by theme A in the tonic, giving 
the movement a hint of rondo and keeping the tonic well in 
sight. In the concluding section, following the 
recapitulation, themes A Bl and B2 are developed, in 
fragmentary fashion rather than being heard in their 
entirety, and this contributes to an increase in tension 
and excitement, leading to an exultant ending. The 
formal scheme may be summarised as follows: 
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Expo si tion: A (D major) 
Bl and Bl (transitional, towards A major) 
C (A major) 
Episode (2nd bar of fig~3 ff): beginning with A (D major), 
but moving qUickly to a canonic passage 
in B minor (theme D). 
Recapitulation (2nd bar of fig.5 ff): A (D major) moving 
swiftly through several keys, but 
returning ~o D major. 
Bl and Bl (transitional towards D major) 
C (D major) 
Conclusion (fig.? ff): fragmentary treatment of A, Bl and 
B l ; continuous harmonic development, 
reaching the threshold of the tonic at 
fig.10, with a characteristic Lydian 4th 
giving the melodic line added luminosity. 
Faure's next major chamber work, the Second Piano Quintet 
op.115,was begun in 1919 and completed in 192114. It ranks 
in stature with any other piano quintet written, and it is 
puzzling, to say the least, that it is neglected to such an 
extent on the concert platform. 
The majestic first theme of the first movement dictates a 
correspondingly impressive structure, and every theme of the 
movement is given life not by adherence to any particular 
key centre, but by the harmonic movement which gives it an 
organic, evolutionary quality. This movement comes closest 
to achieving continuous development of all Faure's first 
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movements, and yet .the structural supports of the 
ritornello-like sections at the 9th bar of fig.4, and 
at fig.lO, provide formal unity sufficient to give the 
music cohesion and strength. Any links with sonata 
structure Are distant, although they' may be found, 
notably in the transposition of the passage at the 
12th bar of fig.13, which directs the music towards the 
tonic major rather than the relative major. The main 
themes are as follows, and the opening theme interacts 
freely with the other three, demonstrating the composer's 
consummate mastery 6f contrapuntal te~hniques, and providing 
a further element of unity 15: 
Faure Second Piano Quintet op.115 (1919-21); 
1st movement themes. 
This movement represents the culmination of the long 
evolutionary process in which, gradually, conventional 
sonata form was superseded by a highly individual, 
almost organic approach to the organisation of thematic 
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material within a ton~l context. It solves the 
problem of preserving coherence and cohesion without 
strict adherence to a model, yet retains the fundamental 
musical principles in which Faure believed, and illustrates 
perfectly the paradoxical nature of his finest music, 
highly innovative yet fundamentally conservative. 
Of the second movement, the Scherzo, Robert Orledge 
perceptively remarks: lIThis is as far from 'pure' music 
as is imaginable, being all texture and effects". 1 6 
The movement is through-composed, with the two main 
contrasting elements combining at the end of the 
movement. The opening phrases, with their rapidly 
changing tonal perspectives, leave the impression of a 
miniature musical hurricane, but the furious pace of 
these bars relaxes with the appearance of the second 
element, a pair of similarly conceived themes which 
interlock during the course of the movement; their 
first appearances are at the 8 th bar b~fore fig.4 and at 
fig.4 respectively. For tonal support, the movement 
favours the tonic (Eb major) and dominant, together 
with the keys on the flattened submediant of each, Cp 
major and Gp major. Structural refinements are 
secondary to other su~tleties- the manipulation of melodic 
lines, and the flexibility of rhythms with the pulse rapidly 
changing to a third of its original rate and back again 
according to which theme is in evidence. Towards the 
end of the movement, when the two themes combine, the two 
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pulses are combined with Faure's favourite device of 
rising sequences, to bring the movement to a breath-
taking climax. 
The calm and benign slow movement is formally unique, 
as indeed are most of his chamber music movements by 
this stage. There are four main sections, each of 
which ends in the tonic, G major. The third section 
(between fig.5 and fig.ll) is the most elaborate, 
containing much thematic development, while the final 
section provides a peaceful and beautiful coda. The 
opening section does not contain every theme, and the 
main theme of the second section, heard for the first time 
in E minor at the 2nd bar of fig.3 ff, becomes more 
important as the movement progresses, occurring twice 
as a countermelody to the opening materia1 17 and forming 
the basis of the coda. As we have come to expect with 
Faure's themes, the opening theme is a vehi~le for 
modulation, and the music moves to B minor at bar 4 
before settling back to the tonic, as the first of the 
following examples shows: 
Faure Second Piano Quintet op.115 (1919-21); 
3rd movement themes. 
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Themes Bl and B2 are transitional themes incorporating 
sequence, and it is only theme C which' is stated in a 
firm tonal context, that of E minor; this simplicity 
of tonality is a facet of the very late chamber works, 
the Second Cello Sonata, Piano Trio and String Quartet, 
in which, to an extent, Faure returns to more simple 
thematic and harmonic ideas. Indeed it is tempting to 
speculate upon the possibility that certain late themes 
are from early works, not forgotten by Faure and 
re~ppear~ in a new light, as do the themes of the String 
Quartet. 
In common with all Faure's final movements, the finale 
of the Second Piano Quintet is the most lightweight 
structure of the work, based upon rondo, but incorporating 
new material at will, for example at fig.8, during the 
course of what would appear to be the second section of 
a regular rondo form. The opening theme consists of 
two strands, of which the secondary strand (in the piano 
left hand) grows in importance as the movement progresses, 
forming the basis for the long concluding section which 
begins at fig.15. The emphasis is on rhythmic subtlety, 
and the rather loose formal approach implies a desire 
to include an element of surprise, of improvisation, in 
the music. As with all his finales, the concern is to 
provide an optimistic last word, rather than to match 
the weight of preceding movements with a conclusion of 
equal import. His approach is thus Classical, a 
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balance of mood, presenting contrast and thus an 
element of self-restraint. 
Faur~'s next chamber work, the Second Cello Sonata op.ll?, 
completed in November 1921, is generally regarded as 
more easily accessible than the First Cello Sonata. 
Certainly the first movement is more typically Faur~an 
than the rather hesitant, disturbed opening movement of 
its predecessor, and the slow movement is less enigmatic 
in its thematic material; but the roles are reversed 
when the final movements are considered, with the First 
Sonata yielding its message more eaSily than the Second, 
whose finale is curiously unapproachable. 
Formally, th"e first movement of the Second Cello Sonata 
is deceptive: its opening theme; like that of the Piano 
Trio op.120, is well-defined tonally, and all the themes 
are richly melodic, with" the ubiquitous 'Vzni~~' motif 
occurring in the 3rd theme: 
Faure Second Cello Sonata op.ll? (1921); 
1st movement themes. 
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Theme B is essentially transitional; although the 
relative major is implied, jt is never established, and 
there is a rather curious return to the opening theme 
in the tonic, 10 bars before fig.4. At fig.4, Eb major 
is strongly stated with the third theme, and this leads 
to a development section based upon all three themes. 
The recapitulation of the opening material beginning 
at the 16th bar before fig.8, is brief with theme C 
appearing before theme B, again emphasising Eb major, 
and developing towards the tonic major; this is reached 
(with theme A now emphasising the Lydian 4th melodically) 
16 bars be~ore fig.lO. This 'recapitulation' is in 
reality another development section, with themes Band C 
the vehicles for the harmonic argument, reaching the tonic 
major, and a short coda, 4 bars before fig.12. There is 
little of sonata key-structure here18 , and the continuous 
harmonic development which was such a feature of the 
Second Piano Quintet is its main characteristic, although 
the light textures and clearer harmonic definition of the 
themes indicate a trend which was to be followed in the 
Piano Trio and String Quartet. 
The second movement is formally uncomplicated, an 
exposition followed by a short development section and 
brief recapitulation. The second theme appears, not in 
the rela ti ve maj or whi ch would be E p but in A \:7 maj or, 
a procedure which echoes the key-structure of the [g~giz 
op.24 of 1880, and the use of an element from the first 
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theme to prepare its return is another similarity 
with the cl~gi~; in the Second Cello Sonata, beginning 
at fig.5, the third bar of the opening theme occurs 
in augmentation over an energetic syncopated bass 
line, and with canonic imitation at the distance of a 
crotchet in the piano right hand. The recapitulation 
is extremely succinct, with the second theme appearing 
in the tonic major and no further thematic development. 
In complete contrast to the tranquillity of the slow 
movement, restlessness and harmonic· uncertainty are 
the chief characteristics of the finale of the Second 
Cello Sonata. As with other finales, the form is rather 
free, and new thematic material appears late in the 
movement, 2 bars before fig.5, in the form of a highly 
uncharacteristic theme, hesitant and impulsive in turn, 
and frankly impressionistic in its harmonies and texture. 
The second main theme (at fig~2) begins in E~ major, 
not Bp the relative major, thus following the example 
of the two preceding movements, and the themes and 
structure of the movement may be set out as follows: 
Faure Second Cello Sonata op.117 (1924); 
3rd movement themes. 
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Exposition/development; opening: theme A (G minor), 
developed, although returning briefly to 
G minor harmony. 
fig.2: Theme B (Ep major), 
instigating a development section which 
makes use of elements from themes A and B. 
Recapitulation/development; fig.4: theme A (G minor), 
leading, 2 bars before fig.5. to new material 
(theme C), and a development section based 
on C. 
fig.8: theme B (G major), 
leading to more development of themes A 
and B. Theme C is reintroduced towards the 
end of the movement, at the change of key 
from two flats to one sharp, although G fuajor 
is by no means established at this point, 
and is only reached at the very end of the 
movement. 
Faur~'s final chamber work to include the piano, the 
Piano Trio op.120, was completed in 1923. Faure's 
original thoughts for the piece included an idea that 
the Trio might be scored for clarinet, cello and piano 19 , 
and it is fascinating to speculate on the change in fortune 
which this seldom-heard masterpiece might have undergone 
if the clarinet had been included; certainly more 
performances would have resulted, especially in view of 
the potential pairing on a, concert programme with the 
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Clarinet Trio of Brahms. 
In the first movement of the Trio, only two themes appear, 
wi th the first breaking dovm in to motifs for development: 
Faure Piano Trio op.120 (1922-23); 1st movement 
themes. 
As with the Second Cello Sonata, this movement is not 
a t~ue sonata form, although there is ~ sonata-like 
exposition ending in F major, the relative major, and 
an assertive return to the opening theme at fig.8; 
there is also an appearance of theme B in the tonic major, 
mirroring Faure's earlier practices, but this is short-lived, 
and the movement ends in D minor. It is a model of 
economy, the two main themes between them supplying the 
material for development. This is calm, uncluttered 
music, with clear textures and a subtle argument which 
relies, for its variety, on his ability to move in and 
out of tonal centres at will, and, for its structural 
support, on" the four appearances of the main theme in 
D minor. More and more in the late chamber works the 
first movement' crea te sits elf' ; rather than working 
slavishly to a formal plan, it balances thematic 
development with points of tonal stability where they 
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are deemed to be necessary. The first movements 
of all the chamber works, from the .Second Violin 
Sonata onwards, are formally dissimilar, each one 
adjusting to the dictates of its thematic material, 
with an imposing, complex form for the Second Piano 
Quintet, for example, and a more lightweight plan for 
the First Cello Sonata and Piano Trio. 
The second movement of the Trio continues the trend 
towards clarity of harmonic definition and simplicity 
of melody. Formally it is closer. to conventional sonata 
form than any chamber music movement since the early 
Quartets, although the key-structure is conventional only 
in that the recapitulation begins in the tonic: the 
second theme, first heard in D minor, is recapitulated 
(at fig.6) in F minor, and the third theme, which first 
appears at the 7th bar of fig.2, hovering between C minor 
and Ep major~ reappears in E~ 5 bars before fig. 8, 
although very much in the context of transition. The 
movement's three themes each contain motifs which figure 
in development, and the whole movement is tightly controlled 
by adherence to these relatively few, but interecting 
melodic cells: 
Faure 
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P~ano Trio op.120 (1922-23); 2nd movenent 
themes. 
The third movement is the most disappointing of the Trio, 
and is perhaps Faure's least successful finale. It is 
fragmentary, and lacks the continuity of pulse and 
harmonic argument, which give life to his best works; 
the syncopations of the recurring motif which is first 
heard at bar 19 are more obvious than many of Faure's 
syncopations, which generally undermine the tyranny 
of the bar-line. Three of the main themes of the 
movement are unified cleverly by a family resemblance, 
which consists mainly of the inclusion of a semiquaver 
duplet in each one: 
Faure Piano Trio op.120 (1922-23); 3rd movement 
themes. 
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As with several finales, from the First Violin Sonata 
onwards, this movement contains an element of canonic 
imitation, in theme C, although in contrast to other 
examples, t4e music's flow is interrupted by the rather 
short-winded phrases of the theme. Formally the 
movement is loosely constructed, and modulates freely, 
although the main structural points are tonally not far 
from the key centre, D. D minor is the opening tonality, 
but D major is stated early in the movement, with theme C, 
and harmonically there seems to be a lack of direction 
untypical of Faure. 
The same criticism may unfortunately be applied to the 
String Quartet (1923-4) which, because of the circumstances 
2'0 
surrounding its appearance ,one would like to be able 
to qualify as a masterpiece, but whose finale exhibits 
a certain directionlessness similar to that of the Trio. 
The first movement of the String Quartet represents a 
return to sonata form proper after the continuous development 
away from it which began with the Second Violin Sonata. 
Faure's structure is clearly based on sonata form, although 
he chooses both the relative major and dominant minor as 
points of reference, since the exposition moves to G major 
for the third main theme 4 bars before fig.2, and closes in 
B minor. The short development section includes an early 
reference to the tonic minor and opening theme (in common 
with the Piano Trio) and the recapitulation is more regular 
than in any first movement since the First Piano Quintet, 
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with an altered transition bringing the tonality to 
E major for the recapitulation of the third theme 4 
bars before fig.7; the recapitulation 'finally merges 
with a short coda based on the opening theme. The 
second movement of the String Quartet is formally 
straightforward, with the exposition and developed 
recapitulation accounting for almost the entire movement; 
thematic development is a facet of the themes themselves, 
and a separate development section 2 1 is unnecessary • 
For the finale of the String Quartet, and perhaps realising 
the failings of the last mov~ment of the Trio, Faur~ 
uses a structure more akin to that of certain late first 
movements, particularly that of the Second Violin Sonata: 
there is an exposition and regular recapitulation, 
although, as in the Trio's second movement, the key-
structure in the recapitulation is irregular. The 
movements's three themes are as follows: 
Faur~ 
The recapitulation begins at fig.23, but having 
recapitulated all three themes, Faur~ begins to have 
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difficulty in ending the movement satisfactorily; 
the section which follows, moving to E major at fig.27 
with theme B, seems less purposeful than the preceding 
music, although thematic integration does take place, 
with A and B combined from 4 bars before fig.28 onwards, 
and the movement finishes strongly, with a vigorous 
coda. The movement contains a stronger element of 
formal control than in previous chamber works, and is 
marred only by the weaker section from fig.27 onwards. 
Faure's attitude to the planning of his large-scale 
chamber works may be summarised thus: his overall desire 
was to present a balance of feeling, and his tendency 
was to provide a tightly-controlled first movement, 
a contemplative and personal slow movement, a lively 
element in a Scherzo where appropriate in the larger 
works, and a m9re relaxed, open finale in which formal 
rigidity was absent and harmonic complexity less in 
evidence. From a relatively strong attachment to 
sonata form in the early works, he developed a self-
sufficiency and confidence to create forms which were 
more organic, and more in keeping with thematic ideas 
as these became more complex in their melodic and 
harmonic implications. 
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Piano Works 
Faur~'s attitude to form in the piano works seems to 
have been relatively conventional up to the early 
1890's. The ambitious Baeead~ op.19 of 1879 displays 
lyrical passages typical of his early effusive style; 
harmonically there is more than a hint of C~sar Franck, 
in passages such as that beginning at the 11th bar of 
letter H, although Koechlin's famous warning in relation 
to the Violin Sonatas of Faur~ and Franck must be 
remembered here,22 since the Baeead~ predates Franck's 
Symphonic Variations for piano and orchestra by some six 
years. The early Barcarolles and Nocturnes are 
formally simple, working to an A B A pattern with a 
full close in the tonic at the end of the opening 
section, and the relative minor or tonic minor favoured 
as the key centre of the central section. 
With the Sixth Nocturne, and even more with the Fifth 
Barcarolle, both of 1894, Faur~ considerably expands his 
concept of form. The Sixth Nocturne op.63 has a self-
contained opening section, an A B A exposition with 
contrasting central episode in the tonic minor; the 
grandeur of the thematic material is such that an 
expansion of the form is necessary. There follows a 
joyous, extrovert section based in the key of A major, 
the flattened submediant, with the new theme making use 
of the sunny 'Lydian 4 th " although references are made 
during this section to the CW minor ex?osition pa8sa~e. 
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The opening music finally returns, restoring the mood 
of intense calm, and thus there is contrast on two levels: 
within the work as a whole, and within the exposition, 
making this Faure's most important composition for piano 
to date. As he worked on the Nocturne, he may have also 
had the Fifth Barcarolle in mind, since the Barcarolle 
was completed only one month after the Nocturne, 
demonstrating the composer's versatility and maturity, 
and recalling Mozart producing his G minor Symphony and 
C major (Jupite~) Symphony within months, or Beethoven 
working simultaneously on his Fifth and Sixth Symphonies. 
Formally the Fifth Barcarolle is complex, with its 
thematic elements interacting in a structure which appears 
to develop itself, rather than working to a preconceived plan: 
Faure 
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Fifth Barcarolle op.66 (1894); thematic 
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This is the first piano work to break free from a basic 
tripartite structure, and henceforth the majority of 
-
Barcarolles and Nocturnes are individual in their approach 
t~ form, with thematic material governing the structural 
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approach. Faure's own comment on his compositional 
techniques is in support of this idea:" comme il m'est 
arrive moain tes fois, j e ne sais encore quelles 
destinations auront ces premiers tatonnements".23 As 
we progress through these works, it also becomes less 
meaningful to talk of the key of a work than to specify 
a single note around which the composition is based; for 
example, the Seventh Nocturne, usually stated to be in 
C * minor, seems more to be based upon the noLe. Ctr-
which becomes DD at the end of the work; at no point in 
the first page is C~ minor established, and the pedal C* 
of the opening bar acts more in the sense of a 'final' in a 
quasi-modal sense: 
Faure Seventh Nocturne op.74 (1898); opening. 
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This opening section ends in C* minor, but the beginning 
of the following passage redefines the note C~ as the 
dominant of F* major, and the final section, reverting to 
the opening texture and to elements of the opening thematic 
material, affirms the double meaning of the note with a 
coda in Dp major. 
Again structurally unique, the Ninth Nocturne op.97 of 
190824 develops strings of sequences in a tortuous 
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harmonic journey leading to the release of a long-
breathed melodic line and the sanctuary of a major key; 
the Tenth Nocturne op.99 of 1908· shows certain similarities 
with the Ninth, sharing its off-beat chordal texture and 
fragmentary melodic approach. It is virtually mono-
thematic, with the theme from bar 9 (which has a striking 
resemblance to the second theme from the slow movement 
of the Piano Trio op.120) strangely left undeveloped, 
and the enigmatic ending marks the first piano work to 
end in the minor key. Faure had problems with the details 
of the harmonic argument of this work, as is shown in the 
app~ndix25, although his main harmonic direction seems 
to have been clear to him, difficult though it certainly 
is for the listener to follow; certainly the structure 
has a good deal more to do with process than with formula. 
Of the Barcarolles which follow the Fifth, the Sixth, 
op.70 of 1895, presents a consolidatory rather than 
progressive formal outline, more in keeping with the Fourth 
(1886), but with the Seventh, op.90 of 1905 begins the 
practice of interlocking melodic lines, often sharply 
dissonant, which was to be a major feature of many late 
works: 
Faure Seventh Barcarolle op.90 (1905); opening. 
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Formally, the late Barcarolles display less rigour and 
concentration than the Nocturnes, which carry the 
weightier message. The Eleventh Nocturne, for example, 
is dedicated to the memory of No~mi Lalo, wife. of the 
music critic Pierre Lalo; it is unlikely that such a 
dedication would have been added to a Barcarolle. The 
more interesting formal feature of the Eleventh Nocturne 
is its coda, which introduces an entirely new texture, 
and anticipates the gently oscillating harmonies of many 
of the late songs, evoking Faur~'s favourite image of the 
sea. The Twelfth Nocturne reinforces the point made 
earlier, that many of these works are best understood as 
centred on a note and not a key centre, since it hovers, 
both at the beginning and at the end, between E major and 
E minor. It is also unique among the piano works for its 
changes of tempo, frequently increasing the pace of the 
music; in particular, from bar 70 onwards the pulse 
qUickens continuously, in what is surely one of Faur~'s 
most impressionistic works, fusing at the same time the 
notion of Barcarolle and that of Nocturne, the imagery of 
night and that of flowing water. Though far from being 
through-composed, with a substantial repeat of the opening 
material between bars 43 and 60, the flexibility of 
rhythm within the fixed time-signature allied to the 
Debussian accelerandos creates a swirling, disturbed 
nocturnal vision. 
The final Nocturne, op.119,of 1921 is formally simpler 
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than many preceding Nocturnes, just as the Piano 
Trio and String Quartet return to formal simplicity. 
Its structure is the tripartite form of the early 
Nocturnes, with a full close in the tonic at the end 
of the first section and contrasting central episode. 
This rather detached description tells us little about 
the work, however: its expressive range is vast, and the 
youthful vigour of the central section is astonishing 
in view of Faure's age and his poor state of health. 
This central section also contains his favourite device, 
found in the tantai~i~ op.lll, of introducing first-section 
themes into the argument. The recapitulation is subtly 
prepared, with the upper melody insisting on the two 
notes of the opening theme: 
Faure Thirteenth Nocturne op.119 (1921); bar 123. 
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Of Faure's other piano works, the most significant are 
the Preludes op.103. Their variety is an answer to 
the criticism that Faure relies too heavily on a small 
set of techniques and textures, and they contain the 
essence of his piano writing. 
The First is a Nocturne in miniature, the Second an 
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astonishing maio p~~p~iuo, the Third contains essential 
elements of the Barcarolle, nos. 4 and 8 are in the pseudo~ 
antique style of ~a~qu~~ ~i B~~gama~qu~~, the Fifth is 
a concentrated Impromptu, and the Sixth is a gentle feat 
of contrapuntal mastery. The Seventh has no distinct 
melodic theme, and is a concentrated harmonic journey 
entirely characteristic of Faure's late style. The 
series is completed by an enigmatic Prelude based on E, 
with modal influence prevalent in the melodi~ lines. Taken 
as a group, these Preludes rank with those of Chopin or 
of De~ussy as the distilled essence of the composer's 
art; it is fascinating to speculate upon the future which 
these, and Faure's entire piano output, might have had if 
Alfred Cortot, faithful in words to what he referred to as 
"l'une des plus parfaites productions dont puisse 
s'enorgueillir la musique francaise,,26, had also been 
~ 
faithful in-deed, and championed Faure's music on the 
concert platform. 
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,The Songs 
The most important aspect of the art-song is not the 
purely musical organisation of material, but the 
relationship between the text and the musical response. 
A composer reveals, in his attitude to the 
interpretation of a poem, and indeed in the very choice 
of poem, fundamental aesthetic ideals. It is by the 
study of their songs that we can most clearly differentiate 
Faure and Debussy, for example, especially since they 
have six Verlaine settings in common. Debussy the 
sensualist, the innovator, who reacts directly and 
hypersensitively to each word of the text, indeed almost 
to each syllable, produces immediate, accessible master-
pieces in which the freshness of inspiration is breathtaking. 
The opening bars of his en Sou~din~ illustrate that 
fundamental attitude; in comparison with Faure's almost 
impersonal opening, there are no secrets hidden in this 
completely honest and direct music: 
Debussy En Sourdine (1892); opening. 
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Faure, on the other hand, is more secretive in his 
approach, always careful to avoid what he considered 
display for its own sake. His criticisms of Debussy!s 
music may have been connected with this element of 
difference in their characters and artistic ideals, and he 
referred somewhat pejoratively to the "clairs-obscurs" of 
Debussy in a letter to his wife, in which he writes. of 
his fears for P~6~eth~e, and expresses his sense of 
bitterness at the success of Debussy and others at his 
own expense. 27 
Whatever his feelings regarding personal success, Faure 
remained artistically true to himself. His own approach 
to the setting of a text seeks to provide not a reaction so 
mllch as a t~an~lation of its meaning into a musical medium; 
this becomes the piano accompaniment, and the vocal line 
allows the words of the poem to express themselves, rather 
than attempting strongly to interpret their sense 
melodically. It is a highly rational approach, dealing 
not so much with sensations as with sentiment, with the 
experience of emotion rather than with pure emotion itself, 
distancing us from immediate events. It might almost be 
said that, if Debussy!s music is in the !present tense!, 
Faure's-inhabits the realms of the !imperfect tense!; 
Vladimir Jankelevitch mentions this !double-remove!, 
defining a significant point of difference between the 
two composers: 
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"l'~v~nement physique est une premi~re fois 
transpos~ dans la sensation, et une deuxi~me 
fois d~cor'por~is~ dans l' ~motion immat~rielle 
qu'on ~prouve a propos de la sensation; la 
vision faur~enne n'est donc pas uft~a-~~n~i~f~, 
comme celIe de Debussy, mais plutot ~up~a-~~n~i~f~: 
ce n'est pas une microscopie ni une vision 
suraigue, mais c'est une lecture dans l'imperceptible 
et Ie surnaturel".28 
For Debussy, the vocal line is a more active expressive 
element, although in his later songs, especially those 
following P~ff~a~ ~t ~~fi~and~, he began to allow the text 
a more crucial role; his solution, again different from 
that of Faur~, was to suppress the purely musical element, 
and to strive for the intonations and rhythms of speech 
itself, notably in the 7~oi~ Chan~on~ d~ Bifiti~, at' 
the end of La Tfut~ d~ Pan 29 : 
Debussy La Flute de Pan (1897); ending. 
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Faur~'s early compositional approach was of course far 
from achieving the degree of intensity described above. 
The strophic form of most of his early songs, and their 
relative simplicity of harmonic and melodic invention, 
place them among the least effective of his early 
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compositions, although we may distinguish in them 
themes which were to recur throughout his life. 
Strophic form began to disappear in the late 1870's, 
to be replaced gradually by a ternary structure in 
songs such as NLll, LL VoyagLu~ and AutomnL (all of 
1878), and for some years both forms occur, with Chan~on 
d'amou~ (1882) essentially strophic, and AU~O~L (1884) 
essentially ternary. More than in matters of oVBrall 
form, the early songs. set patterns of texture which are 
prototypes for future development: LL SLC~Lt (1880-81), 
with its measured tread of slow block chords, is the 
first of a series which includes Au CimLti~~L (1888), 
P~i~on (1894), LL Pa~tum imp~~i~~ailL (1897), P~ima VL~ia 
(1906), Danh la Nymph~L (1914) and DianL, S~l~nL (1921); 
the arpeggios of RLncont~L of 1878, where the melody is 
deftly incorporated into the piano texture, recur in 
NLll (1878?), La r~L aux chanhon~ (1882), N'e~t-cL pa~ ? 
(1893), Soi~ (1894), L'AuiL ilanchL (1908), Ii m'L~t ChL~, 
Amou~, lL iandLau (1914) and La ~L~ L~t intiniL (1921). 
There are many other examples of this nature which show 
the familial nature of the songs, and it is an important 
feature of his approach to song ~omposition that we can 
generally trace the parentage of one of his later 
compositions back to a much earlier, simpler origin. 
Strophic and ternary forms begin to give way, in the late 
1880's, to through-composed works, in songs such as 
SplLLn (1888) and La RO~L (1889-90 ?), but often a hint 
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of ternary-form remains, in short reprises of opening 
material. Repeats of this nature are seldom sla~ish, 
and a high "degree of subtlety is reached, for example 
in En Sou~din~ (1891), where the opening material 
reappears at bar 33ff; there are slight alterations in 
the melodic line, and changed dynamics, but the harmonic 
argument is surprisingly similar, given that the poetic 
context is so different and that the music sounds so 
completely appropriate to each poetic line: 
Faure En Sourdine op.58 no.2 (1891); bar 2~ 
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'We see similar repeats in Soi~ (1894), Dan~ ~a to~~i 
de ~epiemR~e and Accompagnemeni (both of 1902), P~ima 
Ve~Ra (1906) and Cygne ~U~ ~'eau (1919), although for the 
most part, from La Bonne Chan~on onwards, songs are 
through-composed, with unity deriving from the texture 
of the piano part, which is generally consistent throughout. 
Just as important as the external form of the songs is 
what might be referrpd to as their 'infrastructure', the 
harmonic journey which underlies the mature and late songs 
in particular. A detailed description of the harmonic 
may serve to illustrate the importance of the movement of 
harmony as a central formal element. The song is set 
out below, with the harmonies reduced from their oscillating 
broken chords: 
Faure Veilles-tu, ma senteur de soleil .•• 
op.95 no.7 (1910) 
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This song is remarkable for its insistence on the major 
7th chord, which occurs in 26 of the 63 bars, and in five 
cases (in bars 21, 25, 27, 45, and 47) the chord is followed 
by another maj or 7th ,..;i th root a perfect 5th higher; 
such is the pervasiveness of the sound that it is hard not 
to see i.t as a translation of the "doux parfum de miel" 
of the poem. Incidentally the sequential nature of the 
piano part of bars 21-24, in which the second pair of 
bars is an exact transposition of the first pair, with 
the exception of three notes (bars 25-28 also being sequential), 
strongly suggests a misprint of the A~ s on the second 
beat of bar 23; B~ s would seem more likely, adding a 
sixth case where the major 7th chord occurs twice in 
succession. Close examination of the manuscript would 
probably settle the matter, although I suspect that, even 
if A:If s do appear in the autograph, this would be the 
result of a rare slip of the pen, given Faure's 
methodical approach to the use of sequence. 30 
Tonally, the song remains close to D major for the first 
10 bars, returning twice to D major 7th from an ambiguous 
~ugmented chord (bars 5-6 and 8-9) as if to underline the 
evasive presence of the perfume. With the second stanza 
of the poem, the journey away from the key centre of D 
begins, and the music moves through the region of C major, 
which, by means of an augmented chord in bar 23, is 
altered towards the dominant of A; by a favourite progression, 
this dominant chord is followed, not by A major, but by F 
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(with added major 7th), and a series of sequences, 
disguised by melodic variety in the vocal line, carries 
the music towards a point of emphasis, with Dp at its 
centre, the furthest point from the tonic of the song, 
although, by enharmony, it comes once again close to the 
home key. The notion of modulation has given way, in 
songs such as these, to a process of transition where 
allusion and implication playa large part, and enharmony 
is the inevitable agent in the process. A climax at 
bar 40 occurs on a harmonic implication, recalling Faure's 
practice in many works, for example the first movement 
of the First Piano Quintet, where the climax of the movement 
occurs on a strongly dissonant chord. The harmonic 
movement of the song creates an arch-like form, with the 
furthest point (Dp ) in the centre, then passing through 
F major to return to D only at the end; F major and D major 
are relatively close relations for Faure, due to the 
connection between F and D Dorian, which is strongly 
suggested in bars 12-16. Many of the mature and late 
songs follow this type of elliptical path, in which the 
texture of the piano part seldom alters, and points of 
emphasis are reached at the end of long phrases which 
gradually accumulate momentum and tension. 
Faure's choice of poets reveals a distinct preference 
for the Parnassian School. Setting aside his earliest 
songs to poems by Hugo, we may observe a succession of 
settings by poets who subscribed to the Parnassian ideal 
of "L'art pour l'art
"
, and whose close links with 
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classical antiquity in general, and with Hellenism 
in particular, echo themes which were close to thDse 
of Faure. Theophile Gautier, first of the poets to 
break with the Romantic School of Hugo, is often 
regarded as the real instigator of the principles of 
the Parnassians, and is referred to by Maurice Souriau 
in his Hi.. .. 6ioi..ll..~ du Pa/l.na))))~ as "le veritable ancetre du 
Parnasse" 31 ; his attention to the technique of poetry, 
and to the quasi-immobility of formal perfection, 
typified in his cmaux ei Cam~~)), set him apart from 
the Romantics and earned him considerable respect;. 
Baudelaire's dedication of L~)) Tgeu/l.)) du mag of 1857 is 
to Gautier: "Au po~te impeccable". Gautier inspired 
four early Faure settings, L~)) ~ai~goi)) op.2 no.2 (c1865), 
S~ug~~ op.] no.l (1871), Lamenio op.4 no.l (1872?) and 
7/1.i..))t~g op.6 no.2 (c187]), and established the nature 
of the poetic inspiration which Faure would seek henceforth. 
Following Gautier, settings by Sully-Prudhomme, Charles 
Grandmougin (who figured in the third Pa/l.na))))e 
coniemp0/l.ain of 1876), Leconte de Lisle and Villiers de 
l'Isle-Adam attest the fact that Faure had found a parallel 
to his musical personality in the marriage of technical 
mastery and impersonal beauty which was a central 
Parnassian ideal. Armand Silvestre, generally regarded 
as too sensual a poet to be intimately linked with the 
Parnassians, but who figured in the second Pa/l.na))))e 
coniemp0/l.ai..n of 1869, also inspired early settings, among 
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them L~ Voyag~u~ op.18 no.2 (1878?) and L~ S~c~~i 
op.23 no.3 (;880-81), as well as the two later songs 
of 1904, L~ Plu~ Doux Ch~min op.87 no.l and L~ Ra~ie~_ 
op.87 no.2. Catulle Mendes, highly regarded for his 
formal mastery (flon sent chez lui la connaissance parfaite 
de tous les secrets de son metierfl 32) was set twice by 
Faure in 1902, in Dan~ la to~~i d~ ~~pi~m~~~ op.85 no.l 
and La Tl~u~ qui va ~u~ l'eau op.85 no.2. It is 
interesting that the Verlaine who inspired Faure in 
La Bonn~ Chan~on was not the decadent Verlaine, but the 
pure, honest poet (or attempting to be such) seeking 
respectability and security in marriage. 33 Verlaine's 
initial acceptance by the Parnassians (he even wore a 
monocle in the manner of Leconte de Lisle) faded with 
their realisation of his bohemian nature, and he was 
finally rejected; his L'A~i po1iiqu~ of 1874 may be seen 
as an attack on the ideals of Leconte de Lisle and his 
disciples. 
If, artistically, Faure has certain similarities with 
the poet for whom "L'Indecis au Precis se joint" 34, -his 
fundamental ideals are closer to those of Leconte de Lisle. 
The preface to Leconte de Lisle's Po~m~~ aniiqu~~ of 1852 
contains the reaction to Romanticism which is the essence 
of the Parnassian School, and these views are further 
expressed in the Avani-P~opo~ to a series of articles 
on contemporary poetry undertaken for L~ Nain Jaune 
in 1864, in which the following words may be read, 
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affirming the doctrine of'l'art pour l'art': 
"le mondedu Beau, unique domaine de l'Art, 
est en soi un infini sans contact possible-
avec toute autre conception. Le Beau n'est 
pas le serviteur du Vrai, car il contient 
la verit~ ..•. Il est Ie sommet commvn auquel 
abo uti s s en t 1 e s v 0 i e s del' e s p r it" 3 5 
Perfection of craftsmanship is also mentioned often in 
connection with Leconte de Lisle; the work of art must 
be "d'une facture parfaite sans laquelle il n'y a 
rien".36 Edmond Eggli, in his introduction to the 
volume of selected poems in which the above quotations 
37 -
may be found, lists other facets of Leconte de Lisle's 
outlook which show similarities with Faur~: his profound 
sympathy for the hum~n condition, the fact that he was often 
reproached for his impassivity (a criticism often levelled 
at Faur~'s music) and, importantly, the ability to 
achieve great fluidity of expression within a rigorous 
and disciplined framework: 
"11 ne possede pas l'imagination luxuriante de 
Victor Hugo et sa prodigieuse virtuosit~ verbale 
et rythmique; mais, avec des images moins 
abondantes et moins originales, avec des combinaisons 
m~triques et des coupesmoins vari~s il obtient 
par la concision, par le pl~nitude et l'harmonie 
du vers, des effets aussi pUissants,,38 
Eggli and other commentators mention the indefinable charm 
of certain works, and the following quotation is remarkable 
for its similarity to many descriptions of Faur~'s 
techniques: 
"Bois chers aux ramiers, pleurez, doux feuillages, 
Et toi, source vive, et vous, frais sentiers; 
Pleurez, 0 bruyeres sauvages, 
Buissons de houx et d'eglantiers. 
Leconte de Lisle, Po~m~~ aniiqu~~, p.29l 
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.•... l'oreille compare les deux vers de huit 
pieds non pas aux deux decasyllabes, mais a 
cette espece de quatrain en vers de cinq pieds, 
et elle reste charm~e par cette dissymetrie. 
L'oeuvre de Leconte de Lisle est pleine de ces 
beaut~s qui livrent leur secret a quiconque 
aime a s'hypnotiser devant la po~sie toujours 
un peu myst~rieuse. Avec Ie Maitre on n'a pas 
a craindre de perdre sa peine, tant ses vers 
" 't ' sont charges de pensee, tant la forme a e e
faconnse par un e miiin sure et exigean te II • 39 
This somewhat lengthy passage is quoted in full since it 
exhibits so many points of similarity between Leconte de 
Lisle's art and that of Faur~: mysterious and slow to 
give up its secrets, charmed, and fashioned by a consummate 
craftsman. Differences in personality between the two 
men were many, it should be noted: Faur~ the 'mondain' 
opposes Leconte de Lisle who shunned worldly pleasures, 
for example, and in Faur~ the stoic acceptance of the 
human condition leads to a compromise between the desire 
to "d~passer la r~alit~"4D and to give in to worldly 
desire ("Je suis de ceux dont les d~sirs Bont sur la 
terre" 41) • Leconte de Lisle remains ultimately 
pessimistic, Faur~ optimistic; both sought in their art 
to rise above reality, but Faure remained practical in 
day-to-day matters such as earning money or indulging 
in affairs with rich ladies, whereas Leconte de Lisle 
always had difficulty in accepting social and economic 
pressures. 
Nevertheless, their artistic tenets were remarkably 
similar. Music is generally slower to react to changing 
artistic trends than the other arts, and it is not 
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unreasonable to regard Faure as the most eloquent 
musical exponent of the art of the Parnassians, at 
a time when their influence had faded. 
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Conclusion 
"il est assez peu faureen d'ecrire un livre sur i"aure" 
writes Vladimir Jankelevitch, 1 in his 364-page Tall~z 
One of his main points is that the 
music is its own justification, and that the most 
effective way to define it is by the singular method 
of juxtaposing, within the same paradoxical statement, 
contrary descriptions: "la rigeur evasive .... l'omnipresence 
omnia bsen te. .. partou t - null e part. 112 Hha t give s ?aure 
this paradoxical nature, how may we explain it, what can 
we deduce from description of his music techniques? It 
has been seen that great emphasis is placed upon 
equivoc~ of harmony, rhythm and melody within a tightly-
controlled frame of reference. These factors undoubtedly 
contribute, and the amalgam of modality and tonality is 
another central element: two systems, o.ne based upon 
melody, the other depending largely on harmony, are fused 
into one personal language. Another potent source is in 
the themes which Faure choses again and again in his songs, 
which themselves become metaphors for his music: eau, 
reve, parfum, fleur, jardin, horizon. From his earliest 
compositions these fugitive characters people the texts 
of the songs, providing a Proust-like tissue of memory, 
and explaining, incidentally, his uneven choice of poets: 
even in poetry of secondary quality, he is attracted by 
the presence of these symbols. 
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Au bord du clair ruisseau croit la fleur solitaire 
Dont la corolle brille au milieu des roseaux 
Passive, elle s'incline, et son ombre legere 
Se berce mollement sur la moire des eaux. 
o flaur, 0 doux parfum, lui dit Ie flot qUi passe 
Ames tendres accents ta tristesse repond 
A mon suave elan vie~s marier ta grace 
Laisse - moi t'entrainer vers l'Ocean profond 
Mais il l'entoure en vain de sa douce caresse 
Cette flottante image aux incertains contours 
Se derobe au baiser humide qui l'oppresse 
Et Ie flot eplore tristement suit son cours 
Encapsulated in this anonymous poem, which Faure set in 
1881 3 , are many of these symbols. They are symbols of 
movement, of uncertainty, of the transitory nature of 
life, of intangible qualities. Perhaps the most potent 
of these is the symbol of water, of flowing, which becomes 
a metaphor for the indivisibility of time: "Le vrai 
bergsonien •... n'est pas Debussy .... c'est Faure, musicien 
du flux temporel".-
This thesis has adopted a broadly discursive approach, as 
opposed to the categorical approach of Fran~oise Gervais 5 • 
The intention has been to show that Faure's musical 
language has its basis in allusion, and in the development 
of a more or less constant set of themes and processes, 
rather than to demonstrate the application 'of a method; 
an attempt has been made to draw from the music a series 
of observations which allow us to understand the composer's 
mind and aesthetic approach. The attractiveness of a 
conclusion which lists a set of firm compositional rules 
is tempting, but can lead, as I believe it has done on 
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occasion with Francoise Gervais, to anachronistic and 
. b 
dubious conclusions. . It would also tend to do less 
than justice to what I feel to be the essential elements 
of this music: elusiveness, the power to charm, to 
suggest rather than to state, to awaken the "D~sir des 
6 
choses inexistantes" of which the composer wrote. 
Would Faur~ himself, if asked to produce a 7echnique de 
mon langage mu~icai in the ~a~ner of Messiaen,7 have 
presented us with a detailed series of modes and rhythms, 
techniques and examples, which would serve as a method 
of composition? The question is fascinating, but it 
is perhaps best left unanswered; the ultimate fascination 
of his music is its secretiveness, its unwillingness to 
yield a method. The observations of this thesis thus 
have little otjeciive validity, and their basis is more 
aesthetic than strictly analytical. 
Much has been left unsaid: Faur~rs influence has not been 
discussed, although I suspect that it is greater than it 
is often considered to be, and greater awareness of the 
music of Dukas, Roger Ducasse, Piern~ and others would 
perhaps reveal a more considerable influence, stretching 
as far as the music of Delius, whose Third Violin Sonata 
contains more than a hint of Faur~ in its first movement. 
Similarly, early influences on the young composer have 
been mentioned only in passing, although he undoubtedly 
learned valuable lessons from Gounod, Saint-Saens and 
others in his formative years. The subject matter 
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of this thesis has been the music itself, and although 
opportunities have been taken to situate it wit~in its 
artistic and social context, my aim has been to study 
the music as an artistic event, with other considerations 
secondary; as mentioned previously8, this approach is 
well suited to Faure's music. The vi ew whi ch emer ge.s, 
and which has been held throughout the period of research, 
is that his music ranks in stature with that of any of 
his contemporaries, and is highly individual in many 
respects. 
Faure's prophecy of 1913, concerning his neglected piano 
works ("C'est pour dans vingt.ans leur tour !,,9) has 
proved to be rather conservative; nevertheless there 
can be no doubt that he is now becomin(7esta~:;lished, as 
o 
novelty becomes less important with the lengthening of 
historical perspective, as one of the great French 
musicians of his own, or of any other, time. 
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~\ppendix 
Faure's Compositional Processes 
Evidence from Sketches. and Autograph Manuscripts 
"A Paris, je me mettrai un peu chaque jour a 
te donner, pour les livrer aux tgammz~, toutes 
mes esquisses, tous mes brouillons, tout ce 
dont j e veux que /1..izn nz ~LL&'~i~iz af?/1..~~ moi" .1 
Thus Faure in his last letter to his wife. Although 
she was evidently faithful to his wishes, we still have 
evidence of rough work and sketching that casts a 
special light on his compositional processes. Two 
principal sources exist: sketches, on loose sheets or 
in notebooks; and manuscripts, mostly fair copies for 
the publisher, which contain scored-out passages of 
rough work, or alternative music rejected for various 
reasons, reasons which will be explored presently. The 
bulk of surviving sketches are housed in the Bibliotheque 
Nationale. They consist of six notebooks, fully dealt 
with by Robert Orledge 2 , one page of music paper3, 
covered on both sides with sketches (so far unidentified) 
and sketches for the String Quartet op.12l, found after 
Faure's death on the table in his bedroom: the sketches 
are mostly of the Finale, which is virtually intact, 
though in disarray~. In addition, there are many autograph 
manuscripts housed in the Bibliotheque Nationale, ranging 
from the earliest to the late works, which contain clues 
to the evasive Faure style. The manuscripts of the 
laniai~ie op.llls and of the Second Piano Quintet op.115~ 
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are particularly useful in this regard, and although 
Robert Orledge.has dealt with some of the fascinating 
alterations in the Taniai~ia7, there remain several 
points to be discussed. 
Five major compositions occupy the bulk of this a?pendix, 
and these will be discussed in chronological order. They 
are the Second Piano Quartet op.45 (1885-6)8, La Bonne 
Chan~on op.61 (1892-4), the Taniai~ie op.lll (1918), the 
Second Piano Quintet op.115 (1919-1921) and the String 
Quartet op.121 (1923-4). I also insert, in their proper 
place in the chronology, a shorter discussion of three 
additional works, the Eighth Barcarolle op.96 (1908), the 
Tenth Nocturne op.99 (1908) and ~i~age~ op.113 (1919). 
The number of works noi discussed here attest to the fact 
that, after all, manuscripts were prepared for the publisher, 
and often show only minor alterations of detail, such as 
an enharmonic change, quickly re-thought (Third Barcarolle 
op.41, bar 17ff), a bar conceived in l~ time, altered to 
two bars of ~ time (Second Barcarolle op.41, bars 48-9), 
or a simple arpeggio figure, amplified on second thoughts, 
as in the Second Valse-Caprice op.38, bar 229ff. 9 
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Piano Quartet no.2 in G minor op.45 
The differences shown in the manuscript 10 (all examples 
I refer to were scored out by Faure) range from relatively 
unimportant details such as two versions of the piano 
demisemiquavers around letter A of the first movement 11 
to a sizeable tonal excursion at letter K of the same 
movement. 
Firstly, there is evidence that Faure made some minor 
alterations aimed at tightening the musical argument, 
perhaps in a late revision before submitting the work 
for publication. Three times he scores out one bar of 
music: at letter E of the first movement (the bar of 
letter E was originally written twice); in the second 
movement, where after the 8th bar before letter F he 
originally placed a bar similar to the 7th before F 
(Eb in the viola part with Cb major piano arpeggio); 
2 
and, again in the first movement, where a bar in 4 time, 
which prolonged the harmony of the 5th bar of letter F, 
is cut. In all these instances it is evidence of Faure's 
harmonic and rhythmic flexibility that no 'break' is 
experienced by the listener. Indeed this facet of his 
style surprised even Faure on occasion - as his remark 
, 
a propos of the First Piano Quintet shows: 
" ••... ce travail de refonte, d'equilibre et d' 
amelioration .••.• est tres duro Et maintenant 
quand je le lis et l'entends dans rna tete, il me 
semble qu'il a un air de spontaneite combien, 
combien trompeur!l!12 
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If the above examples are evidence of Faure's concern 
to maintain control over his forms, to leave no 'dead 
wood', we can also see that he knew exactly what material 
to leave in at this stage in his development. He 
originally crossed out the four bars which repeat the 
phrase at the 25th bar of letter K in the final movement 
(at the change of key). On second thoughts the cross 
which he marked through these four bars is carefully 
scraped away. No doubt the Faure of the String Quartet 
would have had no hesitation, and would have proceeded 
directly to the sequence, a semitone higher, which follows 
this passage; but Faure in the mid 1880s had not yet 
achieved such succinctness of expression, the 'Romantic' 
Faure is still very much to the fore, and so the repeat 
stands. As another small example, in the passage beginning 
at the 13th bar of L in the final movement Faure adds a 
bar of music to maintain balance: the 18th and 19th bars 
where C major is the harmony, were originally just one bar. 
Formally, an important change in the sequence of themes 
in the fourth movement must be noted. The new theme 
at letter C was originally introduced immediately after 
the 23rd bar of B, that is, very soon after the decisive 
chords at letter B itself (it was also an octave lower 
in pitch). The finished version, with some 22 intervening 
bars of music which lead beautifully on to the theme and 
highlight its melodic shape as the first version would 
have failed to do, reflects again Faure's concern for 
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balance and poise. 
Harmonically, the most interesting cut Faure made occurs 
in the first movement, at letter K. The first thought 
he had was for a passage, based on the second group theme 
(as it appears in its rhythmic transformation in the 
first violin part at the 18th bar of A), moving towards 
the sharp side of the tonic, G major: 
BN Cons Ms 9440 
Faure Second Piano Quartet op.45 (1885-6); 
First movement, at letter K 
(idea not used in the final work). 
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As we see, the music moves towards B major, before 
returning towards G, with a beautiful Lydian appoggiatura 
(bar 8 of the extract). Perhaps, so near the end of 
the movement, such an excursion came too close to up-
setting the music's tonal balance. In later years 
Faure would not hesitate to make such moves: the slow 
movement of the Piano Trio op.12l is the obvious example 
here, at the end of which F* major is reached by a long 
series of sequences, before relaxing to the tonic F major 
for the concluding bars of the movement. 
In concluding these remarks on the Second Piano Quartet, 
it is of interest to note that Faure originally intended 
a different ending to its first movement: 
BN Cons Ms 9440 
Faure 
. 1 ", . 
Second Piano Quartet op.45·(1885-6); 
First movement ending 
(idea not included in final work) . 
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Here the second version is plainly preferable - thematicaJ.ly 
derived and harmonically more subtle, with its 'majeur-
mixte' cadence (6th and 7th bars before the end) a pre-
echo of the cadence of line Sainte en ~on au~~ole. If 
the original version looks back to the Faure of the 
early works, its replacement certainly looks ahead to the 
harmonic boldness and innovation of La Bonne Chan~on. 
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La BcnnQ Chan~on op.61 
The Bibliotheque Nationale contains manuscripts of 
three songs from the nine of La BonnQ Chan~on13: 
the first, UnQ SaintQ Qn ~on au~~ogQ, the fourth, 
Seventeen months separate the 
composition of the first song (it is dated 17th 
September, 1892) and the last (February 1894); J'affai~ 
pa~ dQ~ chQmin~ PQ~tidQ~ was written in 1892. A new 
edition of Faure's songs is currently being prepared 
by Mimi S Daitz and Jean-Michel Nectoux; this extensive 
task is being carried out with meticulous attention to 
every detail, and the outcome is awaited with great 
interest, as it will doubtless clear up many misconceptions 
regarding the text and dating of Faure's songs. I 
confine my remarks to matters of harmony and general 
composition; and a comparison of the three manuscripts 
mentioned above with the currently available Hamelle 
edition provides valuable information regarding Faure's 
techniques. 14 
UnQ SaintQ Qn ~on au~~ofQ shows customary attention to 
detail, such as at bar 56 and 57, where Faure alters the 
bass line of the piano part, from 
to 
\. \ 
There are also more important alterations, the first of 
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which appears at bar 49ff. Originally Faure had 
written the following: 
BN M s 177 4 5 ( 1 ) 
Faure Une Sainte en son aureole op.61 no.l (1892); 
bar 49. 
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By a simple foreshortening Faure's alteration (Hamelle 
score, bar 49ff) renders the melodic line more intimate. 
We are of course in the realms of the composer's artistic 
choice, and were it ~ossible to ask Faure why he chose 
one version in preference to another, he would no doubt 
reply "C'est comme cela parce que ~a m'a plu ainsi"lS. 
Another similar example occurs at bar 68; Faure seems 
to have had second thoughts here, and after writing the 
passage which we now find in the Hamelle edition, added 
a second version omitting bar 68 (altering in the process 
the first note of bar 69, Gp becoming F~ ). But this is 
scored out, Faure evidently preferring his first thought. 
The final alteration in iln~ Saint~ ~n ~on au~~of~ occurs 
in the setting of the final lines of the poem: 
"Je vois, j' entends, toutes ces choses, 
Dans son nom Carlovingien". 
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Originally the setting of these words began one bar 
later, although the piano part remained as we now have 
it until bar 77, where Faure was obliged to add another 
bar of Ap harmony. The point of repose was evidently 
too long, coming as it does so near the end of the song, 
and the solution which Faure finds (Hamelle score, bars 
71-77) shows great economy of means and flexibility in 
the relationship between piano and voice. 
J'allai~ pa~ dz~ chzmin~ pz~tidz~ (op.61 no.4) is 
fascinating in that alterations made by Faure seem to 
be neglected in the Hamelle edition. Either the 
manuscript in the Bibliotheque Nationale must have been 
revised at a later date, or else the music appears 
differently in different editions. The Daitz/Nectoux 
study will doubteless elucidate all matters of this kind. 
For present purposes, three points of interest arise from 
the manuscript. Firstly, Faure's original thought at 
bar 47 was to continue the music for two bars, not one as 
in the Hamelle edition, before the key change. The two 
bars he wrote are closely linked to the final bars of 
La LunL 'lanchz (op.61 no.3, bars 38-46), the previous 
song in the cycle which dates from July 1893. several 
months after J'allai~ pa~ dz~ chzmin~ pz~tidz~. It is 
obvious that thematic considerations were paramount in 
Faure's mind: 
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BN M s 1 7 745 (4 ) 
Faure J'allais par des chemins ~eriides, 
op.61 no.4 (1892); bar 46. 
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When Faure changed his mind, and decided to move to the 
change of key one bar earlier, he sketched the present 
bar 47, beneath the second bar of the above extract; 
and it must have been at this point that the E* is written 
beside the F~ in the voice part as we see above (bar two 
of the extract). 
The second, rather puzzling, point concerns bar 48ff, 
that is the music immediately following the above extract 
(in the manuscript). At first, Faure wrote them as we 
have them in the Hamelle score (except that the Bi in bar 
48 was originally down an octave); he then scored out 
bars 49 and 50, and introduced the melody on the last 
crotchet of bar 48. The reason why this cut does not 
take effect in the Hamelle edition is one of the points 
A 
t
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which we must wait for the Daitz/Nectoux study to 
explain. Another such question concerns the end of the 
song, at the words "dans la joie".· Here the melody 
line, as corrected by Faure, differs from the published 
version, although the bar he scored out indicates that 
his mind was working along the lines of the present 
published version. Here is his final, altered, phrase: 
BN M s 17745 (4) 
Faure J'allais par des chemins perfides 
op.61 no.4 (1892); bar 57. 
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Perhaps the melodic line was too difficult for many 
singers, and necessitated a later revision. A 
similar case has been discovered in La Ro~z op.51 no.4, 
by Mimi Daitz!6 
Faure 
411! ... -::--. 1. 
l,,- f.I4.-'" . 
La Rose op.51 no.4 (1889-90 ?); bar 46; 
version found by Prof. Mimi.S Daitz in 
several editions before 1908. 
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There is only one alteration ~n Faure's setting of 
L'Hiv~~ a c~~~e (op.6l no.9) which sheds light on Faure's 
compositional thinking, but it is a revealing one. It 
concerns bars 43-46. Faure's original conception of 
this section shows radical differences from the currently 
available Hamelle edition: 
BN M s 17745 (9) 
Faure L'Hiver a cesse op.6l ho.9 (1894); bar 43. , 
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In his revised version, Faure alters the words from "et 
toutes les saisons me seront charmantes" to "et chaque 
saison me sera charmante", an alternative eminently more 
suited to the voice, substituting open 'a' vowels for 
closed vowels in two places. The melodic line is broadened 
at the word "l'hiver" by two beats, thus giving the phrase 
which ends here a more pointed meaning. 
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Harmonically the passage is of great interest. Why 
did Faure reject the original music? It seems likely 
that he did so for reasons concerning tonal direction, 
since the two passages are virtually identical except for 
their tonal centres. The original direction would have 
brought. the music to a point one semitone below the final 
version, and assuming Faure's line of thought to have been 
the same in the following bars, this would bring the music 
to D major at bar 49 - an important structural point in 
the song, leading as it does to the song's (and therefore 
the whole cycle's) coda in BP only ten bars later. As 
a ~i~uciu~ae relationship, this was possibly too remote 
for the Faure of the early 1890s, and the alteration brings 
the music to Eb at bar 49. 17 We often find in Faure's 
works transitional passages of great tonal fluidity, 
but the main structural points are often to be found 
within sight of the home key. 
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Tenth Nocturne op.99 
There is one very revealing alteration in this piece, 
which was composed in November 1908. Originally, one 
bar after the key change at bar 50, Faure had placed six 
bars of music conceived in the same terms thematically 
and texturally as the published version, but which take 
a very different route, from the same starting point: 
BN Ms 17760 
Faure Tenth Nocturne op.99 (1908); following bar 50. 
From a comparison of th~ first three bars of this 
extract with bars 51-53 of the published work (quoted 
below), it is evident that Faure had been working with 
the process of treating a melody in two different 
harmonic contexts, incorporating, as often, enharmony; 
in this case the melody of the sketch leads flatwards 
where the published version leads sharpwards and 
sharpwards wnere the published version moves flatwards: 
321. 
Faure Tenth Nocturne op.99 (1908); bar 51. 
Why the bars· of the sketch were omitted is hard to 
explain; they offer a negative image of the bars 
which follow them. Most of Faure's omissions are 
aimed at an increase in density in the musical 
argument, and this is certainly the case here; it 
is also possible that the harshness of the dissonances 
in the sketch, logical though they a~e, was of too 
high a degree. 
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lantai~ie op.lll for piano and. orchestra 
Robert Orledge 1S has already pointed out several 
features of this work where original and published score 
differ, thus throwing light on Faure's compositional 
procedures. There are however several additional passages 
of interest, which serve to illustrate the flexibility of 
musical thought which Faure had achieved by the end of 
his life (the lantai~le, dates from 1918). There are 
t~ree main points: 
1. Bar 49ff (9 bars after fig.3, page 5 bar lOff of ms.) 
Originally Faure wrote bar 49 followed by what is now bar 
51, thus hastening the return to the main theme at fig.4. 
He must have considered that the approach was too rushed, 
however, and the return to the theme is finally broadened 
by one bar. What was originally in Faure's mind, then, 
was this: 
BN Ms 17753 
Faure Fantaisie op.lll (1918); bar 49 (original version, 
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With the extra bar added: 
BN Ms 17753 
Faure Fantaisie op.lll (1918); bar 49 (final version) 
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Faure's technique accommodates the extra bar of music 
with ease; it is no me~e "fill-in", but beautifully 
and delicately wrought, enhancing rather than hindering 
the music's flow. The ubiquitous chromatically falling 
bass line is present, and the harmonically ambiguous 
half-diminished seventh also plays a part in achieving 
the 'transplant'. 
2. Bar 84ff (5 bars after fig.6, page 10 bar 3ff of ms.) 
Originally Faure's melodic line is less gracefully shaped, 
and in the end he chooses to avoid a course which would 
lead_him harmonically into the region of C~ major. The 
manuscript appears as follows, with the middle bars scored 
out in typical Faure criss-crosses: 
BN Ms 17753 
Faure Fantaisie op.lll (1918); bar 84. 
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3. The sketch on the reverse of page 11 -of the manuscript 
is of considerable interest. It concerns the passage, 
some 9 bars long, from fig. 6 onwards in the published 
version (pages 9 and 10 of the manuscript). Two 
themes are involved in both versions, and it is the 
order in which they occur, together with the underlying 
harmonic argument, that is of interest. The two themes 
are the angular, spiky theme from the very opening of the 
work, which I shall refer to as (A) (here quoted from 
bar 80ff of the published score) and the lyrical theme 
which is first heard at fig.2 of the published score, 
which I shall call (B) (and which is in fact the previous 
example) : 
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Faure Fantaisie op.lll (1918); bar 80. 
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For the first two bars of music at fig.6 itself there 
is only one version: the music (using (A) is firmly in 
G major for the first bar, moving in bar 81 towards F, 
with typically strong Lydian mode influence. A possible 
Faurean process would be to continue with a sequence, 
thus moving from F to Ep , and indeed this seems to have 
been in Faure's mind originally, since the sketch on the 
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verso of page 11 begins with bar 81 written in F moving 
to E (the absence of bar 80 
standable as a shorthand). 
as follows: 
BN Ms 17753 
transposed is under-
The sketch then proceeds 
Faure Fantaisie op.lll (1918); bar 83. 19 
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The published version:. 
Faure Fantaisie op.lll (1918); bar 82 ff. 
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Several pOints of interest arise from the comparison. 
Firstiy, it is striking to see Faure using his themes in 
such a classical fashion. One is immediately reminded 
of Mozart manipulating at will the order of his themes in, 
for example, the C minor Piano Concerto (K.491, first 
movement). Secondly, it is surely considerations of 
balance which governed the solution Faure eventually 
adopted, leading to the sequence of themes A B A B instead 
of A A B B (sketch). The sequence A A would have been 
rather less subtle than his sequences usually are; often 
he manages to blend units of a sequence in such a way as 
to render its presence almost imperceptible - art 
concealing art. This practice goes back to Faurers 
earliest works - see for example the First Piano Quartet 
of the late 1870s, in bars 73-87 of the first movement. 
And finally, the sequence B B, eight bars long, would 
perhaps outweigh the four bars of A A. This sketch 
provides a fascinating glimpse of the craftsmanship which 
is so much a feature of Faurers style. 
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d/'./wqE..6 op.113 
The letters Faure wrote to his wife in 1919 a propos 
of ~i~aqE..620 reflect the calm which he was experiencing 
in two senses: physical calm he was working in 
Annecy-le-Vieux, one of his favourite restful locations; 
and artistic calm: with most of Faure's small-scale 
compositions written after 1912, we can sense that the 
achievement of P1n1gopE. ( completed in that year) had 
given him 
afforded. 
a perspective on his music not previously 
Of the four songs which comprise ~i~aqE..6, 
the two central songs, RE.tgE.i.6 dan.6 g'E.au and )a~din 
nociu~nE. show very few alterations from their published 
versions. For Dan.6E.u.6E., the fourth, Faure originally 
envisaged a shorter ending (the 7th bar from the end was 
not present), but it is otherwise substantially as published. 
In CYqnE., numerous scrapings-out show that Faure made 
alterations in details of arpeggios and chord spacing, but 
very seldom altered the bass line. One tiny alteration 
which he made following bar 38 gives us a chance to see 
just how flexible his use of harmonic rhythm had become 
by this time. The original was as follows, thus balancing 
melodically the previous phrase, which also ended on 
a long note: 
328. 
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Faure Cygne sur l'eau op.113 no.l (1919); bar 39. 
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In the revised version it is the word "lent" which comes 
on the first beat of the bar, but the underlying harmonies 
are virtually identical: obviously the bar line as such 
has no meaning-here for Faure beyond its usefulness as a 
point of reference. And where Faure shortens the melodic 
line at "destins", it is a simple matter for his harmonic 
movement, which especially in the last songs tends to change 
by internal part movement of tones and semitones, to quicken 
its pace imperceptibly in order to arrive at the same 
point as the melody, as the following harmonic sketch 
shows: 
(+~ ,,<.r).~ '> 
ti"l$j _ _ _ k,J. c/L))- t;." i h.~C 
Extreme economy of means characterises this music, 
as all Faure's mQfodi~~ from this point onwards. 
T 
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Piano Quintet no.2 in C minor op.115 
The sketches in the Bibli~theque Nationale 21 are 
mostly of the last movement of the Quintet. In all there 
are thirteen sides of folio devoted to the last movement, 
with Faure's bar numberings at the foot of each page; 
this compares with three pages for the first movement, 
three for the second, and one page only for the final bars 
of the slow movement. In general, there are few differences 
between the manuscript and the Durand edition of the last 
movement. The most important concerns a preliminary 
working of the coda: Faure's initial idea, quite 
elementary in conception, and later discarded, appears on 
the verso of page 13 of the manuscript. There is one 
rather interesting puzzle, however, regarding the numbering 
of bars in this movement. The number of bars to a page 
of manuscript, depending on the texture of the music, is 
between 20 and 35. Pages 10 and 16 are missing from an 
otherwise uninterrupted series of pages from 3 to 17. The 
discrepancy of bars between pages 15 and 17 is 21 bars: no 
apparent problem. But the discrepancy between pages 9 and 
11 is 55 bars - suggesting not one but two missing pages. 
Could extra music havg been planned originally? Or did 
Faure simply miscount his pages ?22 
The most interesting page of manuscript from the 
compositional viewpoint concerns the Scherzo, and it sheds 
fascinating light on Faure's compositional processes. 
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The page in question is the verso of page 6 of the 
manuscript and it shows three attempts to work out a 
sequence from the Scherzo, which appears in the finished 
work as the four bars before fig.ll of the Durand 
edition. At the first attempt Faure tries to work the 
sequence downwards, as the following example shows 
(here only the cello and violin parts are reproduced, 
although the other parts are also in the sketch):23 
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Second Piano Quintet op.115 (1919-1921); 
Scherzo, 4 bars before fig.ll • 
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Faure changed his mind, however, in favour ·6f intensifying 
rather than relaxing the music at this point, and after 
another attempt to work downwards (the first violin part 
only is sketched this time), he turns his attention to 
an upward sequence, proceeding from the same starting 
point. At the same time he subtly adjusts the rhythm 
of the f~rst violin and viola parts to add to the music's 
momentum: 
, 
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Second Piano Quintet op.115 (1919-21); 
Scherzo; 4 bars before fig.li 
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The two central bars of this extract were crossed out 
~ a, 
~ . 
II. J 
by Faure, the enharmonic change to sharps further evidence 
of his desire not to slacken the pace. Following this 
extract, the next four bars are sketched on the two piano· 
staves; they show that Faure did intend a climax following 
this sequenee, albeit a secondary one. 
One more point may be taken from the Quintet, from the 
first movement this time, to show that questions of balance 
were always in Faure's mind. The striking angular theme 
in C minor at bar 36 was originally in three-bar phrases, 
not in four-bar phrases as it finally appears. The sketch 
shows the crosses marked by Faure at the point where 
further bars were to be inserted, although he presumably 
did not add the extra bars until he came to make his fair 
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copy of the work: 
BN Ms 17773 
Faure Second Piano Quintet op.115 (1919-21); 
1st movement, bar 36. 
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String Quartet op .121 2 1+ 
"C'est ce soir qu'on entendra ~our la premiere 
fois ..... ce chef d'oeuvre". 5 
Thus Robert Brussel on the 12th of June 1925: 
judgement on the String Quartet had already been passed. 
After the performance, critical opinion was undivided in 
its praise; Louis Vuillemin, always a perceptive judge 
of his teacher's music, wrote "Faure renouvelle Faure ..... 
Il double, a la veille de ne plus etre, Ie novateur 
qu'il a ete".26 Of course, the non-musical factors 
surrounding the first performance of the String Quartet 
are important: coming from the composer's death-bed, 
so to speak, the work took on an almost mystical 
significance, the importance of a testament. So much 
so that Durand decided to publish a facsimile of Faure's 
fair copy (which contained a number of scorings-out and 
corrections) as well as the printed edition. The fact 
that Roger Ducasse prepared the work for publication has 
been well-documented 27 , but his amendments and additions 
themselves have been rather less well studied, and it may 
be of value to review them here. 
As early as the very month of the Quartet's premiere, 
the score having already been produced both in printed 
score and facsimile, Eugene Cools, one-time pupil of 
Faure, was attacking the liberties taken with Faure's 
score, and even questioning its publication: 
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"Cette intervention ~tait n~cessaire puisqu'on 
voulait livrer la derniere oeuvre de Faur~ a 
la publicite. Devait-on'le faire? puisque 
Faur~ laissait un manuscrit encore humide et 
a~quel manquait de nombreuse~ indications ?"28 
Cools goes on to point out two important bowing 
differences in the two opening motifs of the first 
movement, and concludes: "En presentant une ~dition 
commerciale "arrang~e", je crois que les ~diteurs n'ont 
pas r~solu Ie probieme comme.nous l'aurions aim~ .. "29 
The problem is larger than the two examples, referred to 
above, would seem to indicate; in fact Faur~ marked 
bowing and dynamics carefully and thoroughly in all four 
parts for the first sixty bars of the first movement, 
as far as the cadence in B minor at figure 3. Below 
is a summary of the main points of difference, in these 
bars, between Faure's own markings and those of Roger 
Ducasse: 
1. Bar 1 (quoted by Cools) 
, 
FAURE ROGER DUCASSE 
f 0 
2.' Bar 5 (quoted by Cools) 
, 
FAURE ROGER DUCASSE 
335. 
3. Bar 19 
,. 
FAURE ROGER DUCASSE 
--" -
In addition, Roger Ducasse adds numerous phrasing marks 
which a glance at Faur6's previous work, the Trio op.120, 
would have told him were untypical of the composer's style, 
although the sense of the music is not altered; for 
example: 
Bar 37 
,. 
FAURE ROGER DUCASSE 
These arB the main differences in bowing, but there are 
many others (there is even one point where Faure has scraped 
cut a slur which has been replaced by Roger Ducasse). The 
additions Roger Ducasse made to Faure's few dynamic markings 
seem to be, on the whole, well-placed. Here too, 
nevertheless, we may notice that Faure tended, in his late 
works, to make only infrequent use of the ~~ 
marking; and that marking, inserted by Roger 
Ducasse in many places, for example at bars 49-51, would, 
in my opinion, have been omitted· by Faure, and left to the 
taste of the players. 
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From this evidence, it would seem highly possible 
that Roger Ducasse, imagining Faure to have left no more 
than scant bowing and dynamic markings, made his additions 
without ascertaining precisely how much had already been 
done. We know, from Philippe Faure-Fremiet, that when 
Faure received Roger Ducasse briefly in the last days of 
his life, he was too weak to give any instructions at all: 
"Le dimanche 2 novembre il fut pris de douleurs 
atroces, de troubles de la memoire et d'irritations 
soudaines. Cependant il re9ut un moment Roger 
Ducasse, sans pouvoir meme l'entretenir du Quatuor: 
"Vous verrez, lui dit-il, vous ferez cela tras 
bi en .... " 3 0 
It must be said that Roger Ducasse's indications have 
done more good than harm to Faure's String Quartet; 
without them we would not have had, for the last sixty 
years, a performing version of the work 31 ; and we know, 
of course, that it was on Faure's precise instructions 
that Roger Ducasse completed the manuscript for publication. 
The case for reconstituting the Quartet, following as far 
as possible Faure's instructions, is nevertheless a strong 
one: his indications for the first movement are comprehensive, 
covering as they do all the first movement themes, and his 
desire to differentiate between the first and second motifs 
is clear. As Robert Orledge pOints out, "Faure rightly 
left the assertive viola p:qrase in bars 1-4 unbowed". 32 
It is generally true to say, as Faure himself remarked a 
propos of the ranta2~i~ op.11133, that the older he became, 
the faster he worked, and the surer his inspiration became. 
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This tendency was somewhat arrested, however, in his 
last years: the sketches left of the String Quartet 34 , 
mostly of the final movement but also containing a few 
sketche~ of the other movements, indicate, with their 
numerous seorings-out and alterations, as well as by 
the sometimes erratic writing, that Faure!s increasingly 
appalling state of health was seriously affecting his 
work (photographs of Faure in 1923 and 1924 give reason 
to marvel at the fact that he composed anything at all 
in his final two years). These same sketches also lead 
us to question whether his composition was quite as sure 
and spontaneous as has sometimes been suggested. In 
discussing the musical revisions in the work, Robert 
Orledge remarks: "in the finale, only one minor change 
occurs in the first half of the movement before the change 
to four sharps at figure 27";5 This is because the 
manuscript he has studied i~ Faure!s fair copy, which 
postdates the sketches we are fortunate enough to possess 
(and which in all probability would have been destroyed 
had Faure lived long enough to !consign them to the flames! 
along with many other sketches and workings). The sketches 
do indeed show several re-workings, and it is not un-
reasonable to suppose that sketches existed which dealt 
as thoroughly with the first and second movements as the 
existing ones do with the third. There is still much 
to be learned from the Quartet manuscripts, and I propose 
to look in detail both at the sketches and at fair 
33S. 
copy. 
It is important first of all to specify the content 
of the existing sketches. Manuscript 17771(2) in the 
Bibliotheque Nationale contains sketches of the following-
parts of the String Quartet (all figures refer to the 
Durand edition): 
First movement: a single sketch, eleven bars long, 
from the 14th bar of fig.4, working towards the 
recapitulation. 
Second movement: 
1. a six-bar sketch, followed by the number 145. 
It therefore supposedly began at bar 140 (the 13th 
bar of fig.lS), although it differs significantly 
from the published version at that point. 
2. somB workings of flowing quaver theme from 
fig.13 (not used in the finished work) . 
3. an eight-bar sketch, from fig.19. The sketch 
on this page jumps from stave to stave, but it is 
possible to follow Faure's train of thought. In 
the margin beside this sketch for the final bars of 
the slow movement, Faure has written the dates of 
Haydn's birth and death, and has studiously sub-
tracted one from the other - 77; Faure himself 
was 7S. Obviously Beethoven's was not the only 
shadow in which he composed his String Quartet! 36 
4. the final bars. These are immediately followed 
by a sketch of the first theme of the final movement. 
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Third movement: the third movement is virtually 
complete, although it is necessary to piece 
together diverse fragments, the page order of 
the sketches being somewhat haphazard. 37 
When all the fragments are collated, there is only 
one substantial lacuna, of 24 bars, between the 
12th bar of fig.28 and the 12th bar of fig.29. 
Also missing are the final bars of the movement, 
from the 9th bar of fig.33 to the end. The sketch 
for these bars does exist, however; it appears on 
the back of a page of manuscript of the Second Piano 
Quintet op.115 (last movement). From the appearance 
of the sketch (the writing is more erratic, and the 
ink spread more thickly on the page) it would seem 
that Faure did not conceive these final bars of 
the String Quartet at the same time as the Second 
Quintet. We know that the Quintet was completed 
in 1921, and that Faure intimated only in 1923 that 
he had begun work on a string quartet. 38 
Faure's fair copy of the String Quartet is also to be 
found in the Bibliotheque Nationale (Ms 417). It is 
complete, save for the two missing bars at the end of the 
first movement. 39 
Upon closer examination of these two manuscripts, in 
conjunction with the published Durand score, it becomes 
clear that several passages gave Faure initial problems. 
The most interesting of these passages occurs in the 
340. 
approach" to the last page of the middle movement. 
For Faur~ this approach to the final page, and not 
the final bars themselves, had also proved problematic 
in the context of the first movement of the First 
Piano Quintet op.89 40 ; in the case of the String 
Quartet we are fortunate in being able to compare three 
workings of the same passage: the first, from the 
sketches; the second, appearing in the fair copy but 
scored out by Faur~; and the finished version. 
The structural context of the passages in question is 
relatively straightforward (even if the harmonic context, 
as will be seen, is quite the reverse). Over three 
quarters of the movement are concerned with the 
exposition, an~ almost immediately following, the 
recapitulation, of the movement's four themes: 
, 
1 
r 
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Development takes place either within the themes 
themselves (with the first theme especially it is 
impossible to say where 'theme' finishes and 'development' 
begins) or in short sequential passages thematically 
conceived. The third theme contains an element of the 
first, which tightens Faure's control over his material. 
Tonally, Faure takes care that each of his themes begins 
from a point closely related to the traditional sonata-
form tonal structure. The only exception is theme 2, 
which is briefly recapitulated last of the four themes, 
and which begins in F minor (the whole movement is centred 
on A), although it quickly leaves this tonality, and is 
in fact used to pave the way for the final, long approach 
to the movement's "peroraison" as Faure might have 
referred to the final exultant bars (5th bar of fig.19 
to the end). It is_ within this long approach, a typical 
Faure procedure in slow movements, especially in the 
late chamber works, that the passages which concern us 
occur. 
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Below is quoted the precise area of interest, 
beginning at the 7th bar of fig.18: 
A. Faure String Quartet 
2nd movement; 
---" 
op.12l (1923-24); 
7th bar of fig.18. 
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As was often the case, Faure seems to have at first 
decided on a certain direction, then had second thoughts 
when at the point of making a fair copy, only to revert 
to his original idea. We can deduce this from the 
343. 
evidence of the following extracts; the first taken 
from the sketches, and the second from the ~air copy: 
B. BN Ms 17771(2) 
Faure 
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Faure String Quartet- op.121 (1923~24); 
2nd movement: following the 8th bar of fig.18. 
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The first of these extracts seem to follow from the 
13th bar of fig.18, and it is reasonable to conclude 
that Faure had completed the passage up to that point 
already. The extract from the fair copy begins at 
the 8th bar of fig.18; thus it is clear that, even 
at the point of making his fair copy, Faure was 
concerned enough about this important passage to consider 
a further revision of his thoughts. 
Harmonically, these passages naturally display late 
Faurean characteristics. Often the harmonies may only 
be inferred from the interplay of melodic lines, so 
concerned is the composer with constant development. 
Nevertheless, important harmonic features, which we may 
notice in his music from the very earliest to the late 
works, can be discerned. Their function is to produce 
tonal implication of an ambiguous nature; and it could 
be said that the development of Faure's musical language 
consists, not in the introduction of neologisms, but in 
the enlarging of the domain of tonal relationships between 
elements which remain more less constant throughout his 
musi c. 
Firstly, the augmented 5th chord, ubiquitous in Faure's 
oeuvre, forms the basis of the final two bars of extract 
B. We may infer that Faure was thinking vertically as 
well as horizontall~ by the fact that all four parts are 
complete in the sketch, and all end at the same poin t. 
Faure's ending of the sketch on a poin t of departure 
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from which a large number of paths could be taken 
underlines the fact that harmonic equivocacy occupied 
a central position in his thinking. Extract C, too, 
contains a typically ambiguous chord: the half-
diminished seventh (bar 2 and 4 of the extract). This 
chord, which Faure had used consistently as a pa~~~­
pa~ioui since early in his career 41 (above all among 
his early works, the slow movement of the Violin Sonata 
op.13 exploits its equivocacy), developed additional 
subtleties as his musical language drew more and more on 
the resources of modality (whether Gregorian or Faurean). 
In the case mentioned here, the half-diminished seventh 
moves to a dominant seventh (although the term is really 
inapplicable to the sound as we hear it in the context 
of late Faure): implication is resolved only to produce 
another implication. The final version of the passage 
under discussion does not make use of the half-diminished 
seventh harmony so carefully worked out in the extract; 
Faure in the end uses a sequence which contains n~ith~~ 
of these two elements of ambiguity, so much a feature 
of his harmonic style: it rests instead on the interplay 
of melodic lines which create moments of intense 
dissonance (at bars 2 and 6, and 4 and 8, of extract A), 
the resolutions of which themselves form preparatory 
chords, propelling the music towards the climax in F 
major (at bar 9 of the extract). The comparison here 
with the masters of Renaissance polyphony is hard to avoid. 
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It is senseless in this case to question too deeply 
the reasons for Faure's decisions in this matter; 
they are artistic decisions, not logical conclusions 
from a set of premises. Nevertheless, after the event, 
we can say that his final version, with its two four-
bar phrases in sequence, is by far the most succint; and 
from the point of view of harmonic movement, it is 
carefully constructed to build tension to the climax. 
The first idea was possibly rejected in the end because 
it tended to relax, rather than to concentrate, the 
harmonic movement: it finishes, as· we have seen, with 
two bars of the same harmony. The second sketch, on tbe 
other hand, possibly develops Faure's material in a 
direction which, quite simply, he did not wish to follow. 
Although I have dealt with the preceding sketches at 
some length because they afford a unique triangulated 
view of Faure's compositional processes, other points 
of interest arise from a simpler comparison of original 
idea (be it in the sketches or the fair copy of the 
Quartet) and the finished work. First of all, some 
more remarks concerning the sequence; we are obliged 
to concentrate either on sequence, tonal direction, 
harmony or melody in referring to the String Quartet: 
for they represent the sum total of his procedures in 
this last work. In the following sketch (from Ms 17771(2) 
of the sequential pattern at fig.22 of the final movement, 
Faure comes close to achieving his intention at the 
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first attempt: 
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Faure String Quartet 
3rd movement; 
op.121 (1923-24); 
at fig.22. 
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EvidentLy Faure is looking for a sequence which will 
raise the music by a major second (or a diminished 
third, to be exact, although in late Faure the question 
of sharps and flats is often a case of ease of notation: 
the ex in the last bar of the above extract is altered 
by him to .D~ in the fair copy, for example). What is 
interesting here is that his initial idea "arrives too 
soon", and reaches the new point of departure one bar 
early. This point of harmonic stasis in the middle 
of a sequence negates the very reason for ~aure's 
sequences - they are the vehicle pa~ exce~~ence for his 
harmonic movement - and his final version puts the 
matter right: 
~ 
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String Quartet op.121 (1923-24); 
3rd movement; at fig.22 . 
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Faure's first tendency having written a theme seems to 
have been to try to develop sequences from it; this 
tendency is evident in his attempt to develop the lyrical 
second theme of the final movement: 
BN Ms 17771(2) 
Faure 
\ 
String Quartet op.12l (1923-24); 
3rd movement; 9th bar of fig.20. 
• 
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A fascinating observation arises from comparing this 
-first notion with that which Faure eventually adopted: 
wher~as ,in the final work the sequence is tightly 
controlled, rising by tones, the original rushes to a 
'Ulyssean' climax with its recollection in the first 
violin part of the lifyhh~ theme from pen~fop~. By 
adopting his final version, the 79 year-old Faure seems 
to be reproaching himself for his youthful impetuousness! 
He again had to curb his energy at fig.3l in the last 
movement, where he was originally drawn towards following 
the melodic highpoint in the first violin by an even 
higher climax, as this sketch shows: 
BN Ms 17771(2) 
Faure String Quartet 
3rd movement; 
op.12l (1923-24); 
? 1 bar before fig.3l. 
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In all Faure changed his mind four times with regard to 
this before leaving us the published version, and'the 
vigour with which he approached such passages is further 
exemplified in this sketch for a possible ending motif 
for the final movement of the Quartet: 
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BN Ms 17771(2) 
Faure String Quartet op.121 (1923-24); 
3rd movement coda. 
As remarked earlier, sketches for the ending which was 
eventually adopted are to be found in the manuscript 
of the Second Piano Quintet op.115, as well as on the same 
. page as the above extract. They present Faure with 
a more closely-argued, thematic coda, the alternative 
tending to sound rather conventional. It is nevertheless 
an impressive sight to see Faure experimenting with such 
vigorous and youthful music. 
A process we have already seen with reference to the 
raniai6i~ op.lll (see P.310)is that of the insertion of 
an extra bar of music at various points, often cadential, 
or the withdrawal of a bar considered malapropos or 
unnecessary. In the finale of the String Quartet, the 
two bars before fig.33 were originally separated (or rather 
joined!) in the following way: 
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BN Ms 17771(2) 
Faure String Quartet op.121 (1923-24); 
3rd movement; 2 bars before fig.33. 
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Plainly the intent is to allow the cello part its full' 
share of the melodic line: Faure's second thoughts 
possibly arise from the desire to rise more smoothly 
to the climax at fig.33. 
Finally, we may notice, in Fa~re's fair copy of the 
-
Quartet, the existence of an eight-bar passage (following 
the 6th bar of fig.B) in the first movement, which was 
scored out and replaced: 
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These eight bars, beautiful though they sound, 
may to Faure's ears have given a hint of "remplissages".42 
A more important reason for their rejection is that they 
are essentially reflective (with tonal tendencies 
towards the flat side of E major), and so near the end 
of the movement his desire must have been to move the 
music towa~d~ E major. His final version (fig.8 bar 7ff) 
works from the flat side of E minor towards E major in 
a passage where impulsion, not reflection, is Faure's 
desire. 
Having looked in some detail at these compositional 
aspects of Faure's String Quartet, we must not lose sight 
of the fact that the music cannot be fully zxpgainzd. 
We may describe, with a greater or lesser degree of 
accuracy, some of the procedures used, and sketches 
permit us at times to provide more accurate descriptions 
of these procedures. But however useful analytical 
means are to monitor the comvoser's intentions, they 
stop short of being able to specify precisely what these 
intentions are. This is particularly true of Faure, 
a composer for whom self-rBvelation was unthinkable. 
These glimpses of the composer at work nevertheless 
allow us to confirm our intuitions vis-~-vis Faure, 
and to conclude, as Jean-Michel Nectoux writes "On peut 
definir l'esthetique de Faure comme l'esthetique du 
sensible sublime".43 
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The ~xamples in the foregoing discussion are all 
unpublished, save for those referring to the String 
Quartet, but a considerable amount of space is devoted 
in Robert Orledge's ga'~izl Tau~~ to sketch books and 
other manuscript sources J he has also published the 
original ending of 50i~ op. 83 no. 1 in an article, 
with discussion of the alterations made~~. As regards 
the songs, Professor Mimi Daitz has kindly provided me 
with a copy of her report on the manuscripts and early 
editions,~5 which indicates many minor revisions of the 
prosody and accompanimental detail of the songs. 
Overall, the evidence of these fragments suggests that, 
in making revisions and alterations, Faure concentrated 
on omitting the superfluous, concentrating the musical 
argument, balancing phrases which might seem to overstate, 
and purifying his original ideas as far as possible -
a process of distillation which would transmit the 
essence of his ideas in the most succint fashion. In 
cases where a completely new version of a passage is 
substituted for one already in existence, for example 
with the closing bars of the first movement of the 
Second Piano Quartet, La Ro~e or 50i~, the second 
version is invariably more deftly wrought and more 
closely integrated with preceding material. 50i~ 
in parti~ular exemplifies the composer's unceasing 
self-analysis: it was surely by processes such as 
those discussed by Dr Orledge in his article that 
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Faure's powers of expression and composition developed, 
feeding on earlier ideas and evolving directly from 
them. The first version of the ending of Soi~ is 
itself a fine piece of writing, and, were it the only 
version in existence, the song would still contain 
great merit, with its strong climax on the word "yeux" 
in F f, major, the flattened mediant, and progression 
back to the threshold of Dp via the favourite Lydian 
4th (which in this case rises rather than falls, a 
somewhat unusual case): 
Faure Soir op.83 no. 1 (1894); original ending. Q6 
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Th~ range of expression within this short passage is 
impressive, although as Robert Orledge points out 
"Faur~ realised •••. that this was excessive for the 
restrained confines of the song"Q7. The final 
version contains an element of restrained passion 
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not present in the more freely stated first ending: 
this is an important feature of many of his revisions, 
with restraint replacing effusiveness; it is further 
exemplified by the revisions already discussed in 
relation to elements of the String Quartet 48 • The 
inna te dislike of naive candour 'and frankly stated 
emotion, so often mentioned in connection with his 
musi~ shows again here with Soi~, but there remains 
a great deal of value in the original version of the 
ending. 
Robert Orledge gives many examples of Faure's concern 
for tonal direction, in particular quoting the sketch 
of a passage from the central section of the 
raniai~ie Ope 111 49 : here the music originally led 
to the key centre of G~ major (the work is in G) 
and the revision redirects it towards G major, 
using sequence and enharmonic changes and altering 
(as often in revisions) aspects of internal detail. 
Of this passage he writes: 
» , 
This example shows Faure's strong grasp of 
the overall tonal direction. However 
complicated the enharmonic changes appear to 
b~ they are all part of the purposeful plan, 
and Faure's sequential approach allowed 
alterations to be made with the minimum of 
disruption ll • 50 
One point of interest here is that Faure must have 
allowed the music to 'create itself' rather than 
aiming for a particular key centre in the first 
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place; a process more of evolution than of structure. 
The problem of tonal balance was worked out atte~ the 
creative process had taken place, and this bears out 
many writings by the composer and others concerning 
the nature of his compositional thinking; it was a 
question of development from a starting point rather 
than working from an initial concept of the overall 
form of a work, and this explains the variety of 
formal structures which we find in the mature chamber 
works in particular. Thus the "purposeful plan" to 
which Robert Orledge refers was never allowed to 
constrict the music, but acted rather as an element 
of balance and control once the music had come into 
existence. P~n~gope is an exception to this general 
procedure, since the form of the opera was more or 
less determined by the text, and his dependence on 
motto themes obliged him to invent material which would 
respond to a variety of commands and portray a variety 
of moods according to the dramatic context. 
Faure seems to have had more trouble in achieving 
success at the first attempt with his melodic lines 
and themes than with the harmonic argument. The 
problems which he encountered with the finale theme 
from the First Piano Quintet, the Pie Je~u from the 
Requiem, La 1geu~ qui va ~u~ g'eau and certain themes 
from P~n~gope, are all discussed by Robert Orledge, 
and his reliance on early themes in late compositions 
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adds weight to the argument that his· gifts were more 
naturally harmonic than melodic. Certain themes 
do fall short of distinction, notably the finale 
themes of the First Piano Quintet and Piano Trio, 
but his constant revisions often produced thematic 
material of great stature: this is particularly 
true of the Ulysse theme from P~n~lope which, as 
Robert Orledge ShOWS 51 , passed through the following 
stages before reaching its final, impressive version: 
Faure Sketches for Ulysse's royal theme; 1907. 
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The final vi~w which emerges from study of the various 
sketches in this appendix is of a composer whose 
first musical ideas in any particular work were 
essentially 'correct'. Radical alterations do not 
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Bxist, and initial ideas may invariably be seen as 
embryos for final version~. As Robert Orledge points 
out, "once an idea entered Faur~ts head, he could not 
easily rid himself of it", 52 and he seems seldom to 
have totally rejected any work once it had been brought 
to completion, unlike Brahms, for example. Only the 
early Violin Concerto Ope 14 and the Ope 20 and Ope 40 
symphonic works were discarded, although elements of 
all three reappear much later, in the late chamber works 
and in ~a~que~ et Be~qama~qu~~ Ope 112. This economy 
and self-sufficiency is one of Faur~'s most characteristic 
features. The sketches permit us nevertheless to 
glimpse the composer's mind at work, as it were, and, 
like the drawings or sketches of an artist, they remain 
intrinsically fascinating. 
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"AussitBt que les affiches annonc~rent que 
Richard Wagner ferait entendre dans la salle 
des Italiens des fragments de ses compositions, un 
fait amusant se produisit, que nous avons deja vu, 
et qUi prouve Ie besoin instinctif, precipite des 
Francais, de prendre sur toute chose leur parti 
avant d'avoir delibere ou examine. Les uns 
annonc~rent des merveilles, et les autres se mirent 
a denigrer a outrance des oeuvres qu'ils nlavaient 
pas encore entendues. Encore aujourdlhui dure 
cette situation bouffonne, et lIon peut dire que 
jamais sujet inconnu nefut tant discute." in 
Baudelaire, C.: Cu~io~iie~ e~iheiique~, L'A~i 
~omaniiqu£ ei dui~e~ Oeuv~e~ c~iiique~, Paris, 
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Baudelaire's article on Wagner and 7annhau~e~, 
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2. Koechlin, C: yaR~ieg lau~e, Paris, Alcan, 1927; p16. 
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R.Langham-Smith), London, Secker and Warburg, 1977; p138. 
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Paris, Editions Rieder, 1930; pl17. 
10. Faure's review of Richard Strauss's Sa~om~ 
(op. cit., p.140) is further evidence of his 
reaction against sounds which seem to have no 
logical explanation: "est-ce en raison du 
caractere si particulierement brutal du sujet, 
ou est-ce uniquement pour innover, que M.Richard 
Strauss introduit tant de dissonances crue11es 
et qUi defient toute explication ?" 
11. Cooke, D. 7h~ Languaq~ ot ~u~ic OUP, 1959. 
12. Op. cit., p25. 
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Chapter 1 
1. This had already been noted by Koechlin: " .... 1es 
seconds renversements surtout, il les rehabilite 
de l'absurde suspicion qui pesait sur eux ll • 
in Koechlin, C. : 9a&..~i~e. tau~.e, Paris, Felix Alcan, 
1927; p.164. 
2. The final ten bars of the piece present a series of 
finishing flourishes, in which the harmony alternates 
between the tonic (Bb) and supertonic. 
3. The term is widely used in jazz circles, however, 
where it is symbolised thus: ~ (0 being the symbol 
for a diminished seventh). This thesis uses '~'. 
4. W W Norton and co, inc. (U.S.A.); published in 
Britain by Barrie and Rockliff (The Cresset Press), 
1968. 
5. Ope cit., p.156. 
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6. New Ycrk, Gollancz, 1978. 
7. Liszt is, however, an exception where the half-
diminished seventh is concerned. In other respects 
such an innovator, and especially fond of the 
augmented triad, his works show little evidence of 
exploiting the half-diminished seventh. 
8. To these chords could be added the diminished seventh: 
but, although a common feature of Faure's early music, 
its use gradually became less frequent, and it is 
seldom present in the late works. Indeed it may be 
observed that whereas Cesar Franck's fondness for 
the diminished seventh precludes elaborate use of the 
half-diminished seventh, with Faure the opposite is 
true: as the half-diminished seventh begins to figure 
more significantly, so the diminished seventh becomes 
less common. 
9. It was nevertheless Faure's choice to remain within 
tonality, and in that he shows himself to be a 
conservative: the same chords which he used in a 
tonal context were being used by Debussy, for example, 
to undermine tonality as a system. This point is more 
fully dealt with in Chapter 3. 
10. Here I cannot agree with Robert Orledge, who writes 
"The diminished seventh is almost as rare as it is in 
Purcell, and this is why J. I at-eai..1J pet/I. delJ c.llemi..nlJ 
pe~I-idelJ (op.6l. 4) with its frequent dim}she~ s~ventps 
sounds unusually anguished ll (Orledge R: ':r'aR~ <..ef. f au~e, 
London Eulenburg, 1979; p.249). It is Faure's high-
lighting of the diminished seventh which produces this 
special effect; generally the chord is used to smooth 
the passage of a modulation, and often passes unnoticed. 
11. Faure was evidently not alone in despairing about his 
First Quintet. Vincent d'Indy, writing to Octave Haus 
in February 1895, included the following passage: 
"Je dois te dire qu'il n'y a cette annee ABSOLUMENT RIEN 
comme musique de chambre fran~aise, la production est 
nulle, nulle, nulle! Faure ne terminera jamais son 
Quin tet te ... " . 'L et tre s de Vincen t d' Indl a 0 cta ve ~,~aus' 
(1), presen ted by Al bert Van Linden, in a Revue Ref.ge de 
mUIJi..cot.ogie, Brussels, 1960; Vol. XIV, 1-4; p.117. 
12. Ope cit (no. 10); p. 238ff. 
13. Paris, Richard Masse, 1971 (Revue Musicale, two volumes, 
nos. 272-3). 
14. Ope cit. (no.lO); p.240. 
15. Ope cit. (no.lO); p.136. 
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16. Op.cit. (no.lO); p.9l. 
17. In [iudz compa~~z dz~ gangagz~ ha~moniquz~ dz 
lau~~ zi dz Dilu~~y; op.cit. (no.13), p.32. 
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1. Faure G: Lzii~z~ iniimz~, Paris, La Colombe, 1951; 
p.118. 
2. Lefevre G: Traite d'harmonie (a l'usage des cours 
de l'ecole de musique classique, fondee par L. 
Niedermeyer), Paris, a l'ecole, 1889. 
3. "L'exemple de Faure, moralement, est des plus 
salutaires, parce que, maitre de soi, il eut la 
force d'eviter ces brusques sursauts, parce qu'il 
n'a vilipende aucun art ... " In Koechlin, C: 9al~izg 
lau~~, Paris~ Alcan, 1927; p.2l3. 
4. "Je n'ai jamais su (cela vaut peut-etre mieux) ne pas 
lecher et r~lecher mon ouvrage et m'y attarder 
in fin i men t ••.• ", 0 p • cit. ( no. 1 ), p. 7 5 . 
5. In Faure G: Co~~z~pondancz, presentee et annotee par 
Jean-Michel Nectoux, Paris, Flammarion, 1980; p.258. 
6. Jean-Michel Nectoux points out Faure's mistake in a 
footnote; the key is in fact B minor not B ft minor. 
, 
7. Gervais, F: [iud~ compa~~z dz~ gangagz~ ha~mDniquz~ dz 
lau~~ ei de Delu~~y, Paris, Richard Masse, 1971. 
8. In Auric, G: 'Gabriel Faure', La Rzvue (1u~icage, 
Dec. 1924; p.lOO. 
9. The terms Aeolian, Phrygian and so on, are used here 
to define the intervals of the scale, and the final 
of each mode is denoted by a prefix. since the majority 
of Faure's modal passages occur in transpositions. 
10. Op.cit. (no.l), p.12l. 
11. Page 197. 
12. See page 59. 
13. Example also quoted on page 62. 
14. Jankelevitco, V: lau~~ ei g'inexp~imalgz, Paris, 
PIon, 1974; p.196. 
15. Op.cit. (no.7), p.37. 
16. An alternative analysis for the conjunction of 
the Lydian 4th and dominant 7th is in terms of 
the mode composed of the 3rd diapente species and 
1st diatessaron species - the 'Vechaspati' of 
Gervais: 
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1. Orledge, R: yaR~iel lau~€, London. Eulenburg, 1979; 
p.288. 
2, See chapter 1 and appendix. 
3. See chapter 1. 
4. Jankelevitch, V: lau~€ ei L'inexp~imaRle, Paris, 
PIon, 1974; p.112. 
5. Verlaine, P: La Bonne Chanhon, poem XV. 
6. Op.cit. (no.l) ; p .15. 
7. Op.cit. (no.4); p.130. 
8. This is printed rather carelessly in the current 
Hamelle edi tion as "ll:ne chaieleine en ha iou~". 
9. The quotation is from Verlaine's celebrated poem, 
L'A~i po€iique of 1874, which begins: "De la musique 
avant toute chose •••• ". 
10. The titles were add~d against Faure's wishes in the 
second printing of 1903. In op.cit (no.l); p. 305. 
11. Op.cit. (no.l); p.141. 
12. In. yagaiel T~~~~, Paris, Editions du Seuil, 1972; p.147. 
13. The complexity of melodic movement here has forced an 
error in an otherwise fastidious edition of Faure's 
Barcarolles: in the Peie~h edition (Nr.9560b) of 1977 
edited by Eberhardt Klemm, the flat sign which should 
qualify the second G in the left hand of bar 19 is 
printed instead before the second A. 
, 
14. Gervais, F: Eiude compa~~e deh langageh ha~moniqueh 
de lau~€ ei de DeRuhhY, Paris, Richard Masse, 1971; p.19. 
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15. In the introduction to the currently available 
edition of Nocturnes 1-8, p.V. The passage in 
question is quoted in Chapter 1, on p. 56. 
16. DQmmel-Dieny, A: L'Ha~moniz Vivaniz, Neuchatel, 
Editions Delachaux et Niest~e, 1967; Tome. V, 13; 
p.20. 
17. Koechlin, C: ya!~izg lau~~, Paris, Felix Alcan, 
1927; p.157. 
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Eulenburg, 1979; p.60. 
3. Faure, 
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